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John Mack Carter Named
Chairman of Downe Board
NEW YORK — John Mack been Editor of McC-all's and a
Carter, the son of Mrs. W.Z. Vice President and a Director of
Carter of Murray, hae been the McCall Corporation. Prior
elected Chairman of the Board to that he was Editor of
and Editor-in-Chief of Donna American Home, and earlier
Communications, Inc., it wail was Assistant Editor of Better
announced by Edward R. Homes and Gardens.
Mr. Carter was born in
Downe Jr. Downe, who is the
principal stockholder, had been Murray. He attended Murray
Chairman and continues as State University and was
graduated from the University
Chief Executive Officer.
Carter also continues all of Missouri, where he received
Editor of the Ladies' Haan* his 'master's degree. He
received the Missouri Honor
Journal.
In addition to the Journal, Award for Distinguished Ser(See Carter, Page 111)
Downe Communications
publishes American Home,
Family Weekly, American
Home Crafts, Ladies' Home
Journal Needle & Craft and
Photo World, all of whose
editorial activities will- be
supervised by Carter.
DCI also is engaged in the
direct marketing of general
merchandise and 4101114111's
fashions. It also owns approximately 40 per cent of the
common stock of the Bartell
Media Corporation, which
publishes consiuner magazines
and operates AM and FM radio
stations.
Carter joined Downe Communication in 1968 when -1itit company acquired the Ladle.'
Home Journal. He joined tha
John Mack Carter
Journal in 1965, after having

HOME GUTTED—The home of Mrs. Elizabeth Dowdy, owned by Clifford Blalock,,wasApittadbp
fire Wednesday night. The Calloway County Fire-Rescue Unit, called to the fire, said that the he
e as a total loss, but said that some of the contents were saved.
(Staff Photo by David Hill

Murray High School Band
Boosters Club Will Meet
The Murray High School
Band Boosters Club will meet
Monday, August 27, at the band
room of the high school building
on Doran Road.
All band parents are urged-to
attend, said Dr. J.D. Outland,
president of the club.

Nixon Responds To Watergate
Questions; 'Shall Not Resign'
TWO PERSONS INJURED—A two-car collision six miles north of Murray injured two persons
Wednesday at 5:05 p.m., according to Kentucky State Trooper Charles Stephenson. Stephenson said
the ears, driven by Mrs. Twfla Anderson, 43, and Donna Booher, 20, collided head-on after Mrs.
Anderson swerved to avoid a ear which was turning left in front of her. The Anderson car and the car
turning left were headed south on Highway 641. and the Booher car was headed north. Stephenson
said. Officials of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital said that Mrs. Anderson was admitted for
lacerations and a fractured arm, and is listed in good condition. Donna Booher was transferred to
Lourdes Hospital in Paducah, where she was listed in satisfactory condition this morning in intensive
care. The Anderson car, bottom photo, was pulled in by Tabers Wrecker Service, and the Booher car,
to photo, was towed in by McClard's Wrecker Service.
'Staff Photos by David Hill )

Seen&Heard Bairey Gore Speaks to JC's on
Park Site; Miss Adams Honored
Around
Murray
Mrs. Zelma Rumfelt calls to
say her son Master Sergeant
Lonnie Gray Rumfelt has
retired from the United States
Air Force after 25 years. Says
he saw the University of Kentucky play baseball with New
Hampshire at Manchester, New
Hampshire the other day and he
was cheering for Kentucky.
Somebody asks him why and he
says he was born and reared in
Kentucky so just couldn't help
it. Sgt. Rumfelt was in Thailand
the same time that his brother,
Ray Rumfelt, was in Viet Nam.
They did not get to see each
other but did make contact on
the telephone.
She advertised a 1973 Cadillac
for sale cheap.
"How cheap?" asked a young
man, first to phone her.
"Fifty dollars," said she.
In ten minutes the buyer
arrived at the lady's address in
a cab. A ew minutes later the
deal was
lized: all papers
were signed nd a check for $50
changed hands. The young man
got into the new, luxurious car
and started to pull away; then
he decided to ask the question
that was bugging him.
"Lady, this is a fine car. Why
are you letting me have it for
such a little money?"
"Well, my husband died just a
few weeks ago," she explained,
"and his will stipulated that his
car be sold.. and all the
proceeds from the sale be
(See Sem & Heard, Page 16T

imiommois
The Weather

Increasing cloudiness with
chance of a few scattered showers or thundershowers tonight,
low in the low to mid 643s. Mostly cloudy and a little warmer
Friday with chance of thunderShowers, high in the mid 80s.
Partly cloudy and warmer Saturday.

, Bailey Gore, assistant
professor in the Department of
Health, Physical Education,
and Recreation, Murray State
University, was the speaker at
the meeting of the MurrayCalloway County Jaycees held
Tuesday evening at the
Triangle Inn.
Gore discussed the way the
site selection committee for the
new city park system arrived at
their decision to purchase land
for parks.
Miss Stacy Adams received
the Outstanding Young Kentuckian award from Gedric
Paschall of the Jaycees at the
Tuesday meeting. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Cody
Adams of Farmington Route
One and was valedictorian of
the 1973 graduating class of
Calloway County High School
with a grade standing of 97.61.
The Calloway girl will attend
Murray State University with a
major in pre-med. She was
voted "Mast Outstanding
Senior" by the faculty and
"Most Likely to Succeed" by
her classmates at Calloway

By THE ASSOCIATED PRINS
SAN CLEMENTE, Calif.
( AP) -- President Nixon's that
responses in five months to direct questions about Watergate
and his declaration that the
scandal is "water under the
bridge" apparently will not succeed in stemming the Senate

Ken-Bar inn
To Be Sold

The Ken-Bar Inn Resort, near
Gilbertsville, was to be sold at
public auction today, making
teUrth change of ownership
In the past seven years
The sale, which is being
conducted by Delta Auction Co.
of Memphis, is part of a courtdirected reorganization of the
debt-ridden Airport Machining
Co. of Union City, Tenn. which
owns the motel.
The Ken-Bar motor inn of
Huntsville, Ala., also 014 ned by
AMC,was sold at pubhr auction
Tuesday for $406,000
Development property of
approximately 260 acres will
accompany the resort in the
The
sale
proreedings.
development property partially
Bailey Gore
adjoins the resort
High. She received the general'
The resort was constructed in
alumni schelarship for Murray 1966 in 1966 for an estimated
State in the amount of $500. The $1.75 million, but the actual
award winner was a member of worth of the property would be
the Band, Speech and Debate hard to estimate, an executive
Team, Future Teachers, and of the auction firm said.
Beta Club while in high school.
CORRECTION
Dr. D. Cris Emmert,
Fashion knits listed in
president of the Jaycees,
presented past presidents' Fabrific's advertisement in
plaques to John Youngerman Wednesday's Ledger & Times
who served in 1968-69 and Van should have been listed as
Waugh who served in 1969;70 at "values to $1.99, two >art] for
$1."
the meeting on Tuesday.

Committee hearings are to
Watergate investigation.
"I shall not resign," Nixon resume Sept. 10. Most other
told a news conference Wednes- members of the committee
day as he gave explanations for were traveling or declining to
his Watergate conduct which comment, though Sen. Joseph
conceded no personal negli- Montoya, D-N.M., said he
thought Nixon "has again disgence.
And in the latest of his at- pelled any expectation that he
tempts to put Watergate behind will surrender the tapes" of
him, he insisted it is time to recorded presidential meetings.
With Congress in recess,
get on with the "business of the
there was little reaction to the
people."
But Sen. Sam J. Ervin Jr., D- Nixon news conference, though
N.C., chairman of the Senate supporting statements did come
panel which has probed the from Republican National
scandal for months, said "I Chairman George Bush and
don't think any more light was Sen. John Tower, R-Tex. Conshed than has been shed be. gressional reaction, though offore." And he said he would not ten along predictable party
allow the investigation to rest jhses. is one standard bermeuntil the committee is satisfied ter of a President's success in
that it has exhausted every av- making his point.
Polls show Nixon's prior
enue.
statements and speeches of Watergate innocence were unconvincing to many So the President sought this time to regain
lace Nixon, Page 161

Youth Group To
Give Program
At Louisville

Members of the Senior High
Youth
Methodist
United
Fellowship of the First United
MethodistOzurch, Murray. will
present a special program at.
the Christ United Methodist
Church, Louisville, on Saturday
evening.
The local group will present a
multi-media presentation
followed by a "Celebration of
Life" from 9:30 p.m. to midnight on Saturday.
, Prior to the program the
group will attend the movie,
"Godspell," at Louisville. They
are scheduled to arrive in
Louisville about one p.m.
Saturday after having left the
Murray church parking lot at
eight a.m. Saturday in a
Volkswagen bus.
The Murray group will sleep
in sleeping bags at the Christ
Church at Louisville on
Saturday night. Sunday morning they will leave with Christ
Church Youth to go to their
homes to clean-up, change
clothes, and eat breakfast.
Their schedule for Sunday
calls for Sunday School and
worship at the Christ Church
before they leave for Murray at
1:30 p.m. The Louisville church
will provide sack lunches for
them on Sunday.'
Senior youth members attending will be Elaine Eversmeyer, Jennie Hendon, Nancy
Fitch, Sheree Brandon, Jana
Jones, Jan Haggett, Ginger
Gilliam, Donna Humphries,
Julie Oakley, Bill Boston, Tim 4
Philpot, Phil Byrn, and Bill
Fisher. Chaperones will be Mrs.
STACY ADAMS receives the Outstanding Young Kentuckian award from Gee* Paschall of the' Willie Bell Gilliam, Mr. and
Murray Jaycees at the meeting held Tuesday evening at the Triangle Ian. Is Adams is filialf Mrs. Max Brandon, and Rev
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Cody Adams.
Mickey Carpenter.

House Destroyed
By Blaze Today
The home of Mrs. Elizabeth
Dowdy, -Route Three, wire
completely destroyed by fire
this morning according to
reports of the Calloway County
Fire-Rescue Unit.
Firemen listed the house as a
total loss, but said that some of
the contents were saved from
the blaze.
Rescue squad members said
that the fire apparently started
in the attic of the frame
building, and that the entire
structure received heavy smoke
and fire damage.
The call came at 1:25 a.m.
today, and firemen remained on

the scene until 3:20 a.m. Three
hundred feet of Pr• -4810b lines-and 350 feet of 2 -inch lines
were laid.
Two units responded from the
rilrue squad. No injuries were
reiRrted as a result of the fire.
Personnel answering the alarm
were Max Dowdy, Jim Johnson,
Jeery Edward, Ed Jennings,
Jim Wilkinson, Ronnie Barnett,
Charles Tubbs, Mason Milby,
Randy Linn, Ron Stout, Ran
Stout, Phil Owens, Joe Pat Thweatt, Bill Marcum, Loyd Key,
Gordon Wirt, Aaron Dowdy,
Jim Green, Bob Trenholm,
Make Farley, and Jim Kelly.

-

Council Says Sept. 12
Price Increase Should
Not Be As Bad As Last
WASHINGTON (API — Consumers can expect another
surge in food prices after Sept.
12, but the administration says
It shouldn't .he as bad as the
last big increase.
The Cost of Living Council
Wednesday released its proposed new Phase 4 food price
controls scheduled to take effect Sept. 12.
The council said the controls

basically will put the food industry under the same restrictions on price increases as the
rest of the economy.
Officials said the controls will
require "a substantial cost absorption on the part of food
wholesalers and retailers" and
will keep prices below what
they might otherwise be.
Council director John T. Dunlop said "some price increases
at the consumer level are expected" when the regulations
go into effect. But he predicted
consumers would not be as
hard-hit as they were when the
price freeze was lifted from
food on July 18.
At a news- briefing today.
Dunlop declined to go along
with a prediction attributed to
Agriculture Secretary Earl
Butz that food prices probably
(See Prices, Page 16)

Public LibAry
To Be Closed
For Inventory

YOUNGEST SINGER—Tim Wilcox was the youngest of the
Southern Harmony Group of Singers who presented a program
last Thirriehry at the Calloway County Public library. The 35voice choir sang ."by the nate" first. using the old Southero
Harmony songbook as it was originally written in 1e35. I)r. Glenn
Wilcox narrated and directed the group as they began and ended
the program with the hymn "Holy Manna.(Staff Photo by David Hill

The Calloway County Public
Library will be closed August
79, 30, and 31, for inventory. It
will be open for business
Saturday, September 1.
"The library staff has felt the
need of a complete inventory of
books for quite some time but
has always regretted the
necessity of interrupting library
services," a library spokesman
said.
"The inconvenience caused
by the closing of the library for
three days will be more than
Worthwhile as books and
materials will be easier to
locate and patrons will know
exactly the holdings of the
library," the spokesman continued.
"Please help us by returning
overdue books before that
time. The .book depository
be • ape* -at all. times for the
INOVOilienCe of the piitrons in
returning books during the
three day period," said Mrs._
Trevathan,
Margaret
Librarian.

_
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Monitoring the Press
Anybody want to make a complaint against the
press?
Now there's a place to lodge it-the National News
Council, set up in New York as an independent body
to monitor the national news media and check out
complaints about their accuracy or fairness.
"National" is the key word; only news
organizations of nationwide significance will come
under the Council's scrutiny. That limits the field
g somewhat, but those who want to complain about the
r press will still not feel hemmed in.
People in the news business are not sure whether
k
the Council is a good thing. Some are for it and
ers rook on it as a probable buS-yrody out lo
justify itself. It has no power to compel any party to
provide information or cooperate with its inquiries;
therefore it will have to depend on public opinion to
have any -force.
The idea of an outsiders' judge-and-jury on press
pedormance has been tried before, but never on a
national basis in the U.S. This one is starting off with
an uphill road to climb to prove it value.—Tulsa
(Okla.) World.

I

1

-Watergate Was-One Ili-A-Kind-

Critics of the Ervin committee's Watergate
inquiry offer an artful defense of their contention
! that the coverup should remain covered up. Why
! didn't someone call for a congressional investigation
of Teddy Kennedy and Chappaquiddick? Why was
there no congressional inquiry of alleged vote fraud
in Chicago in the 1960 presidential election? And so
on, ad infinitum.
The simple fact is that not one of the incidents
cited involved the possible criminal misuse of
governmental power by a presidential administration to subvert the election process. That's
the difference. Watergate is sui generis, one of a
kind. And shouts of "You're another!" will never
wipe that out.—Raleigh (N.C.) News and Observer.
-

Ten Years Ago Today
ilDGC11 & MOW 71:ILZ

Van Key, of Puryear. Tenn.. age 79, died
yesterday at the Murray Hospital.
An ordinance was passed last night by the Murray
City Council increasing the business area on the
Hazel Highway. The ordinance affects the area
between the J leS_011_Company south to the_Glendale Road on the west side of the highway.
Max Hughes was the district senior champion in
the 4-H Tractor Driving contest held arPrinceton.
Henry Armstrong was the junior district champion.
Mike Lassiter, John Bennett, Buster Scott, Mike
Keller, Mike Kuykendall, Ann Titsworth, Kay
Pinkley, Jane Belote, Jeanie Diuguid, Cathy
Rowlett, Julie Settle, and Kathy Converse are
teenagers who will represent Murray in the state
Jaycee Swim meet at Elizabethtown tomorrow.

20 Years Ago Today
AMA& &

Needy residents of Calloway -e,atisity received
a total of $17,925 in public assistance payments
during July, according to a report issued by the
State Division of Public Assistance.
Miss Ruby Simpson, Mrs. Helen Hogancamp, Mrs.
'Lucy Lilly, Mrs. Martha Smith, and Mrs. Barletta
Wrather attended the annual conference of Ken. tuckiNybocational Home Economics Teacherrs
Associating at Hardinsburg.
Billy Joe Cress, son of Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Crass,
has enrolled at the Georgia Institute of Technology
at Atlanta, Ga.
U.S. choice beef roast is advertised at 39 cents per
pound in the Kroger ad this week.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Verily I say unto you, Inasmuch as ye have done it
unto one of the least of these my brethren, ye'have
done it unto me.—Matthew 25:40.
People are the most important thing in the world.
Be kind

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet, Jr.
The old saying that life is one damned thing after
,politics, a
another comes home to roost in
profession that has its practitioners howling, or
growling or groveling orsrying, as the situation may
dictate. depending_un who got eau& taking what
from whom, and,whe4,„
-A politician—sot that wouldcircumvent God."
—William-Shakespeare

NEWS

THE

W P. Williams, President (1941 1963)
James C. Williams, Editor and Publisher
Gene McCutcheon, News Editor and Production Manager
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not tor the best in
terest of Our readers.
National Representatives Wallace Witmer- Co., 1509 MadisOn Ave ,
Memphis. Tn , Time & Life Bldg., New York, N.Y , Stephenson Bldg ,
rsetrnit Wen
Subscription Rates: By carrier in Murray S.35 per week, $1.52 per
month. 518.20 per year By mail in Calloway and adjoining counties,
$7 50 per year other destinations, 518 00 per year All mail sub
cript.ons plus 5 percent state tax
,
Enter ectdail y at the Post Office, Murray. Kentucky, for transmission
as Second Class Matter

.1466)

Ne Benflost

OUTSIDE SHANGRI-LA
remarks from this enlightening himself. To unit these disconfirst pamphlet.
the
since
tented elements or even to
Ever
Americans were admitted to
"A revealing remark on the organize them is therefore out
Communist China, a legion of deification of Mao concerns the of the question. It is a harsh yet
writers and publicists have record of the famous Yangtze very effective system.'
Dr. Brudnoy's column serves
been busily at work creating swim in 1966, the second of the
new myths about Mao's two aquatic miralces. Wu: an important educational
'workers' paradise" on the 'They claimed that Mao's speed purpose. It helps give American
Chinese mainland. James averaged 100 meters per 40 readers an accurate perReston and Harrison Salisbury second. This was way better spective on Chinese Communist
of The New York Times, a than the world record, which is affairs. It is tragic, however,
sizable contingent of see-no-evil 100 meters per 51 second. Is it that the realities described 1:3.
academics and other admirers credible that Mao broke the Mr. Wu are so infrequentl
of the Chinese New Order—all world record by as much as 11 discribed today in the mass
have presented Red China as a seconds? Even if Mao was going circulation magazines, on
w,
proletarian wonderland.
down-stream, it would still be television and in academic
Mr. Salisbury, for example, Impossible.. This was a fairy publications.
referred to "a new spirit among tale...out-and out fabrication.'
men." Mr. Reston spoke of
"Want tn listen to foreign
Bluegrass At Fair
"sights and sounds to make radio broadcasts (e.g. voice of
If you want to hear some
, American nostalgic and sen- America) in Red China? Be good, down-home bluegrass
timental." Something called the prepared, says Wu, for 'quite music while you're at the 1973
Committee Concerned Asian heavy' punishment for those Kentucky State Fair, see
Scholars described Communist tuning in to so-called reac- Bluegrass Alliance singing and
China as "the • best of all tionary stations such as Voice of playing free in two perpossbile societies."
Free China and Voice of formances daily throughout the
Obviously, a lot needs to be America. Few people dare to Fair
done in the way of correcting violate this rule.
faulty vision. One of the writers
"fio-a,-about freedom from
Fair i3ig.Top
who has helped the public to surveillance? 'Each and every
The 19734Kentucky State Fair
grasp the reality of mainland member of a work unit launder Big Top will house 23 free
China today is Dr. David the dark shadow of the security performances of M & M's
Brudnoy, the brilliant author, system; they live in anxiety all Circus Internationale. Jugglers,
television commentator and the time. Everyone is worried clowns and acrobats will lend to
frequent contributor to National that he may become the target the feeling of old-time circus fun
Review. In a recent article, of an informer. Consequently, August 16-25.
published in the Anaheim no one dares to say what he
Bulletin, Dr. Brudnoy presented wants to say. His complaints,
The official language of
pered with.
a fascinating human story that his anti-Mao or anti-communist
Ecuador is Spanish.
2. The city might not be able throws light on Communist sentiments must all be kept to
to come up with the funds to China today. The rest of his
equip and maintain a large column is devoted to Dr. -4
park.
Brudnoy's account, which is
3. A new park would probably Important information for the
need to be for the joint use of public. Dr. Brudnoy writes:
* Ends SAT. *
city and county and it would be
"In the city for my regular TV
unforgiveable to provide a park commentary, I meet Mr.
allowing county use without WuShujen, our guest on the
proportionate support.
news
evening
WGBH-TV
4. An expanded commercial program last night, and his
area along Chestnut might battery of colleagues and
adversely affect the downtown translator. Mr. Wu is a rarity
business area. Murray already on this particular educational
had -Enough" commercial televsion program—an avowed
area.
anti-communist with credenThese reasons are so weak, tials to back up his statements.
they don't deserve the space A Communist Party member
required. to answer or refute. for ten years and boy guard for
The result is that we don't
Chairman Mao Tese-tung on the
have the quarter million dollars famed 1956 swim along the
from the sale of four acres,
River. Mr. Wu put his
which would still have left most aquatic talents to good use in
of the existing city park for a 1969, swimming eight hours to
swimming pool, picnic areas, freedom in Hong Kong.
"
and playgrounds. The ball
"Mr. Wu is 38 years old. He
larger
and
diamonds
lives in Hong Kong as an
recreational areas would be engineer. His family still lives
relocated in safe, adequately on the mainland, and he is here
spaced areas away from the in the United States winding up
congestion of SO Street and an extended speaking tour
Chestnut Street.
sponsored by The Committee
WALT
Sadder still is that we have for a Free China.
DISNEY
lost the chance at the matching
"The tale Mr. Wu tells, of the
federal funds of close to another hideousness of the Red regime
quarter million dollars. True, on China's mainland, used to be
we do have some revenue familiar fare in this country,
sharing funds, but these could before Mr. Nixon got the
be used for construction of a reapprochement hots and
public swimming pool and other developed his taste for Peking
I 0'162 kfttl cl.An
city and county purposes which duck. But now we hear little of
16 Children 75' This Engagement Onip
will have to be postponed until the deprivation, the rigidity,
funded by city and county taxes. censorship, enforced conSo we will all pay for this day- formity, myraid hardships of
late-and-a-dollar-short decision. life in the, you'll pardon the
In the meantime, we are two expression, People's Republic
more years behind in securing of China.
adequate park facilities, in"An interview with Mr. Wu
Now film Too. 9/11
cluding a public swimming pool has been published in booklet
and possibly a teen-town. These form by the The Committee for
®0000/1;(1/
must come at highly inflated—
a Free rhInt,--and rather than
future.
the
costs in
paraphrase Mr. Wu's responses
Sad, but true.
to my questions and those of our
The Dwectof Company prescnts
Sincerely,
show's host, Mr. Louis Lyons, I
A.H. Kopperud
shall simply quote a few of his

1

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Dear Editor:
One of our most vital needs at
present is an adequate, con, -located -city-county
venient)
park. A joint city-county
committee has been diligently
working on location of a suitable
site, which presently awaits
decision by the City.
The park site, when one can
be decided on, is to be paid for
out of revenue sharing funds,
which are the only federal funds
available at this time for such a
Purpose.
Two years ago, a recreation'
committee appointed by the
Mayor and headed by Dr. Rex
Alexander, came up with a
recommendation that a strip be
sold off the north side of the
present city park along
Chestnut Street, and the
proceeds re-invested in an
adequate park site.
This strip consisted of roughly
4 acres, or less than one-third of

the park area. Based on
prevailing market values for
commercial real estate ( which
that area would be zoned)
fronting along Chestnut, backed
up by an apartment zone
fronting the remainder of the
park, the parcel would have
brought around $250,000.00 at
auction. Together with matching federal park funds, now
no longer available, Murray
could have had close to half a
million dollars tax free for park
facilities, depending of course
on the actual amount of federal
matching funds secured.
A public hearing was held
before the city council, and the
matter taken under advisement. The Mayor and half
the city council vetoed the
proposal. This decision seemed
to have been based on the
following logic:
1. The present city park is a
"sacred cow", not to be tam-

Centralized Computer
Center In Operation
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Amidst The computers are used for
a web of tangled wires, flashing all types of information and
lights and magnetic tapes lies business including payroll,
one of the most progressive engineering uses to help design
systems in state government, roads and build bridges, agency
that of the centralized state project costs, the state centralized voter registration, the
computer center.
The center, operated by the massive state police system of
Bureau of Computer Services, information and various other
is a consolidation of all state data.
According to McReynolds,
government computer services.
It was created by an executive since the system is centralized,
order from Gov. Wendell Ford It will be easier for the state
which combined computer take steps to make the center as
services in the Departments of physically secure as possible
Security is important because
-Finance and Administration,
Transportation, Treasury, the center operates 24 hours a
Education, Public Safety, day, seven days a week.
Economic Security, Health and
"We're taking a lot of
Mental Health.
"The basic operational precautions to protect the data
concept of the center is to that is in the center," said
function as a computer utility," McReynolds, "and restict any
said Bob McReynolds, director unauthorized use of inof the bureau. "This system formation."
He also pointed out that the
computer
power
makes
available to all state agencies." center is being organized on a
The computer equipment zero budget operation, funding
being utilized by the center is an will come from the actual
IBM 370465 and an IBM 370-155. agencies that use the computer
These two computers have the services.
McReynolds emphasized the
capacity to supply all computer
processing currently being used fact that the new plan has been
in state agencies as well as developed and implemented
supplement computer primarily by state personnel
processing requirements within and will be run strictly as a
institutions of higher education. service entity.
med
Governor Ford has
The new centralized system,
located on the 14th floor of the the new center as "a cure for
Capital Plaza Office Building, is the waste of tax dollars which
expected to save the state a has occurred in the past, and
the prevention of future waste
total of $5.2 million per year.
"Possibly more important
than the short-term cost
savings," said McReynolds, "is
ROLLING
LABORATORY
the futtire cost avoidance.
VIF.NNA (AP) — A rolling
Future grdwth
will occur
primarily in one single center laboratory equipped with the
as opposed to the various most modern technical devices
is now cruising through the
systems that existed prior to
Austrian capital to speed up
consolidation."
and facilitate the enforcement
McReynolds, former of the new environmental laws
president and founder of Ap,
The lawratory examines
palachian Computer Services,
has spent much time studying samples of Vienna's air and
and monitors the regusystems in other state gover- water,
lated noise level of construction
•
intemnerr-Trutor &Welt§ on
"By learning from their the emissions of Vienna's musuccesses and mistakes," he nicipal buses, which run on a
said, "we think Kentucky's nonpolluting fuel mixture, and
system is one of the best among on the noise made by the city's
garbage trucks.
state governments."
44
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Fair
hear some
bluegrass
at the 1973
Fair, see
kriging and
two peraughout the

BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIALS
Use Our Charge Plan, Lay-Away Plan and Bonk Americard,

oy's Flair Leg

JEANS
'499

Sizes 6 thru 178 Maverick

One Table

'DRESS KNIT

'OP

• State Fair
le 23 free
& M's
!, Jugglers,
will lend to
e circus fun

inguage

of

306 Main Street
Phone 753-2447
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PANTS
REG.

SALE

19.99
17.99

'17"

BOYS

BELTS
00

14.00

'4" slO"
To

MEN'S FLAIR LEG

Nylon Poplin
$499 thru

& Denim

CANVAS
SHOES
'219
'3.99 $4.99

MEN'S

BELTS
Sizes 30 thru 50

Sm.-Med.-Large-X-Lrg.

30 thru 48

Good Selection
LADIES DRESS •
& CASUAL

$799

sh

Odd Sizes

BRAS

Ali Sizes

by Exquisite Form

$300 to $

1/2 Price

GIRDLES
by Exquisite Form

00

One Table
_GIRLS
POLYESTER and COTTON KNIT

SLACKS
Pastel Shades
Sizes 2 thru 14

/
2 thru 3
Sizes 81

20% Off

$8
"

oes $11" To$109

New Shipment
GIRLS DRESS & SCHOOL

Sizes 8i/2 thru 4

to $ 99

New Shipment
LADIES FALL

PURSES

ONE TABLE POLYMER'
AND COTTON FUUR LEG

SLACKS

59C

20% off
SHOES
$399

Size 4
thru 10

$399 &

$7"

Sizes 7 thru 18

TM
,

BLOUSES &
Sizes 30 thru 46
BODY SHIRTS

SLACKS
\111111.11.1r

CANVAS SHOES

Good Selection
LADIES

New Shipment
POLYESTER

Solids - Plaids and Patterns
Sizes 8 thru 44

ALL GIRLS

PANTIES
New Shipment

T-SHIRTS - VESTS - SHORTS BRIEFS

SPORTSWEAR

COSTUME JEWELRY
$1 - $2 - $3

Sizes 5 thru 18

BOYS

by Hanes

1/2 Price

20% ow

,firoken Lots

BAGGIE JEANS

&

UNDERWEAR

One Rack
CHILDREN'S

Sizes 6'thru 18

Sizes 27 thru 38

Good Selection
MEN'S

Sizes 2 thru 14

$1299

New Shipment
LADIES

With CUFF

by Hanes

SCOOTER SKIRTS

Small - Med. Urge •X-Large

in Nylon, Poplin and Denim

JEANS

$100

One Table
GIRLS

MEN'S LIGHT WEIGHT

Sizes 2 thru 14

•''.:•:•:••••••:•:•:::,•:',:

Sale

$2.39
$1.59

111•11111===lei.,

GIRLS COTTON

rrrri

43.19

DRESSES
SLACKS &
PANT SUITS

-New Shipment

DENIM

\ fl

'3.99
2.99
1.99

ONE RACK LADIES

Sizes 7 thru 11

JACKETS

)
ViSi

POLYESTER and
COTTON

Reg. '1.50

by Uniroyal

$799

SALE

STRETCH SOCKS

HUNTING BOOTS

Good- Selection
BOY'S
LIGHT WEIGHT

t sound

Rei

UNDERWEAR
-

:CATIVAS SHOES

PERMA-PRESS

One Table
MEN'S

MEN'S LIGHT WEIGHT

Sizes 28 thru 38

Ivry
UE. 9/1

—4.emmiemi
Sizes 6 thru 18

Good Selection
BOY'S

by Hanes
Sizes 2 thru 18

LADIES

$799

Sizes 10-18

New Shipment

JEANS
ly

1

by Maverick
WITH CUFF

JACKETS

Waist 28 thru 38

JEANS
Flair Leg with Cuff
Perma-Press
Brown Navy Maroon
Sizes 6 thru 18
Inn
inimimoomesp.

JEANS

SLIPS 'AU
Sizes
LINGERIE
PANTIES and BIKINIS

PERMA-PRESS DRESS

BAGG I ES
'12"

1

BOY'S FLAIR LEG

Jeans

— NEW SHIPMENT

One Table

is. 9/11

'239

BRIEFS —
T-SHIRTS

GOOD SELECTION
BOYS DRESS & SCHOOL

Sizes 81
/
2 thru 6

Sizes 6 thru 18
Reg.
52.99 sale

One Table BOY'S
RARE LEG (With Cuff)

'154e9

ONE TABLE

SHIRTS

Waist
Sizes
20 thru 28

$1')99

SHOES

One Table BOY'S
PERMA-PRESS .
SHORT SLEEVE

New Shipment

One Group
BOYS DRESS

Reg.

SALE

'5.99

'3.99
$4.99
$5.99

8.99

Good Selection
BOYS

SOCKS
by-Hsees

59 lk- 79`

ALL GIRLS

SANDALS
Sizes 82 thru 3

20% Off
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Mrs.
Lessie
Pickard
The home of Mrs. Clyde Jones
on Farris Avenue was the scene presented the program on a
of the August meeting of Group history of the founder of the
II of the Christian Women's Disciples of Christ Church. She
Fellowship of the First also read the scripture from
Luke 4:14-21.
Christian Church.

Twenty-Five Year Pins Presented Members
At Meeting Of The Eastern Star Chapter

The chairman, Mrs. A.B.
Austin, presided. Mrs. Rupert
Parks gave the financial
report and read the minutes.
The service report was given by
Mrs. Tellus McDougal.
During the social hour the
hostesses, Mrs. Jones and Mrs.
Hawkins Valentine, served
punch,
refreshments
of
homemade cookies, ,tiarn and
biscuits from the beautifully
appointed table.
Seventeen members and two
guests, Mrs. O.C. O'Kell and
Mrs. Mac McCord, were
present
WEDDING POSTPONED

Couples dinnertime
visits your own &tilt
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: A nervy couple we know drops by unexpectedly several times a week—and always at dinnertime,
so we have to invite them to stay for dinner. They are
breaking us in the food department. They finish off everything so we never have any leftovers. Also, they drink
coffee [which isn't cheap] by the gallon. When one pot is
empty the wife gets up and makes another pot, just like
she's in her ovm home.
They invited us to dinner at their place twice, and both
times they served hoe while-they-bragged that they had
whole cow in their freezer!
Don't suggest that we tell them we ate already when
they come over. We tried that once and they said: "So did
we," came in and sat until midnight and everybody's stomach was growling so loud we could hardly hear ourselves
talk.
So how do we tell this couple not to come for dinner
without hurting their feelings?
STUCK
DEAR STUCK: What feelings? If you permit unwelcome guests to impose on y041. look for sympathy. under
"S" in the dictionary.
DEAR ABBY I am a divorced woman of 43 who has
been dating a 50-year-old. bachelor for, two years. I'd like td'
know if I'm wasting my time. I cook him a full hot meal at
least four nights a week, and how that man loves to eat!
He is so sweet and affectionate to my two daughters, who
are 10 and 12, but he never kisses me unless I practically
force myself on him. The first time he kissed me I was
boarding a bus to go visit my mother and I said: "Aren't
you going to kiss me goodby!" So he kissed me.
Do you think there is something wrong with a man his
age who can hardly keep his hands off 10 and 12-year-old
girls but never makes a move toward a mature woman?
Also, he never says a word about our future. Should I
bring it up? I would like to know where I stand.
TIRED OF WAITING
DEAR TIRED: Don't waste any more time on him. But
to be sure you aren't passing up a likely prospect, ask him
how he (eels about marriage. I'll bet be disappears in a
hurry, which will be a break for you.
DEAR ABBY: My husband's mother keeps telling me
that a man's wife is nothing—his mother is the most important person in his life because a man can have 10 wives,
but he can have only one mother.
I have the impression that she would like nothing more
than to break up my marriage so she could have her son
back home. She is twice-divorced.
My husband is a kind and gentle man, but he refuses to
enter into any kind of controversy where his mother is
concerned.
She thinks that because she attends church regularly
and knows the Bible backwards and forwards she is a
"good" woman.
Since my husband refuses to take my part against her,
HURT
how can I defend myself'
DEAR HURT: Tell her to refer to her Bible: "Therefore shall a man leave his father and his mother, and shall
cleave unto his wife." !Genesis 2. 241
CONFIDENTIAL TO "HELP ME IN ALBANY, N. Y.":
i doubt if any ethical doctor would be willing to remove all
your female organs because you find "all that female business a nuisance." And at age Z. you may have regrets
later for having done so.
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The wedding of Miss Susan
Harris and David Coarsey,
scheduled for Friday, August
24, has been postponed, according to her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Ira Harris. The groomelect who suffered a broken leg
In an accident on August 8, had
been scheduled to be released
from the Western Baptist
lisapital, Paducah, today, but
his doctor said due to further
complications, he could not be
discharged.

Citizens

The Murray Business and Murray. The invocation was
Professional Women's Club met given by Mrs. Lucille Thurman.
Thursday August 16, at the
A pot-luck buffet dinner,
Community Room of the furnished by the members of
Murray Federal Savings and, the Murray club, was served.
Loan Building.
Guest attending were 011ie
Mrs. Betty Riley, president,
Riley,
Eura -Phillips, Robbie
presided -tiC the.- bUiliciss
meeting.
Mrs.
Mildred Harrison, Ona Whitnell, Hontas
Ragsdale, Lucille Thurman and McCuiston, Gussie Adams,
Plans have been completed Miss Vivian Hale were Edna McReynolds, Wallace
Dowdy,
Ruby
for the wedding of Miss hostesses.
Murphy,
Deborah Wyatt, and Ralph
Mrs. Nadine Turner was in
Franklin Story, who will ex- charge of the program and
change vows on Saturday, introduced the guests and
August 25, at seven o'clock in displayed Arts and Crafts made
the evening, at the First by the senior citizens of
Christian Church, Mayfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Vaughn of
John E. Hoover will officiate at
Murray Route One announce
the double-ring ceremony.
the
engagement and apMiss Wyatt is the daughter of
proaching Marriage -of their
Mr. and Mrs. Robert R. Wyatt,
daughter, Shirley Gail, to
of Mayfield, and Mr. Story is
Thursday, August 23
Danny Hugh Houston, son of
R.
Mrs.
J.
and
Mr.
the son of
The kickoff dinner for the Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Houston of
Story of Murray.
Murray High football team will
The bride, who will be given be held at Holland Stadium at 7 Murray Route Four.
A family wedding is planned
in marriage by her father, has p.m. Tickets may be purchased
selected her sister, Mrs. Joe in advance from Tommy for Friday, September 28, at the
Lovett, Jr., as her matron of Marshall or from Bobby home of the bride-elect's
honor. Bridesmaids will be Mrs. Grogan. The deadline for parents.
Andy Anderson, also a sister of buying tickets is Monday,
the bride, Mrs. Ronnie August 20.
SPEND WEEKEND
Freeman, and Miss Gayna
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Collie
A tea for the Senior Citizens of
Puckett.
in
weekend
the
and Murray and Calloway County spent
Kimberly
Misses
Ramona Thompson will serve will be given by L.D. Miller, Elizabethtown where they were
executive director of the joined by their son, Dr. William
as flower girls.
Mr. Story has chosen his Housing Authority of Murray, E. Collie, Mrs. Collie, and baby
brother, Richard Story as his at two p.m. at the Ellis Com- daughter, Paige, of Dayton,
Ohio. Also in the party were Mr.
best man. Groomsmen will be munity Center.
and Mrs. R. B. Mason of
Edd Adams, Ted Howard, and
Bobby ALsup, all of Murray.
The Baptist Young Women of Folsomdale and Mr. and Mrs
Ushers will be Edd Adams, and the First Baptist Church will Ray Gillespie of Owensboro
David Wyatt. Ftingbearer will meet at the home of Mrs. John who recently moved there from
be Art Bailey, Jr.
Belt,605 Meadow Lane, at 7:30 Murr Ay.
Following the ceremony, a p.m
reception will be held in the
An answering service for the
Fellowship Hall of the church.
Assisting at the reception will senior citizens will be provided
be Miss Barbara Boehmker, Ft. by the Baptist Young Women of
Mitchell, Ky., Miss Lisa the First Baptist Church from
Puckett, and Mrs. Richard nine a.m. to 12 noon. Persons
needing transportation call the
Story.
All friends and relatives of the church office 753-1854.
couple are inviteid•to attend the
Friday, August 24
wedding and reception. Only
Diller or Dollar League,
were
out-of-town invitations
women's bowling league, will
sent.
meet at ten a.m. at Corvette
Lanes. All interested persons
are invited.

Napoleon Parker, Lola Hale,
Olive Hagen, Nola Chrisman,
Lucy Tutt, Amy Wilson, Mary
Lamb, Charlie Marr, Rubene
Dawes, Mable Robertson, Ivy
Rogers, Nomie Miller, Thyra
Crawford, Verona Grogan,
Dollie Haley, Eppie—Wilcox,
Rhoda Baucum, Wilkins, Lois
Hill, and Ruby Lassiter.
Club
s present were
Agens McDaniel, Betty Riley,
Lucille Thurman, Vivian Hale,
Opal Roberts, Madelle Talent,
Nadine Turner, Myrtle Cayce,
Betty Jackson, Annie Nace,
Frances Whitnell, Odelle
Vance, Myrtle Wall, Ruby
Poole, Alberta Korb, Laura
Jennings, Willina Hall, Doris
Rowland, Jessie Shoemaker,
In McClain, Marjorie Dunn,
Mary Cromwell, and Betty Lou
Hill.

By University c
County Extension
For Home Eros
Consumers spent
per person on clo
shoes in 19'72. Thi
higher than in lsin
pa.rt of the increase
by inflation, there
crease of almost 5
terms of dollars o
value. The increase i
level for apparel lux
1972 was leas than b
since 1965. The rise
continued to beless I
all-items listed in tht
Price Index. Amoni
apparel sub-groups.
led the price adv
men's and boy's c
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reports from man
price increases in 11
noteworthy for cerl
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accessories for sprir
leather outwear for f
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garments in fall 197.3
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year earlier because
rising prices of woo
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During the meeting the altar
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star held was draped in memory of a
its regular meeting on Tuesday departed sister, Mrs. Velda
evening, August 14, at the Welch.
Visitors were Mr. and Mrs
Masonic Hall.
The chapter was opened with Robert Travelsted of Morris.
and he is Past Grand High
prayer followed by the flag of
the United States of America Priest of the Grand Chapter of
being presented and allegiance Minois Royal Arch Masons,
Mr. and Mrs. Noble McDougal
given.
Mrs. Brenda Newberry, of Frankfort and he is Past
worthy matron, assisted by Dee Grand High Priest of Kentucky
Lamb, worthy patron, presided Royal Arch Masons. While in
at the meeting. The minutes Murray they were the guests of
were read by Mrs. Frances Mrs. Fences Churchill.
Other -members attending
Churchill, secretary.
Other officers assisting were were Berlene Lovins, Bobbie
Euldene Robinson; associate Evans, Modell Miller, Susan
Morris, Moody, Pearl Shackelford,
Doyce
matron;
Don Beurdene Wrather, Betty Riley
associate • patron;
Newberry, treasurer protem; Inez Scarbrough, Connie Jones.
Sybil Lasater, conductress;' and Anna Kuhn.
Following the closing of the
Twila Coleman, associate
conductress; Alma McNeely,' -chapter, a social hour was
marshall ; Judith Jackson, enjoyed with refreshments of
Adah ; Martha Hutchens, Ruth; punch, mints, and a beautiful
Fay Lamb, Esther; Eva Lamb, cake decorated in red and white
Martha; June Crider, Electa carrying out the 25 year pin
protem; Patricia Evans, theme, were served.
The next regular meeting will
warder; Jerry Lamb, sentinel.
Featured at the meeting was be held Tuesday, September 11,
an impressive reading of "by at 7:30 p.m. at the Masonic Hall.
gone. years" of happenings in
the chapter given by Mrs. Nell
Robbins. She read the names of
Vic& Initiated lflto the chapter
and each was presented a 25
The wedding of Miss Sheila
year pin by the worthy matron.
Latimer, daughter of Mr. and
Those receiving the pins were
Mrs. Richard Latimer of
Mr. and Mrs. Howard McNeely,
Murray, to Ross Dever, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Klapp,
Mrs. John Rhew of MadisonMr. and Mrs. Nix Crawford, Mr.
ville, will be solemnized on
Marvin
Page,
Mr.
and
and Mrs.
Mrs. Albert Crider, George. Saturday, August 25, at seven
o'clock in the evening at the
Williams, Solon Shackelford,
First United Methodist Church
Mesdames Frances Churchill,
Following the ceremony a
Mary Louise Baker, Eva
reception will be held at the
Walton
Farmer,
Mary
Holiday Inn.
Allbritten, Clover Cotham, Ora
All relatives and friends are
Lee Farris, Sue Pocock,
the wedding
Mildred Dunn, and Thelma invited to attend
and the reception.

Clothing require]
children vary with
growth and develcc
activities. Every y
should
clothing

:
e
ar
S. CK‘Y
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RAINY DAY Si
Fruit and Spice P
Mashed Potatoes
Butterscotch Puddir
FRUIT AND S
POT ROA:
It's cooked in a ba
1 cup pitted prunes
1/2 cup raisins
bled
t
oas4-pounci
3- rto

Dr. Joseph L. Burns
Will Assume the Practice of

Doctors Richard & Mary
Broeringmeyer

tablespoons mix
2 soce

2 cups water
1/3 cup cider vinega
1 teaspoon salt
I tablespoon cornsts
I/4 cup water
Put prunes and
i cooking film bag or
ing one end it using
in baking pan. Put
fruit. Put pickllri
cheesecloth and sec
bag. Combine wat
and salt; pour over
and vent bag or
rected on package
350-degree oven ur
tender — 2 1/2 to :
bag open; remov
heated platter. Skin
fat from liquid s
pickling spice. Pon
pan and bring to a
cornstarch mixed
with water. Heat
stirring constantly
stir 2 minutes. Ser
roast. Makes 4 to 6

As of July 30, 1973

Office Hours:
9-12 Noon-1:30 to 5 p.m.
Saturday 9-12 Noon Closed Thursday
Evenings by Appointment
Rt 3 Hw . 94 East of Murra - Ph. 753-2962

MERCY
Professional Ambulance Service, Inc.
511 No. 4th Street
t HOSPITAL and INVALID
Murray, Ky.
SALES and RENTAL

Murray Sub District UMYF
SCOTT BOY
meet at Pointer's Chapel
will
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Scott of
Route Five, Paris, Tenn., are United Methodist Chruch at
the parents of a baby boy born seven p.m. The council will
on Tuesday, August 14, at the meet at 6:30 p.m.
Mur ra y-Calle w a y County
Hospital.
Saturday, August 25
The baby weighed seven
The film, "Without Onions,"
pounds 1 th2 ounces and has been will be shown for young people
named Michael Lee.
at the Memorial Baptist Church
at 7:30 p.m.

,1114/4
411110
114 101
111 111
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111 111
11100.
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Bantam Bowling League for
youth up to age twelve and
Junior and Senior League for
persons, age 13 to 22, will meet
at ten a.m. at Corvette Lanes.
All interested persons are invited.

Sale Starts Thurs., Aug. 23, 9 O'clock

SUMMER SHIRTS
ALL MANN PANTS
ALL NEW

SENIOR CITIZENS are shown with Mrs. Betty Riley, standing, president of the Murray Business
and Professional Women's Club, at the potluck buffet dinner given by the B & PW Club for the senior

Coffe

Sunday, August 28
Murray Woman's Bowling
Association will meet at Corvette Lanes at twO p.m.

B4

Boy
Short

HOME OXYGEN EQUIPMENT

The Hargrove Family reunion
will be held at the Coldwater
Park with a basket lunch to be
served after church services.
All family members and
visitors are invited.

FALL SHIRTS
RACKS OF

SUMMER MERCHANDISE

NEW FALL COATS 20% Off

Monday, August 27
The Murray High School
Band Boosters will meet in the
bandroom of the high school on
Doran Road at 7:30 p.m.

SHI
$11

COMMODE CHAIRS
Deluxe Adj. Aluminum,
Lightweight and Strong

Boy
Sizes

Small and Large Set-Ups

DISPOSEZE UNDER PADS

PANT
KNIT

23x36
36x80 HOSPITAL BEDS
Full Adjustment from 17" to 26"

Canes-Bed Pans-Mattress CoversBathtub Safety Siderails-Traction
Equipment-Incontinent PantsSpecial Other Items

A MEDICAL SUPPLY
CO. DEALER
First Aid Kits, Safety
Equipment, Emergency
Warning Lights & Sirens
Rose Safety EDO: Deafer

HOME RENTAL OR SALE
Monaghan Sis I.P.P.B. Machine. This is for
patients who need a respirator at home.
Complete Line of Convalescent Products
Sale or Rental

.00

LIE73
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asUshliONYd
County Extemilso Agents
For Home &Monk
Causamers spent about $296
per person on clothing and
shoes in 1972. This was $21
higher than in 1972. Although
part of the increase was caused
by inflation, there was an increase of almost 5 percent in
terms of dollars of constant
value. The increase in the price
level for apparel and upkeep in
1972 was less than in any year
tdrice 1965. The rise of clothing
continued to beless than for the
all-items listed in the Consumer
Price Index. Among the three
apparel sub-groups, footwear
led the price advance, and
men's and boy's clothing increased . leas. According to
reports from manufactures,
price increases in 1973 may, be
noteworthy for certain items.
Prices for leather shoes and
accessories for spring 1973 and
leather outwear for fall 1973 are
expect to reflect higher leather
prices in 187/ Prices of woolen
garments in fall 1973 may be 10
percent or more higher than a
year earlier because of sharply
rising prices of wool in 1972.—
Catherine C. Thompson, Hickman

movement,
of
freedom
severe
from
protection
weather, and room for growth.
Equally Important are safety,
comfort and ease of care.
Consider the following in
selecting clothing for children:
(1) design of garment 2)
proper fit (3) growth features
(4) quality of workmanship (5)
care requirements (6) personality of child.—Dean Roper,
Courthouse, Mayfield.
When home canning, jars of
freshly canned products should
be left so air can circulate
around them and they will cool
quickly. When food is kept over
100 degrees for a period of time,
a bacterial spoilage, thermophelis, develops which
results in a flat, sour taste. If
you want to hasten the
sprouting of seed, you soak
them in warm water. Likewise,
if thermophelis bacterial spores
are kept at warm temperatures
they continue to "sprout". Then
spores are not killed whn you
heat the product for serving.—
Patricia Curtsinger, Courthouse, Benton.

Miss Martha J. Dulac Exchanges Wedding
Vows With Roger A. Pace In Ceremony At
Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church

"%8t4ES•Zcs:Wt:::)..:ZIM!.:t:sIDA.X.•

Mrs. J. B. Berkman ..
Pb.... 113-1511 or 714-011

Homemakers Club
Council Meets
The Executive Council of the
Calloway County Homemakers
met Tuesday morning, August
21, at the County Extension
office.
Plans were made for the
annual officers training and the
fall homemakers council
meeting.

Mr. and Mrs. Roger A. Pace

On Tuesday morning, August
28, at ten o'clock in the A.
Carman Livestock Pavilion of
Murray State University,
located on College Farm Road,
CALLOWAY COUNTY Homemakers Executive Council members attending a meeting on Tuesday
just across from Calloway were, left to right, front row, Mrs. Hardiman Miller, Mrs. Joseph Hendon, Mrs. Terry Housden and
County High School, the officers daughter, Melissa; back row, Mrs. Bobby Grogan, Mrs. Alfred Taylor, Mrs. Alvin Usrey, and Mrs.
training meeting will be held. Gary Key.
Following the training
meeting a potluck luncheon will
be served and the Council
meeting will b....helc.1.41..the afTheittiMe of Mrs, Joe.Lovett Anderson, also a sister .of the mother of, the prospective
groom, and her attendants,o
ternoon.
in Mayfield, was the setting for bride-elect.
Mrs. Lovett, matron of honor,
This year the club president, a beautifully-planned
A color scheme of pink and
Ronvice-president, secretary, and bridesmaids luncheon Satur- green was carried out in the Mrs. Anderson, Mrs.
nie Preeman and Miss Gayna
treasurer and the chairmen of day, honoring her sister, Miss decorations.
cultural arts, issues and con- Deborah Wyatt and her atMiss Wyatt presented gifts to Puckett, bridesmaids. Also
to
Misses Kimberly
cerns, clothing, family life, tendants in her wedding
her attendants at the luncheon. present were
Ralph Story, which will take
flower
foods and nutrition, home
Attending were the honor and Ramona Thompson,
Mrs. Larry
home place Saturday, August 25.
and
furnishing,
guests, Miss Wyatt, her mother, girls, their mother,
Assisting Mrs. Lovett in Mrs. Robert R. Wyatt, Mrs. Thompson, Mrs. Richard
management will be included in
the training meeting on entertaining was Mrs. Andy James R. Story, Murray, Story, and Miss Lisa Puckett.
Tuesday morning.

Miss Martha J. DuLac and bride's sitar, Mrs. Barbara
Roger A. Pace were united in
Ross of Norfolk, Va.
The U. S. has &death rate by marriage in a lovely ceremony
Guests present were Mr. and
fire that is twice That of Canada, at the Martin's Chapel United
Mrs. Fred Keel, Mrs. Leask
four times that of England and Methodist Church. Rev. Coy
Pickard, Mr. and Mrs. Eual
Clettihm requirements for six times that of Japan.In some
the -Snilth, "Mrs. -Ditirothy 'Parker;
performed
children vary ivith—stages of countries, people fear public Garrett
ceremony on Saturday, August Dr. Adam Lanning, W.D.
growth and development and
censure because they feel that a 4, at seven o'clock in the
McClain and daughter, Judy,
activities. Every youngster's fire is a crime against society
Mrs. Carol Eaves McDougal,
provide and if your home burns you are evening.
should
clothing
The bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Reafus Smith; Mr
guilty of negligence.—Maxine Wallace K. DuLac of Westland,
and Mrs. Richard Downey,
Griffin, Federal Bldg. Clinton. Mich., and Mrs. Lucille (Mitzi)
Mrs. Jo Watson, Mrs. June
Smith of Kirksey. The groom is Banks, Mr and Mrs. Robert G.
Charles
the son of Mr and Mrs.
Smith, Mrs. J.D. Grogan and
Leg of Pork Provides Calvin Pace of Louisville.
daughter, Jennifer, and Mrs.
Meat for Many Diners Miss Kathy Kelly, pianist, James E. Hughes.
Bridal
played the traditional
Out of town guests were:
Planning a spring feast for Chorus for the processional and Mrs. John Ross of Norfolk, Va.,
,SIOVniSTONE
family or friends? A boneless the recessional along with ,Mrs. Charles Pace, Gary, Jim
• Iht QC!
A flea market will be held in
AP NNW 5~
leg of -pork, whether roasted "We've Only Just Begun,'"Ik and Jenny Pace, Mrs. early October with the twentythe
on
vimpty DAY UPPER
rotating
in the oven or
Time For Us," and "Close To Fulkerson, all of Louisville, and three homemaker clubs in the
Fruit and Spice Pot Roast
outdoor rotisserie, provides You."
Mrs. Lee Oats of Henderson. city and county to contribute
tili
Bi
Mashed Potatoes
plenty for flavor-packed meat
Bride's Dress
The new Mr. and Mrs. Pace items and help sell at the
Butterscotch Puddirg Bt -,erage for many diners to enjoy.
The bride, given in marriage are now residing in Murray market. The objective of the
FRUIT AND SPICE,
roast
this
big,
it's
Although
by her father, was attired in a
they plan to continue market will be to raise funds to
POT ROAST
is no burden to cook and carve floor length gown of organza where
Its cooked in a bag'
has been boned, rolled over satin. She carried a their education at Murray State charter a bus for the Kentucky
it
when
1 cuts pitted prunes
and tied, according to Reba cascade bouquet of white University this fall.
State Annual Homemakers
1/2 cup raisins
home economist of the
meeting at Lexington in March.
bridal wreath.
and
3- to 4-pound blade beef pot Staggs,
daisies
PATIENT
PADUCAH
Meat
&
National Live Stock
roast
Miss Barbara Keel, friend of
of
Griggs
Joseph
Mrs.
Attending the meeting on
2 tablespoons mixed pickling Board.
the bride, served as maid of Murray has been a patient at Tuesday were Mrs. Hardiman
spice
length
floor
a
wore
She
honor.
Roast Leg of Pork
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Miller, New Providence Club,
2 cups water
gown of gold which was ac10 to 14-pound rolled
arts; Mrs. Joseph
cultural
1/3 cup cider vinegar
cented at the empire waist and
boneless leg of pork
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Hendon, Town and Country,
1 teaspoon salt
by
sleeves
bouffant
the
around
(fresh ham)
Mrs. Gertrude M. Evans of food; Mrs. Terry Housden, New
1 tablespoon cornstarch
Miss Keel carried a Murray has been discharged
1/4 cup water
To roast in oven: Place on daisies.
Providence, family life; Mrs.
Put prunes and raisins in rack in open roasting pan. In- bouquet of matching daisies from the Western Baptist
Bobby Grogan, Town and
breath.
closwrap
baby's
or
bag
and
film
cooking
Hospital, Paducah.
sert roast meat thermometer
issues and concerns;
Country;
Place
wrap.
using
if
ing one end
so bulb is in the center of the
J.D. Grogan of Murray
Mrs. Alfred Taylor, Harris
in baking pan. Put pot roast on largest muscle but not in fat. served as best man. Ushers
fruit. Put pickling spice in Do not add water. Do not
Grove, president; Mrs. Alvin
Dunn and Glenn Pork Chops Plump
cheesecloth and secure, put in cover. Roast in a slow oven were Daniel
Usrey, Westside, home furWith
Curry
Stuffing
Edwards.
David
bag. Combine water, vinegar
Mrs Gary Key,
nishings;
thermometer
until
(325°F.)
kept
was
register
The guest
and salt; pour over all Fasten
Will
Guests
Please
secretary; Mrs.
Wadesboro,
to
24
Allow
170°F.
registers
by Miss Jenny Pace, sister of
and vent bag or wrap as diWant to serve an elegant en- Barletta Wrather, home agent
pound or a the groom.
rected on package Bake in a 28 minutes per
tree fOr your next small dinhours for
350-degree oven until meat is total of 3% to 4%
Reception
ner party? Looking for someroasting,_
Cut
hours.
tender — 2 1/2 to 3
The reception was held at the thing different and &Minis
bag open; remove roast to
To roast on rotisserie: In- home of Mr. and Mrs. H.B. —something that doesn't have
bated platter. Skim off excess sert rotisserie rod through
Smith.
to be carved?
fat from liquid and discard
center of roast and place on
The table was covered with a - You can count on the appickling spice. Pour liquid into
Insert meat ther- white damask cloth with an petizing appeal of thick pork
pan and bring to a boil; stir in rotisserie.
so tip is embossed border. A centerpiece ehoos_packed with a curry and
cornstarch mixed until smooth mometer at an angle
not rest- of daisies were complimented coconut stuffing to prompt an
but
roast
of
in
center
boiling,
to
Heat
with water.
stirring constantly; boil and ing in fat or on rod. Roast at by two four-tiered wedding enthusiastic round of apstir 2 minutes. Serve with pot low to moderate temperature cakes decorated with daisies, _plause. The inviting flavor of
to 170°F. (3 to 5 hours).
roast. Makes 4 to 6 servings.
one of which was made by the the juicy, tinder pork is extended when this excellent
bread stuffing . is baked in
pockets in the chops.
Ask the meat retailer to cut
the pockets from the rib side
of the chops or do it yourself,
using a small sharp Irntwe, advises Reba Stagy. home economist of the National live
Meat Board.
Stuffed Curry Pork Chops
6 pork rib chops,.cut 11/4
to 1% inches thick
2 cups toasted whole wheat
bread cubes
v3 cup flaked coconut
cup finely chopped celery
2 tablespoons finely
Delicate daisy lace
chopped onion
cups..-. Sheerelastic back
1 teaspoon curry powder
and sides,adjustable .
'2 teaspoon salt
stretch straps for
superb fit end comfort. - •
cup milk
PLUS famous Cross Your
- 2 tablespoons lard or
Heart Bra styling for drippings
lift and separation
plus youthful shaping.
2 teaspoons salt
/
11
Ve teaspoon pepper
AVOttible in,
left cup and bberfel
Soft cop-32136 A.32/42 8,
Matte-a pocket in each chop
32/44C,34/44D—$5 95
by cutting into the chop along
(D cup—si.00 more)
Fiberfill-32/36 A. 32/42 B.
the rib bone and parallel to
•
32/42C—S5 95
the surface of the chop. Be
careful not to cut through the
opposite side. Combine bread
cubes, coconut, celery, onion,
curry powder and '2 teaspoon
salt, Stir in milk. Fill pockets
s with the stuffing and
in'lightly brown in lard or drippings. Season chops with 1hi
—USApooins halt and pepper and
UNDE RC UP
place on a radic in a roasting
SUPPORT PANEL
foil
pan. Cover securely with
and bake in a moderate oven
(350°F.) for 45 minutes. Remove cover and bake 15 minutes longer or until chop,: are k s
done.-6 servings.

Lovett Home Scene Of Luncheon For

COOKING
IS FUN

Wyatt Bridesmaids

INGS
MEET
IC
ELIST
EVANGAugust
27 September 2
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
(Near Lynn Greve, Kentucky)

Services at

2:30 p.m.

GAYLON
GLOVER

Tuesday-Saturday

Song Leader

7:30 p.m.
Nightly
WENDELL H.
RONE, Sr.

;

NURSERY
OPEN
NIGHTLY

FRANK E. FLOYD

Interim Pastor

Evangelist (Knoxville, Tenn.)
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Undercup
support panels
for extra
support.You'll
look and feel
more comfortable,
more feminine.

Back to School
•

Boy's
Short Sleeve

SHIRTS
$100

Boy's
Sizes 8-18

PANTS and
KNIT SHIRTS

Little Boy's

PANTS
off
0
Girls

KNIT
TOPS 714

off
20 0°
20%
CAMPBELL'S

4.14
•••••-.

••••••••••••••o

TACTORYOUTIET
207 So. 6th - Mayfield, Ky.
Weekdays 9-5 p.m. Sunday 1-5 p.m.
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Add minced chives to eggs
that are going We scramhled,
then just before the eggs Ste
ready, fold in cottage theist.-.
Delicious for a weekend
brunch.
Some good cooks like to add
both mayonnaise and French
dressing to potato salad
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"The Happy Yellow Store"
'

LITTLETON'S
_.

._
Murray, Ky.
6: Court Square
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Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake

Fos FRinA Y. AUGUST 24,1973
Look in the section in which SAGITTARIUS
your birthday comes and find )Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
what your outlook is, according
You may find it difficult to get
to the stars.
things done in the way you
prefer. Also, you may run into
ARIES
unexpected snags. Take all in
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
stride and avoid argument.
Planetary influences now Things will right themselves.
give slow-moving projects new CAPRICORN
momentum, indicate better (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) /10
results than even you may have
A day for some reevaluation.
anticipated. Get going!
Dress up an old idea, give an
TAURUS
inert interest new life, in( Apr. 21 to May 21) bikk, vestigate new avenues to
You may overreach your progress. Projects close to your
mark now because of anxiety or heart can be furthered notably
miscalculation. Try to avoid with the right push.
this by taking things in stride AQUARIUS
and following routine at an easy (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
pace.
Some situations await your
Incisiveness and knack for
GEMINI
managing people at the right
May 22 to June 21)
Your career ambitions now moments. You may have to do
get a boost — possibly from a some persuading, but you are
Sagittarian associate. Don't be good at this.
discouraged by some red tape PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
connected with first moves.
Planetary influences,
CANCER
adverse, call for
somewhat
COO
July
23)
to
(June 22
Some jolts possible. Let your about as careful routines as you
of
sense of proportion and can muster. Beware
avoid
and
discerning judgment guide you. schemers
And don't try to do things alone. recklessness.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
If you need help, ask for it!
clear-thinking, level-headed
LEO
individual; a tower of strength
July 24 to Aug. 23)
to others and, on your own, can
Personal relationships under work your way to unbelievable
excellent aspects. You can now achievements.
You
are
combine business and pleasure gregarious by nature and make
to practical advantage.
friends easily but sometimes
VIRGO
alienate them by being overly
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) "v A critical. Most of the trouble lies
Review winning methods of in the fact that, being highly
the past. Use again, with added idealistic, you expect others to
flair, enthusiasm. Some "inside live up to your lofty standards
information" will prove ex- and consider it almost a pertremely usefut
ienal afgont when they don't —
LIBRA
or can't. Try to curb this trait.
(Sept. 24 to oct. 23)
You are extremely practical
What pleases one may not and meticulous in all your
please another. You may have undertakings; could especially
to juggle a bit to avoid un- succeed in the medical or legal
desirable contention and fiekis, in journalism, finance or
hassling. Some new offers in a governmental position.
• • •
worthy of note, however.
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
SCORPIO
FOR W73 For • ',arsenal 1111-peo•
on heelfh. wealth. love and
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) 171,4V' forecast
merriest,. $end $I 00 silos 25 cards in
and handling Se
A sharp and, in some areas, coin for "Woe
Horoscope DOOR Detarirnent, Ras 171.
unexpected surge of activity. OW Oversee Sfattert, New York. N.Y
Hell, menhonine this- newspaper
But you will have to keep order Pres'
vow NAME. *000[SO W4*1
DATE Of slam, to be sure
and maintain the right tempo to ZIP,and
vow 9,1 rho
torecasS for
keep pace.
rodlec sminl

Ti-A
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The Department of the Interior is seeking public comments on proposed licensing
regulations coverting the exclusive and non-exclusive
licensing of government-owned
inventions.
The proposed regulations
would authorize the Department to issue exclusive licenses
to firms and individuals to
develop government-owned
patents in cases where the
exclusivity is in the public interest, the Department said.
Such cases could include
inventions by government
employees or made under
government contract where the
patent is owned by the government. When an exclusive
license would provide incentive
for developing and marketing
an invention
which would
provide a solution for a common
problem such as the energy
shortage, the Department could
issue such a license at its
discretion. Exclusivity would be
for five years.
"In certain areas, marketing
is difficult due to the need for
private industry to invest its
own risk capital to bring certain
technology into the stream of
commerce," the Department
said. "In such cases, exclusive
licenses may represent the
necessary incentive for the
investment of such capital."
The licensing regulations are
being proposed for adoption
pursuant to the President's
Revised Memorandum and
Statement of Government
Patent Policy dated August 23,
1971.
They were published in the
August 15, 1973 Federal
Register. Written comments,
suggestions or objections should
be submitted to the Solicitor,
Department of the Interior,
Washington, D.C. 20240, within
60 days.
The mail order business has
annual sales of some $45 billion.
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SATURDAY CLOSTGI_

•
,•
• We, the Wholesale Oil •
• Distributors of Murray, wish
take this opportunityio infor
- four customers that our offices
ill be closed each Saturday
effective September 1,1973. 1
We would like-to thank our •
customers for their past
'I patronage and assure them
that we will be at their_
thru—Ftsid
*
!for their petroleum needs.

r

•

•

:*Wholesale Oil Distributors of Murray.
Burton Young Distributing Co.—Texan . •
Paul Daily Distributing Co.—Standard I
Gould Oil Co—Union 76
:
•
• Richard Orr Distributingcto.—Standard
•
Kentucky Lake Oil Co.—Shell
•
•
Rudy Lovett Distributing Co.—Gulf •
•
•
Roberts Oil Co.—Phillips 66
•
,.............•••••4•••••.1

I

Auto racing outdraws
other sports in 1912
A nationally known life insurance company reports that
huto racing iirew the most'
spectators in 1972 with
76,464,700 fans, or 24.47 per
cent of the total attendance
surveyed.
Horse racing was second
with 14.65 per cent, football
third drawing 14.85 per cent
and baseball fourth with 12.5
per cent. — CNS

about the way a company does
business.
Many of the letters the
department gets are of this sort,
people wanting to know about
insurance in general or about a
specific company.
There are two divisions of
enforcement in the department.
One deals with !tie and health
insurance and the other with
property and casulaty insurance.
Gus Petro is chief enforcement officer in the life and
health division. During 1972, his
office received 3,150 complaints
of which half were considered
justified.
Petro points out that the
department considers a complaint justified even though the
company is legally right but
fails to explain the situation
properly to the consumer.
About 65 per cent of the
complaints received in the life
and health field are about
agents. In this field the agents
have to more actively sell
policies than in the property and
casualty field and according to
Petro, "Many complainia arise
because the policy holder thinks
he is covered but isn't. The
agent failed to tell him
something when he sold the
policy. This is our biggest area
of complaint."
For example most medical
policies do not cover "preexisting conditions." Petro
said,"Most insurance is bought
to cover something you might
get, not something you already
have." Many times this is not
made clear to the buyer and
when he is hospitalized for a
heart condition, for example,
his insurance will not (rover it
because the condition existed
,before he secured the policy.
Kentucky law says a person
has 10 days to look over a health
insurance policy and change his
mind. Many times a company
will delay its business transactions and correspondence
until the deadline is past. Many
of these cases end up in the
Insurance Department.
The other division, property
and casualty, is directed by
Torn Dixon. He says that most

complaints come in the area of
auto insurance. "Almost
everyone is eventually involved
in an accident and insurance
has to be renewed every year.
So we get lots of cases and many
people don't really understand
their coverage," Dixon says.
About 25 percent of the complaints they get are justified
and most of these are against
companies rather than agents.
The division receives about 250
letters and complaints every
month.
Petro said,"We welcome any
complaints and inquiries. We
have to periodically review
companies to see how they an
treating their policy holders and
this is the only way we have of
doing this."
The department also has
qualified speakers who are
willing to talk to groups about
how to buy insurance.

LOS ALAMITOS, Calif. ( AP)
— Children who want to try out
a pet for a short time can borrow one for a week from a library here.
All it takes is a library card
to check out a rabbit, chameleon, guinea pig, hamster,
turtle or rat.
In all, there are 20 pets available for loan, kept in little
cages in the children's section
of the Los Alamitos Rossmoor
Library.
"We've got a waiting list of
26 for our rabbit, Honey Bunny,
and most of the animals are
out most of the time," says
Joyce Kearns, children's section director.
Mrs. Kearns decided last
spring to feature "creatures"
for summer reading. Hearing
of a similar lending program in
An estimated 16 million tons
Erie, Pa., she contacted the
of water fall to earth every secprincipal of a nearby elementa- ond.

Murray, Ky.

Featuring Over 18 Varieties
with Counter and Drive-In
Window Service

Watch for Our Grand Opening/
Uncle Jeff's

Pay est Department
PearlDrops
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PAPER-MATE
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Toothpaste

FLAIR
chouti(112 Colors

Reg. 49'
N
Sale

2for 49
•
I
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Anti-Gas
Antacid
Choice of 100 tablets or 12
oz

Reg. '2.10 ea.

Shampoo

Nifty

Aladdin School \

FILLER
PAPER

LUNCH KITS

2-Yea
$5,0

491
p,:ctDvo,
,kov

complete with 42
pint vacuum
bottle.

68; $249

91
Asst Designs
Accord

Ingraham
Pride Electric Alarm

Certific
rates o

CLOCK
Size 3/
1
21's 6"
:wide

5 hole, 117 sheets,
101
/
2":8", No. 5028

Reg. §9
'1.25
14-oz.

Reg.
'1.00

9;

SUBJECT
BOOK

Balsam or Lemon

`•

Reg. 3541

Nifty
3-in-1

White Rain

. *

Box 01-18

45
1°

Limit 1
Please

With stainless steel
and humidor cap.
With 5 free refills

ei I

5 hole side punch,
500 sheets

cho'c°
ur
"

PEN

Different BrilliantMaw
MOOSOWS

Di-Gel

•••

Sheaffer
Cartridge

Crayons--

111

:.Jar with Spreader

And-Oss

4.ç..

CRATOLA

ite Paste

DTI-GEL

Reg. 911°

R... s1.59

LePage

•
ll
E

PEN
Lets you write at
any angle, even
upside down.

Choice of Regular or
2.75SSpearmint
.poez.a 7

-"
-1. 49;

$339

electric alarm

48
'

•

NOW HAS A LOCAL NUMBER

PENCILS

"by Flair"

for the Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora
THE141.1MBEle TO CALI. -

Bag of 23
- No. 073

3-6434

Paper-Mate
Power Point
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ry school in the Orange County
community and got permission
to keep the school's animals at
the library during the summer.
Preschool and elementary
school children are allowed to
check out animals, taking them
home in their library cages. At
home they're allowed to take
them out and pet them all they
want.
A week's supply of food is
provided with each animal. It
is donated by friends of the library.
"One of the big advantages of
these animals is that, because
of their experiences in the
school, they are used ta being
handled by children and respond to it well," Mrs. Kearns
says.

1006 Chestnut

111•11•11111.11•111111
11111111111.11113•111111
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The chinook winds affect an
area extending about 100 miles
eastward from the foothills of
the Rocky Mountains.

Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.

I ndl
Pro.

Library Checking
Out Pets To Kids

Comments Insurance Department Saves
Sought On Kentuckians In Getting Claims
Inventions
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Most
people have some sort of insurance but very few realize
that they have "insurance" on
their insurance.
What can a policy holder do if
his company refuses to settle a
claim to his satisfaction, is very
slow in settling, or cancels his
policy without warning or explanation?
If he receives no satisfaction
from the company, the policy
holder can write the Kentucky
Department of Insurance,
describing in detail his
problems with his company. If
he has a justified complaint,
there is a very good chance that
the department will be able to
do what he could not—get the
insurance company moving.
Last year, the insurance
department assisted in the
recovery of $727,613.09 for
Kentucky insurance policy
holders in claims and premium
refunds, according to Edward
L Fossett, chief counsel and
deputy commissioner of the
department.
Tom Dixon, chief enforcement officer for the
property and casualty division
of the department, described
the procedure. "We act as a
buffer between the insurance
buying public and insurance
companies. Our primary
concern is with insurance
buyers, but we also have a duty
to see that well-managed and
well-invested companies are
allowed to make a profit."
Fossett said that the normal
procedure for investigating a
company begins with a letter of
complaint. The department
evaluates the letter to determine if the complaint falls
within the
department's
jurisdiction and then requests a
copy of the case file from the
company. The department does
not enter into factual disputes
such as those often involved in
automobile accidents.
Usually the department can
determine the justifiability of a
complaint at this point and can
arrange some sort of settlement
or agreement. If not, informal
conferences are arranged with
company representatives. If
this does not work,there may be
a public hearing. Fossett says
that away about five percent of
-Miiiiireoech this stage and then
the department usually waits
until a recognizable pattern of
"shady" practices or simple
mismanagement develops with
a particular company before
acting.
Insurance is a billion dollar
In Kentucky with more
the 900 companies doing
busint4a in the state. In 1971,
Kentucky consumers paid $929
million in premiums while the
companies paid $515 million in
claims.
The insurance department
has had to computerize its
record keeping to cope with all
the companies and complaints
about them. At the end of each
month they receive a "report
card" of the activities of each
company, its volume of
business and the number of
justified complaints.
Fossett says that although
y will not recommend a
company thgy will give out
specific inforThation on request
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Independent Businessmen Voice
Protests At OSHA Inspecions
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"OSHA was brought about
with the best intentions of
Making a job more safe for
workers," wrote a radio station
owner in Virginal. As usual,
the Federal Government is
seizing the opportunity to
harrass building employers or
others with zealous inspections." (Actually, all
employers are subject to OSHA
regulations.)
"Too much piterpretration is
with
left to litipectors
unqualified ''backgrounds,"
observes a trucking compnay
owner in west Texas.
"OSHA regulations have only
trickled down to the small
businessman in the serviceoriented real estate business,"
wrote a Tennessee realtor.
"...rules and regulations are
the
and
stringent
so
bureaucratic department so

If Watergate gives rise to
fears of a police state, buiness
owners are finding much more
concern in the regulations and
enforcement of the Occupational Safety and Health
Act, commonly called "OSHA."
The power of a government
inspector to arrive unannounced, inspect a business and
summarily impose fines for
violations of any of hundreds of
safety and health standards has
stirred strong proteats among
many employers.
Just how emphatic small,
independent business people
feel about this is evident by
their overwhelming support for
legislation to eliminate the
immediate fines and limit
Labor Department inspectors to
a "notice of violations",
allowing at least 90 days for
compliance, with necessary
corrective measures spelled
out.
A bill to this effect by Senator
Carl T. Curtis, Nebraska, has
support of 94 per cent of the
polled
owners
business
nationwide by the National
Federation of Independent
Business. This is the highest
vote on any Federation poll
inssue in many years. Only four
per cent of the ifespondents
oppose the bill and tiro per cent
state no opinion. In all states the
variations from 94 per cent
support are insignificant.
Some businessmen liken the
OSHA enforcement to "Gestapo
tactics" and argue that the
whole act is so unfair ( or
"unconstitutional") that it
should be repealed.. not simply

Wilburn Brothers. Wearing his
little red hat, big smile, and
many songs, his recordings doing his famous dance steps,
Morrison is a master of the fivehave been making the charts for
22 years. His 1972 recording of string banjo, steel guitar and
"It's Two in the Morning," dobro.
That voice you hear singing
even made the top of the charts
in Great Britain. an unusual tenor on Tammy Wynette's
achievement for a country song. records in Patsy Sledd, also
Two of his other big hits are with the George Jones-Tammy
This Little Girl of Mine," and Wynette Show. She's appeared
on a quite a few syndicated
"Hello Walls."
Rounding out the spec- television shows and has
tacular's entertainment will be recordeu a number of singles,
recording artists Harold including "Bring Your Love
Back To Me," "Feeling Like a
Morrison and Patsy Sledd.
Morrison joined the George Woman" and "Nothing Can
Jones-Tammy Wynette Show in Stop Me Loving You."
That completes the line-up of
April 1969. Before then he was
busy touring with such well- spectacular stars who will
entertain at this year's Country.
knOWT1 entertainers as Kitty
Wells, Ernest Tubb and the Western Spectacular.

Country-Western Spectacular Set For Kentii*State Fair

strong, that it borders on a
police state," and Indiana
broadcaster complained.
The Federation's own surveys
indicate that, of those independents who have been
inspected, 66 per cent of the
manufacturers and more than
50 per cent of construction firms
(56 per cent of the July
respondents) were found in
violation. The cost of fines and
compliance investment has
been running about $10,000 per
cited construction firm.

career and has kept a record in
the top 10 of the national charts
Girl's , gonna Go Bad" ever since 1956, when he
(Grammy winner-19671, "I recorded "Why Baby Why." In
Don't Wanna Play House," 1962 and 1963, he was voted the
"The Wonders You Perform," number one male vocalist by
and
Cashbox
"We Sure Can Love Each Billboard
Other" and her 1969 Grammy magazines.
Some of Jones' best-known
winner, "Stand By Your Man."
With 18 albums currently in tunes are: "White Lightning,"
release, Tammy Wynette has "The Race Is On," "Good Year
won nearly every award For the Roses,""Girl I Used to
the Queen of
Known as
possible.
This World With Me."
Recording artist George
Faron Young will share the
Jones, a 20-year veteran of
country music, will headline billing with Tammy Wynette
with Tammy Wynette. Jones and George Jones, in this
has recorded more than 400 Country Western Spectacular.
songs and 82 albums in his Although Young doesn't write
Some of her

Take one Tammy Wynette
and one George Jones, add a
dash of Faron Young and
sprinkle with Harold Morrison
and Patsy Sledd, and what
you've got is the 3rd Annual
Kentucky State Fair Country
Western Spectacular, Saturday,
August 25, at 2:30 and 8:00 p.m.

otitstanding

singles include -Your Good

Known as the Queen of
Country for over four years,
Tammy Wynette was recently
bestowed a new title, the "First
Lady of Country." The title is.
well-deserved. Since her first
recording, "Apartment No. 9,"
she has constantly been at the
top of the charts with singles
and albums.

Some of the smaller firms say
OSHA will put them out of
business. Many business people
want a complete review of
OSHA But even more-94 per
cent in the Federation poll—
want the inspectors' power to
levy immediate fines removed
by legislation.

Ladies One Size
Stretch First Quality
\
Super

\-- Panty Hose

39,000 Tested In First
Year of Kidney Program
456 who had indications of
fection, 334 were youngsters, 31
were mothers-to-be and five
were diabetics. The kidney
disease test also shows the
presence of blood, protein or too
much sugar in the urine.
Many of the health departments worked with local school
systems in mass testing
programs. P.T.A.'s, women's
clubs and other groups provided
volunteer assistance in these
testing programs.
About one-third of the
mothers-tO-he were patlentii tot
the Maternal and Infant Care
Project of the Division of
Maternal and Child Health,
State Department of Health.
This project operates in Bell,
Floyd, Harlan and Letcher
women
Counties, caring for
who are considered high-risk
pregnancies. Mrs. Elaine
Perkins, project administrator,
says "We test all our patients
every month-bacterial infections in the kidneys can
cause complications during
pregnancy, and they're also
associated with premature
births. We're very happy with
the kidney diseaociteting

FRANKFORT, Ky.—Thirtynine thousand Kentuckians
have been tested for symptoms
of kidney disease during the
first year of a mass testing
program conducted by the
Kidney Disease Institute, State
Department, of Health, reports
David Goodloe, staff director of
the institute.
The teating program began
last August but because of the
problems involved in beginning
new programs, many of the 98
local health departments
-par4iefps4ing-4nAhe testing
project did not begin to test until
after the first of the year. The
test itself is a simple urine test
which can detect symptoms of
kidney disease in its early
stages, when it is more easily
controlled or corrected.
The program is aimed at
three groups of people, young
and
diabetics
children,
mothers-to-be. These are the
people most likely to develop
kidney problems if bacterial
infections are left untreated.
Many infections do not produce
noticeable symptoms.
Among the 29,361 individuals
ti3sttstr were'9352' presc*Ilers,
25,844 first-gradeders, 1,465
prenatal patients and 96
diabetics. Abnormal test results
were found in MS people. Of the

Senator 'Curtis preaeritecnits
legislation, with the argument
that OSHA denies employers
due process of law, and has not
been tested as to constitutionality. The proposed
change in enforcement would
remove the major business
objections, he said.
The fact that OSHA inspections must be made without
advance warning(and there are
fines for violating this), inspectors can impose fines of up
to 61,000 for each violation,
regulations are so voluminous
and technical, and a business
cannot solicit
inspection help coseutres any
small employers that they are
being harassed in the pursuit of
increased safety and protection
for employees.

ril
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program."

'

Also participating in the
Kidney Disease Institute's
testing program are the Visiting
Nurses' Association, Louisville,
and the Pediatric Clinic at the
University of Kentucky
Medical Center, Lexington.
Goodloe also reports that
between last September and
June, 1973, his two field 1
representatives conducted 65
training sessions and contacted
127 physicians to inform them of
the program. According to
Goodloe, there are probably
about 54,000 Kentuckians who
do not know that they have
some form of kidney disease
and about 1,000 Kentuckians die
of kidney-related disease every
year.

* EARN MORE - DEPOSIT NOW *
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4
3
2 Years Certificates
1
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$10,000 Minimum

Little Boys

SLACKS & JEANS
Come in And See Why Everybody Shops At Uncle Jeff's
HIGHWAY 641 --MURRAY, K Y.MISSome items not exactly as illustrated.

$450
Sizes 3-7

BAGGIES

Girls

DRESt-SKES
Asstd. Styles

$ 1 00
I

From

Blanket Sale

.
Dress Shoe
Sale
Ladies

A
Special
Selection

Sizes
284v

Large selection of
Blankets for those cold
Winter nights.

sqoo
pr.

Put Them in Lay-Away Now!
Boy's Long Sleeve

BOY'S

Dress Shirts

DRESS OXFORDS
$487

in Solids
& Plaids

From

$247

Sizes 8-18

Two-Tones - Buckfe Styles

GRASS SHEAR
Lock -off
Safety switch for hand
help operation

+Au tomat i c

+Tough ABS plastic bousi
Reg. '27.99
rechargeable nickel cadmium
batteries
+Convient handle/wheel assemble$
for stand-up grass trimming
+4

99
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PONG TABLE
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Reg. '36.97
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FEDERAL, SAVINGS & LOAN
MURRAY BRANCH ,
Jima,
7th & Main
INSURED
,

4
11 '
4
Phone 753-7921 1%,

Drain & Sewer
Pipe

TELEVISION ANTENNA KITS

$1,000 Minimum

$5,000 Minimum

•

4"

1-Year Certificates

2-Year Certificates

I

The newly retired husband
who tries to reorganize the
as efhousehold to work
ficiently as the office" may be a
good plot for a TV show—but, in
real life, this situation leads
more to frustration than
laughter.
To help is getting organized
and ready for the leisure years,
the Kentucky Department of
Mental Health is offering a
series of pamphlets for men and
women nearing the retirement
age or already tin retirement.
The twelve brochures—to be
mailed on a monthly basis—
deal with budgeting, sex,
health, friends, activities, diet,
loneliness, religion, housing,
changing lifestyles, and a host
of other information
The pamphlets are available,
free of charge, to any Kentuckian already retired or
planning to leave the worlitig),
world soon.
Write Future, Kentucky
Department of Mental Health,
Box 718, Frankfort, Kentucky,
40601. Include name, address,
age and retirement date
Chieftones Return
Billy Thunderkloud and the
Chieftones are returning to the
1973 Kentucky State Fair with
daily performances at 3:30 and
7:10 P.M. You can see this allIndian quartet from Canada,
August 16-72.

•For color or black & white

Reg. '17.95

•Complete with guy wire

10'
Length $277

CLOSE-OUT!

24" Portable Tripod
For your
home, office, Folding Brazier Buddy L
dormitory,
many uses!

BACK TO SCHOOL

LUNCH KITS
with THERMOS BOTTLE

43)

HI-INTENSITY
99
$2
JOHNSON

SPRINT

LAMP
$469

GRILL
MASTER

Electric

No buffing car wax,
just wipe & shine.

Hot
Plate

16-oz. Bot.
Reg. '2.67
Guarantee

CARPET
REMNANTS

Model 2303
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Patek Hits Run-Scoring Single
In 10th To Lift Royals Over NY

Houston, Dallas, Meet In
Exhibition Contest Tonight

Crenshaw Ranks As One
Of Favorites In L&M

Morehead Stadium
Damaged By Blaze

First Round Matches
Virtually Complete In
Murray Tournament

Stram Seems To Be Trying New
Approach But Goal's Still Same
By ROBERT MOORE
The Chiefs will present a rugAssociated Press Sports Writer ged defense, as usual, and
KANSAS CITY ( AP) - Hank probably have the NFL's top
Stram, the only coach the Kan- set of linebackers in Bobby
sas City Chiefs have ever had, Bell, Willie Lanier and Jim
seems to be trying a new ap- Lynch. The defensive backfield
proach this National Football is tough with Mike Sensibaugh
League season, but the goal is And Jim Kearney at the sathe same ... another world feties and Errunitt Thomas and
championship.
Jim Marsalis at the cornerStram is playing more play- backs.
ers than ever in this year's exFour veterans man the defenhibition games, even, it ap- sive line positions: Marvin Uppears, at the risk of coming
away second best. He let his
old standby quarterback, Len State Fair Show
Dawson, sit on the bench in the
opening test with New Orleans,
won by the Chiefs 12-6.
Instead, Stram went with
Mike Livingston, Dawson's understudy, and Dean Carlson, a
second-year pro from Iowa
State. Dawson played only the
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
final six minutes in a 17-16 defeat by Detroit. Pete Beathard, Defending champion Giddy-Upanother veteran quarterback, Go was defeated by Cabaret,
directed the Chiefs the rest of owned by Alpha-Sun Stables of
Brewton Ala., in Wednesday's
the way.
Stram inserted a barrage of grand.championship gelding dirookies and reserves into both vision at the Kentucky State
Fair Horse Show.
games.
Giddy-Up-Go finished third in
"We have to see if we can
win with these people as well the event, trailing the winner
as our regulars," Stram ex- and second-place finisher Sure
plains. "We are fortunate to Fire. Donna Moore was riding
have experienced pedple who Cabaret, and Sure Fire, owned
have played in the NFL playing by Mr. and Mrs. William E.
behind our regulars at almost Kelly Jr. of Matthews, N.C.,
every position. We will continue was ridden by Bill Wise.
The defending champion,
to play a lot of people in this
owned by Mr. and Mrs. R.L.
preseason."
Still, when the Chiefs, who Grigsby of Evansville, Ind.,
won the Super Bowl in 1970, was ridden by Don Harris.
Earlier in the evening, Magic
Open their regular campaign
against the Los Angeles Rams Marvel, owned by Carefree
Sept. 16, it's a pretty safe bet Farm of Franklin, Tenn., dethat most of the old hands, in- feated Magic Moonlight to win
cluding Dawson, will be around the $1,000 five gaited stake for
stallions, mares or geldings 3for the first kickoff.
One notable exception might year-old and under.
The chestnut gelding was ridbe Willie Ellison, a veteran
running back acquired from den by Fritz Jordan. Magic
Los Angeles. The Chiefs, lack- Moonlight, c-xned by the Alvin
ing in running offense the past C. Ruxer Farms of Jasper,
couple of years, went all out to Ind., tOok second place and
obtain new rushers during the Gaily Gaily, ridden by Don
off-season, and one of them is Harris, was third.
Dear One, owned by Mrs.
Ellison. If Ellison doesn't get
the call, Stram may lean to- Jean McLean of Harrodsburg,
ward Jeff Kinney, in his second won the $1,000 stake for threegaited stallions, mares or geldyear, or Wendell Hayes.
Ed Podolak, Kansas City's ings over 15.2 hands in height.
leading rusher each of the last Second was Precious Princess,
three seasons, is certain to be followed by Forest Song, the
one running back. Otis Taylor, 1972 three-gaited world's chama crack receiver, will be at pion.
Holiday's Debonaire, a 7flanker if he recovers from a
year-old gelding, pulled an upleg injury in time.
The offensive line, possibly set in the first event on the prothe Chiefs' biggest question gram, winning out over 1972
mark because of its age, likely world's champion May Day
will have Jack Rudnay at cen- King in the $500 Amateur Hackter, Ed Buede and Mo Moor- ney Pony Stake.
Glenview Radiance kept a
man at the guards, Jim Tyrer
and Dave Hill at the tackles, two-year victory string alive by
Elmo Wright at split end and winning in the $1,000 stake in
Willie Frazier or Morris Stroud the ladies' fine-harness category. Serve Notice, the 1970 reat tight end.

shaw, Curley Clup, Buck Buchanan and Wilbur Young
Stram has another tested veteran for a backup role, George
Seals.
Kansas City's kicking game
is among pro football's, best.
Jerrel Wilson, the NFL leader
in 1972, will do the punting and
Jan Stenerigl, who has kicked
at least 20 field goals in each of
his six previous seasons, the
placekicking.

Giddy-Up-Go Defeated
By Cabaret Wednesday
senie junior world champion,
took second in the stake.
The $500 junior exhibitor fivegaited gelding stake was won
by Rob Shriver, the 1972 champion, owned and ridden _tiy
Jamie Davis of Harrodsburg.
Col. Windsor, the Lexington
Junior League champion, was
runnerup, while Busy Agent, a
divisional winner at Lexington,
finished third.

WIND SURFER — Sail.
equippedsurf board is
manipulated on San Francisco Bay in a stiff breeze.
Anurzing debut
--EAST LANSING, Mich.
11.1PII—Michigan State junior
place kicker Dirk Krijt. a
transfer student from the
Netherlands, made an amazing
%meshy grid debut against Ohio
State by kicking four field goals
as Michigan State upset the
Ruck,. 4942.

GREAT INNER
CONSTRUCTION
4 tough plies of nylon make
it 15% stronger than our nextbest non-belted tire.

GREAT OUTER
CONSTRUCTION
Tread is 17% deeper than our
next-best non-belted tire.
Built-in spacer bars and traction slots help keep the Silent
Guard gripping, rain or shine.
Elba

I

Mao Pita

1

TUBELESS BLACK WALLS
1178-13
6.60-13 814.68
F78-14
7.76-14 $21.09
G78-14
8.25-14
224.27

1

TUBELESS WHITEW ALLS
1178-13
6.50-13 617.68
D78-14
7.35-14
1/170-14
7.75-14
MAR
G78-14
8.25-14 V7.27
H78-14
8.66-14
$30.45
G78-16
8.25-16
128.32
H78-15
8.55-15 $21.43

a new Protective.Life sales representative

Above prices includa Federal
racism Tax

Prices are catalog prices

Use Sears Easy Payment Plan

Delivery and installation
Satisfaction Guaranteed
SHOP AT SEARS
AND SAVE
%RAPS ROMILIC1( AND CO.
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Pro Football ProvIew

By EARL GERHEIM
Elliott Maddox.
ry after California's Frank
Associated Press Sports Writer
Indians 1, White Sox 0
Robinson had tied it 4-4 with an
While Kansas City's Fred PaGaylord Perry, feeling RBI double in the ninth.
tek waited for his turn at bat, stronger
with each inning, scatA's 7, Tigers 3
he wrapped his aching right tered six
hits and then got the
Deron Johnson scored the
shoulder in heating pads to
sooth the muscle spasms that, only run he needed when Buddy winning run from third base on
sent pain shooting through the Bell scored on Bill Melton's Jim Northrup's wild throw during the A's five-run eighth.
wild throw in the 12th inning.
joint.
Orioles 4, Twins 3
Whenever he swung at the
Reggie .lackson tied it 3-3
The Orioles, who recorded with a solo homer that ignited
ball, it hurt. In the 10th inning
he swung again, and hurt the their 10th straight victory, the A's eighth-inning outburst
New York Yankees even more spotted the Twins three runs after Dick McAuliffe had given
Patek hit a run-scoring single before charging back for the the Tigers a 3-2 edge in the
that snapped a deadlock and triumph.
eighth with a run-scoring triple
The Orioles moved within one
Lifted the Royals to an 8-7 victory over the Yankees Wednes- triumph of their single-season
In the National League, it
club record of 11 straight vic- was: Chicago 6, Cincinnati 5;
day night.
The game went into extra in- tories.
San Diego 8, Philadelphia 3;
Angels 5, Brewers 4
nings after New York's mike
San Francisco 3, Montreal 2;
- Regan tied it 7-7 with a two-run — Leroy Stanton crashed a solo New York 4, Los Angeles 3, St.
homer in the eighth. Earlier, homer in the 10th inning and Louis 6, Atlanta 4, and PittsAVID FAN — An intense Chicago White Sox
baseball
, Cookie Rojas had helped the lifted the Angels to their victo- burgh 4, Houston 0.
tan is Ralph Porter of Elmhurst Illinois.
illoyals to a 7-5 advantage with
•two doubles and a sacrifice fly. Pro Football
Roundup
The loss gave the Royals a
threegame sweep over New
York.
In other American League
games Wednesday, Cleveland
MOREHEAD, Ky. (API —
shaded Chicago 1-0 in 12 inSparks from a welder's torch
4 nings. -Baltimore beat Minignited bundles of foam rubber
nesota 4-3, Boston edged Texas
in a storage area at -Morehead
By MICHAEL A. 1.UTZ
Houston
has
lost
three
all
of
9-8, Oakland defeated Detroit 7- Associate
The Redskins are at home to State University's football stad Press Sports Writer its exhibition games, extending
'3 and California outlasted MilHOUSTON AP) — Instead of the Oilers' losing string to 14. Baltimore in one of six games dium Wednesday, causing an
waukee 5-4 in 10 innings
calling it the Texas pro football Last season's record was 1-13, scheduled for Saturday. Other undetermined amount of damRed Sox 9, Rangers 8
championship game, tonight's worst in the National Football action puts Oakland at Min- age.
- Boston surged to a fat 9-0 Dallas
nesota, Atlanta at Cleveland,
The heat scorched about 100
Cowboy-Houston Oiler League.
; lead but the Rangers then un- exhibitio
New England at New Orleans, grandstand seats, according to
n might more aptly be
Cowboys
The
have
continued Philadelphia
loaded eight runs in the eighth named
at San Diego and MSU President Aciron Doran.
the reunion.
to prosper without Gillman and
;inning. The Sox withstood the
the New York Jets at St. Louis. University workmen were renoThe Cowboys, like visiting come into
the game with a 2-1
;furious rally but left manager kin,
are anxious to see what exhibitio record,
Running back John Riggins, vating the stadium press box
n
including last
;Eddie Kasko shaking his head Oiler
General Manager Sid Gil- week's 24-14 victory
who
has failed to come to con- when the blaze broke out. The
over New
lin disbelief
lman has accomplished since Orleans.
tract terms with Coach Weeb press box wasn't damaged.
1:- Tommy Harper drove in he left
Offices and locker rooms
the Cowboy family as
Dallas Coach Tom Landry Ewbank, ended his holdout
1 three runs with two singles to assistant
weren't affected by the fire,
coach last season to will start, Roger Staub:I
Wednesd
night.
ay
The
third...eh at
—tlead the Boston offense. The
Doran said. He added that the
rebuild the Oilers.
quarterback and Coach Bill Pe- year man showed up at the
Rangers tallied their runs on
The Cowboys' visit may be a terson
seats would probably be reJets
training
camp
in
good
conwill
counter
with
Dan
.!Bill Sudakis' pinch-hit, three- little
placed before Morehead's openpresnature Although,Gil- Pastorini
dition
and
said
he
and
Ewbank
for the Oilers.
run homer, a two-run double by Iman
has taken forward
Lance Rentzel, a former Cow- would "iron out" his request ing home game against Middle
Tom Grieve and RBI singles by strides,
it may take him awhile boy, was expected
Tennessee Sept. 22.
to learn to- for a 4150,000 season.
Ken Suarez, Toby Hurrah and to get the
house in order.
day whether he also is a former member of the Los Angeles Rams.
NFL Commissioner Pete Rosalie. suspended Rentzel July 20
"for conduct detrimental" to
the NFL.
By BOB GREEN
a second-year player with his
Rentzel. who is appealing a
. Associated Press Golf Writer triumph last weekend,
is a marijuana possession case, also
RALEIGH, N.C.(AP) — Ben natural favorite: he attended, appealed the suspension.
SupeCrenshaw, a pro for a week
The L&M, a regular 72-hole rior Court Judge David A.
with career earnings of 4903, stroke play event, runs through Thomas said in Los Angeles he
First-round play is virtually Walter Jones, who received a
was beseiged by autograph Sunday. The winner gets
a $20,- would rule today on whether to complete in the annual match; forfeit from Jim Converse.
-bounds when he finished play in 000 prise.
issue a preliminary injunction play tournaments under way
In the lower brackets, Ivan
the pro-arn.
At the end of 38 holes the which would allow the 29-year- the Murray-Calloway.
alloway Conniff Frye has defeated Don Grog&
"I'm not used to all this at- eight players with
the best old wide receiver to rejoin the Club.
and next meets Darold Keller, a
tention," the 21-year-old Texan scores drop out of that
In the men's tournament,only 3 and 2 winner over Gene Mctourna- Rams.
said as he scribbled his name ment and join eight
exempt
Ronnie
Hutson-Sam Cutcheon. Jiggs Lassiter has
The Rams will be in Miami the
time after time. "But this is players in the Match Play
tour- for one of two exhibition games Spiceland match needs to be sidetracked Vernon Shown and
nament. That's the only way scheduled for Friday
night. But played to complete the first now faces Vernon Cohoon, who
Despite his youth and relative Crenshaw could get
in.
Miami's No. 3 quarterback round in the four nights set up. received a first-round bye.
inexperience, the personable
Eight players are exempt for won't be there.
The only first-round match
In the ladies' championship
young man with the mod-length the Match Play;
yet to be played on the ladies' flight, Betty Lowry has adNicklaus,
Jim
Del
Gaizo
was
traded
by
hair ranked as one of the favor- Johnny Miller, Weiskopf
, Tom- the Dolphins to the Green Bay side is the Irene Chitwood-Betty vanced to the second round with
ites—certainly one of as gal- my Aaron, Trevino,
George Packers Wednesday for the Hunter match in the first flight. a4 and 3 win over Evelyn Jones.
lery's favorites—going Into to- ArehEr, Grier Jones
In the men's championship She now meets Venela Sexton,
and Jerry Packers' next two second-round
day's first round in the $100.000 Heard. Nicklaus was exempt
flight, Tom Muehlernan has winner over Jerlene Sullivan 3
as draft choices.
34 Open.
the defending champion and
The Cincinnati 13engaLs, who defeated Al Lindsey 5 and 4. He and 2. In the lower bracket,
The game's big guns—Jack PGA title-holder; Miller,
WeLs- will be at Detroit for the other now faces one of his regular Beverly Parker pulled a big
Nicklaus, Lee Trevtno, Toni top( and Aaron off
their vic- Friday night game, traded vet- playing companions, Norman upset by defeating Frances
Weiskopf—don't get into action tories in the other major
cham- eran linebacker Bill Peterson to Hood, in the second round, the Hulse 8 and 5, and now faces
until this weekend in the second pionships; the
other four off the New England Patriots for a-- winner of which will play the Carol Hibbard, a 3 and 1 winner
half of pro golfs only double- last year's money-wi
Johnny Quertermous-Bill over Betty Jo Purdom.
nning list.
future draft pick.
header. They'll play in the rich
Arnold Palmer and AustralHospon winner.
The
Kansas
City
Chiefs,
at
Match Play Championship Sat- ian Bruce Crampton
In the lower brackets of the
, the sea- home to Green Bay Sunday
In the ladies' first flight,
urday and Sunday
son's leading money-winner, night. gave up a 1974 draft championship flight, Mike Margaret Shuffett has adWith those glamor names on aren't competing.
choice Wednesday for New Holton has won over M. C. vanced to the secound round
the sidelines until Saturday, the
York Giants lineman Wayne Garrott 5 and 4. He now faces with a 6 and 4 win over Lou
AN-OLD
crowds at the 6,746-yard, par-71
INDIAN SPORT
Walton. The 6-foot-5, 265-pound- Bob Burke, who drew a first Doran. She now meets Annie
MacGregor Downs Golf and
WEST POINT, N.Y.(AP) — er was the Giants No. 2 draft round bye._ Buddy Hewitt hag Adams, who received
a firstCountry Club course—site of Army's Tom O'Leary
of West pick in 1971 from Abilene Chris- advanced to the second round round bye.
both
tournaments—centered 13ebylori, N.y
holdis__the
via a forfeit trap Karl..
Betty Hinton,a 7 and 6 winner
their attention on Crenshaw Schmeisser Memorial Cup,
The Giants meet the Pitts- eitart, and new faces Miller over Betty Stilivart in the first
and 23-year-old Lanny Wadkina. symbolic of recognition as the
burgh Steelers Sunday after- Branch, who drew a first-round round,now meets Inus Orr, who
Wadkins, who scored the sec- outstanding lacrosse defense- noon
and the Chicago Bears bYe.
received a bye, the winner of
ond victory of the season and man in the nation. He is the
In the men's first flight, Bill which will face Sue Brown in the
will be at Buffalo in another
set a money-winning record for first sophomore to be so honFandrich and Ted Billington semi-finals. Miss Brown adafternoon game.
ored.
face each other in the second vanced to the third round with a
round, the winner of which will 3 and 2 win over Toopie
meet Jim Lassiter, already in Thomas.
the semi-finals with wins over
In the ladies' second flight,
Gil Morrison and Ralph Mc- Euva Nell Mitchell faces Jane
Fitch in a second-round match
In the lower first-flight after Mrs. Fitch won a close
brackets, Don Robinson has one over Rowena
Cullum one
defeated John Belote and now up.
faces Clyde Adkins, winner over
In the lower bracket, Cathryn
Chad Stewart in a first-round Garrott and Euldene Robinson
match. John Paulk has won are scheduled to play,
the
over Jack Shell and will next winner of which meets
the
play Johnny McCage, winner Mitchell-Fitch winner for the
over Dick Orr in the opening championship.
round.
In the ladies' third round, no
In the men's second flight, action has yet taken place.
Lawrence Philpot faces J. D Jennie Hutson and Jean Wilson
Rayburn in the second flight have the only first-round match
after
eliminating
Rex scheduled. All others, Frances
Alexander while Rayburn was Parker, Marilyn Paulk and
retiring Richard Knight. W. A Mary Contri, have first round
Franklin has won from Virgil byes with Mrs. Parker awaiting
Harris, and now faces Haron the Hutson-Wilson winner and
West, winner over Stuart Mrs. Paulk and Mrs.
C,ontri
Postom, in the second round bracketed in the second round.
In the lower brackets of the
same flight, GravesMorris now
Protective Life is happy to announce the
meets David Alexander, winner
appointment of George C.
('RENSHAW
Southwick as sales representative in Murray.
over Dr. John Quertermous,
SCORES AGAIN
Call on him. His experience
and dedication to professional life insuranc
STILLWATER,Okla. I AP) —
and Chester Thomas is
e counseling will serve yot1 well.
patiently waiting for the Hut. Ben Crenshaw practically owns
George C.Southwick
son-Spiceland winner to be college golf. The Texas star
P.O. Box 411
decided. He received a first- won his third straight NCAA
Murray,Kentucky 42071
crown here with a 72-hole total
round bye.
Telephone 7 753-0374
In the third flight, Bob of 282.
Crenshaw
beat Florida's
-thithigton has ettmleated
rriey- loon by thrtte strokes.
Holmes Ellis, and now will meet Florida won the team title,
01PROTECTIVE LIFE e
John Irvan, a 3 and 2 winner beating Oklahoma State by
ten
over James Parker, Henry shots. Defending champion
rdi INSURANCE COMPANY
G./ HOME OFFICE - BIRMINGHAM,
finished
Holton
15
has
Texas
defeated
strokes
ALABAMA
beTommy
Carroll, and now will meet hind Florida

ii
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additional

or Your Money Back
ROUTRISIDESHOPPING
CENTER'
Murray,Ky.Pb.753-21110

By THE
AMER
BATTINr
Carew, M
Det, 327
RUNS—
Otis, KC,
RUNS
R Jackson
berry, KC,
HITS—C
cer, NY, 1
DOUBLE
Del, 25,
on, Chi, Is
TRIPLE
CO9Qins. 5
COluCCiO,
HOME
Oak,
31;
F . Robinson
KC, 24; Of
STOLE
Oak, 41,
PITCHI
Hunter, 0
McDaniel,
STR IKE
296, Bly1

NATI
BATTINI
Rose, Cin
317
RUNS—
Evans, At
RUNS
Cin, 92, S
HITS—R
Atl, 163,
DOUBL
Staub, NY
TRIPLE
Matthews,
HOME
35, Evans
Atl,
STOLE
cin, .54; B
PITCHI
Seaver,
Brett, Phi

STRI
194; Carl
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Walking Horse Celebration
Opens In Shelbyville Tonight

Standings

American League
East
W. L. Pct G.8.
SHELBYVILLE,
Tenn.
Baltimore
71 52 577
Boston
68 57 544 4
(AP)-High-stepping chorses
Detroit
68 58 540 4'
will parade into the Tennessee
New York
68 61 527 6
Walking Horse National CeleMilwaukee
60 63 488 11
Cleveland
52 75 409 21
bration show ring tonight to
West
open for the 35th year the show
Oakland
74 52 .587 Kansas City
73 55 .570 2
that has become the biggest in
Minnesota
59 66 .472 141
/
2 the walking horse industry.
Chicago
59 67 .466 15
This year's celebration has
California
57 65 .467 15
Texas
43 81 .347 30
attracted 1,712 entries from 50
Wednesday's Games
states as well as a team of U.S.
Cleveland 1, Chicago 0, 12 in
nings
Department of Agriculture inBaltimore 4, Minnesota 3
spectors looking for evidence of
Kansas City 8. New York 7,
soring.
10 innings
Boston 9, Texas 8
The USDA veterinarians are
Oakland 7, Detroit 3
armed this year with an infraCalifornia 5, Milwaukee 4, 10
innings
red camera device that they
Thursday's Games
say can spot a sored horse by
Milwaukee (Lockwood 5-7 or
the heat rising from his inBell 981 at California (Wright
8 171 N
flamed leg tissues.
Only game scheduled
The presence of the USDA ofNational League
East
ficals and. , pre-show anrioune(
W. L. Pct. G.&
ments warning horsemen
St Louis
64 62 5011 Pittsburgh
61 62 496 11
/
2 against bringing sored horses
Chicago
60 65 480 31/2
to Shelbyville promises a differMontreal
59 66 472 4%
Philadelphia
58 67 464 5/
1
2 ent type of show from last
New York
57 67
year's celebration ;which was
West
marred by protests over enLos Angeles
77 49 611 Cincinnati
forcement of anti-soring regu76 52 594 2
San Francisco 70 55 .560 6/
1
2 lations.
Houston
66 63 .512 12/
1
2
Soring-the practice of using
Atlanta
61 68 .473 17/
1
2
San Diego
46 79 .368 30/
1
2 painful devices or caustic
Wednesday's, roafIVES
chemicals to force the horses
Chicago 6, Cincinnati 5
San Diego 8, Philadelphia 3
into the spectacular high-stepSan Franciseo 3, Montreal 2
ping walking horse show gaitNew York 4, Los Angeles 3
was made illegal by the 1970
St Louis 6, Atlanta 4
Pittsburgh 4, Houston 0
Horse Protection Act.
Thursday's Games
Cincinnati (Grimsley
at. Celebration management noChicago (Bonham 541
tified trainers and owners this
San Diego (Kirby 7-13) at
year that all horses would be
Philadelphia (Lonborg 10-10) N
inspected closely and unsound
Los Angeles (Osteen 14-6) at
New York (Matlack 10-151 N
horses would be disqualified.
Only games scheduled
Celebration Executive DirecFriday's Games
Los Angeles at Philadelphia
tor Bill Turin said three veter-

inarians will inspect each horse
before each judging event. in
addition, ctbe USDA Cofficiais
will conduct periodic inspections with their new AGA
Thermal Vision 680-the television camera-like device that
uses infra red rays to detect inflamed tissue.
The device was used to inspect 10 horses entered in the
Tennessee Walking Horse
Breeders cAssociation futurity

San Diego at Montreal N
San Francisco at New York
St. Louis at Cincinnati N
Pittsburgh at Atlanta N
Chicago at Houston N

Major League
Leaders PRESS

R - Sailboard is
San Franif breeze.

NG, Mich.
State junior
rk Kt*. a
: from the
an amazing
against Ohio
sir field goals
:e upset the

ay THE ASSOCIATED
AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING (300 at bats)Carew. Min, 352, W.Horton,
Del, 327
RUNS-R Jackson, Oak, 91;
Otis, KC, 81
INBATTED
RUNS
1/ Jackson, Oak, 10), Mayberry, KC, 93.
HITS-Carew, Min, 162; Murcer, NY, 158.
DOUBLES-A.Rodrigutz,
Del, 25; Munson, NY, 25; Melton, Chi, 23; Breton, MM, 25.
TRIPLES-drew, Mtn, RI
CoggIns, Bal. 7; Briggs, Mil, 7;
ColuCcio, Mil, 7.
RUNS-R Jackson,
HOME
Bsn,
24;
Fisk,
Oak, 31;
F.Robinson, Cal, 24; Mayberry,
KC, 24; Otis, KC,'24.
BASES-North,
STOLEN
Oak, 41, Harper, Bsn, 32.
PITCHING (11 Decisions)--Hunter, Oak, 15 3, .833, 3.38;
McDaniel, NY, 11-3, .786, 2.24.

STRIKEOUTS-N.Ryan,

show Wednesday night. Two of
the colts had previously been
rejected by show veterinarians.
Entries in the 10-day celebration will be vying for more than
$52,000 in prize money. s
During Saturday night's
show, the 1972 world grand
horse
walking
champion
Handshaker's Delight, will be
officially retired.
Oaching school
NV'A
K
PI I-There
are 18 former New York Giants
football players currently
coaching in the National
Football League. The list is

By GOFFREY MILLER
Associated Press Sports Writer
MOSCOW AP ) - The United
States basketball team, tense
and upset after surviving a fist
fight with Cuban rivals,, faced
another tough match today in a
bid for a gold medal at the
World University games.
The Americans were scheduled to play Brazil in the semifinals-and hoping for something more peaceful than the
scenes that erupted at Moscow's Red Army Gymnasium
Wednesday.
The United States beat Cuba
98-76. In the last two minutes of
the game, the entire Cuban
team raced from the bench and
launched into a wild fist-flailing,-chair-evringtntTneler-It was the first violence involving athletes in these
Games, which have been in
progress for al,week and involve more than 50 countries.
Tommy Burleson, 7-foot-4
star from North Carolina State
who was in the center of the
brawl, said, "We were so
shaken afterwards that we

re
rt

Cal,

TEACHES- AIRMEN - Olympic gold medal onnnei
Micki King instructs Air Force Academy cadet near Colorado Springs, Colo. She's diving teacher there.

a make
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a

Parker added 2 in the fourth and
2 in the seventh to clinch the
win.
their
scored
Wallace
remaining 2 runs in the sixth
inning but could not overcome
their opponents lead. Melton led
Parker-McKenney with 3 hits
while Yates had 3 hits for the
losers and McIntosh had 2.

"I thought I was insured."
There are severe! types of
Policies-the
Homeowner
standard policy does not
cover water leakage from
or
heating
plumbing
system, or theft by
mysterious disappearanceother Homeowner Policies
do cover these and other
losses. Let us, at Murray
Insurance Agency review
any exclusions in your
policy.

theft/nay
INSURANCE .A
BEL AIR CENTER 7-53-4751

Back To School

TIRE SAVINGS
STEEL BELTED
RADIAL
• 75%* more
road hazard
protection

Sturdl-House Portable

STORAGE BUILDINGS
REG.
SIZE
$345.00
8' x 8'
$416.00
8' x 10'
8' x 14' double doors $546.00
$585.00
8' x 16'
-4910.00
10' x 20'
$470.00
8' x 10' red barn
$540.00
8' x 12' green barn
2' x 3'
Dog Houses

NOW

$305.00
$368.00
$485.50
$525.00
$805.00
$415.00
$477.00

Sturdi-House Storage Houses are delivered fully erected and
ready for immediate use. It needs no land pre-preparation or
on-site construction,to cause delay..,and you know EX 4,CTIN what your building will cost.

WE DELIVER

By The Aseodated Pre
TENNIS
TORONTO - Second-seeded
Arthur Ashe of Miami defeated
Andrew Pattison of Rhodesia 64, 2-4, 7-43 in the second round of
the $100,000 Canadian Open
Tennis Championship.
NEWPORT, R.I. - Sixthseeded Julie Heldman of Lan,.
don and Houston, Tex., defeated Julie Anthony of Los Angeles 64, 6-4 in the final first
round match of the Women's
Pro Grass Court Tennis championships.
SOUTH ORANGE, N.J. Defending champion Ilie Nastase of Romania topped Herb
Fitzgibbon of New York 6-3, 6-7,
6-3 in the first round of the
Eastern Tennis Open.
TRACK & FIELD
OSLO, Norway - The New
Zealand team of Rod Dixon,
Tony Polhill, John Walker and
Dick Quax established a world
record for the 8,000-meter relay
race with a time of 14 minutes,
40.4 seconds during an international track meet.
FIGURE SKATING
ST. GERVAIS, France Kate Malmberg of the United
States led the Women's International Figure Skating competition with 104.8 points and
16.0 ordinals after the first
round of compulsory figures
competition.
GENERAL
MOSCOW - The undefeated
U.S. Men's basketball learn
topped the Cubans 98-76 in a
tense game that erupted into a
Cuba-instigated melee at the
World University games, while
U.S. Olympic gold medalist Cathy Carr was upset by Russian
swimmer Lubov Rusanova in
the women's 100-meter break.,
stroke. The United States added
three gold and three silver
medals in swimming for a medal count of eight gold, seven silver and 13 bronze.

• 20%•
better
handling
11 Cooler
running*
• 12%*
better
traction
Magic
•
Carpet Ride
economy.
Gas
II

PREMIUM LINE

Sports In
Brief

gt,
ON

- QUANTITY
2
1

The third round of action was
played Wednesday night in the
Mens League Softball Tournament. The first game found
Wallace Bookstore defeating
the Calloway Cubs 11-5. The
Cubs jumped to a 2-1 lead the
first inning only to have Wallace
come back strong in the second
to score 4 runs and 3 more in the
third.
Wallace tallied the remainder
of their score by scoring 2 runs
in the fifth and 1 in the seventh.
The Cubs added 2 more to their
score in the fourth and 1 in the
6th. Bennett, Adams, McIntosh,
and Arant led Wallaces with 2
hits each including home runs
by McIntosh and-Atant. Potter
and Gordon each had 2 hits for
the losers.
In the second game, Murray
Moose Lodge downed Dexter by
a score of 22-7. Moose led with a
4-0 lead in the first and was
never threatened by the opponents. Moose scored 6 in the
third and 2 in the fourth before
adding 3 in the fifth and 7 more
in the sixth.
Dexter scored 1 run in both
the second and third innings and
came back strong in the seventh
as they added 5 there.
Moose belted a total of 7
homeruns including 3 by
Hodges and 1 each ftOm
Roberts, Burkeen, and Andrus.
Hopkins also belted a homer=
and was 4 for 5. Pritchett,
Conner, Thorn, and Boren each
had 2 hits for Dexter.
In the final game of the night
Parker-McKenney
downed
Wallace Bookstore 6-3. After
two innings of play ParkerMcKenney had a 2-1 lead until

"18"
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his only appearance Sunday.
By BERT ROSENTHAL
in the bottom of the ninth, capThen the Braves were idle ped a two-run New York rally
Associated Press Sports Writer
Hank Aaron, the second Monday, and on Tuesday he and lifted the Mets to their 4-3
greatest home run hitter in had three hits-two singles and triumph over Los Angeles. The
baseball history, has dispelled a double-against St. Louis, setback left the pacesetting
his own fear that he was possi- prompting his light-hearted de- Dodgers two games ahead of
bly becoming a singMs and scription of himself as -a sin- runner-up Cincinnati in the NI.
gles and doubles hitter."
doubles hitter,
West.
But Wednesday night, Aaron 4
What had prompted the noCubs 6, Reds 5
tion was that the 39-year-old At- regained his home run touch,
Paul Popovich's three-run
lanta slugger had gone three slamming his 32nd of the sea- homer helped Chicago beat Cinconsecutive days without a son and the 705th of his career, cinnati 6-5 and enabled
homer. After slamming one putting him within nine of Babe Cubs'starter Milt Pappas to end
homer each day last 'Thursday, Ruth's all-time record of 714.
a five-game losing streak and
Friday and Saturday, Aaron
"I'll take that way of getting register the 98th victory of his
bounced into a double play in out of a singles and doubles rut NI. career.
Pappas, who had a 110-74
any tune," he quipped.
It was surprising that Aaron record with Baltimore in the
was in such a jocular mood, be- American League before joincause the Braves had lost to ing the Cubs, is trying to bethe St. Louis Cardinals 6-4 on come only the second pitcher in
pinch hitter Jose Cruz' two-run modern major league history to
win 100 games in both leagues.
pinch homer in the ninth.
Elsewhere in the National The other was Jim Bunning.
couldn't speak as we rode back League, Pittsburgh blanked
Giants 3, Expos 2
to the athletes' village in the Houston 4-0, the New York
Gray Matthews' tie-breaking,
bus."
Mets edged Los Angeles 4-3, the run-scoring single in the sevThe winner of Thursday's Chicago Cubs topped Cincinnati enth provided San Frani.sco
game is expected to meet the 6-5, San Francisco shaded Mon- with its 3-2 victory over the
Soviet Union in the final Fri- treal 3-2, and San Diego ham- Expos and gave the Giants a
day. The Americans are thirst- mered Philadelphia 8-3,
sweep of 'their three-erne
ing for victory over the Russeries in Montreal.
Pirates 4, Astros 0
sians as revenge for the 51-50
Padres 8, Phillies 3
Pittsburgh's
Bob
Moose
defeat at the 1972 Munich allowed only six hits in a 4-0
Fred Kendall drove in three
Olympics.
victory for his ninth triumph in runs with two triples, as San
The American swimmers 10 lifetime decisions against the Diego trounced Philadelphia 8-3
didn't have a happy day, ei- Astros.
and handed 1972 NI, Cy Young
ther. They were expected to
The Pirates scored all their Award winner Steve Carlton his
clean up all, or most, of the six runs in the seventh off Tom 15th loss in 26 decisions.
gold medals at stake but in- Griffin, with the key hits being
stead shared,them 3-3 with the a run-scoring double by Richie
In the American league, it
Russians.
Hebner and RBI singles by was: Cleveland 1, Chicago 0, in
Cathy Carr, world record Rennie Stennett and Gene 12 innings; Baltimore 4, Minholder for the 100-meter breast Clines
nesota 3; Kansas City 8, New
stroke,. was beaten twice by
York 7; Boston 9, Texas 8;
Mets 4,-Dodgers 3 Russia's Lubov Rusanova.
John Milner's second game- Oakland 7, Detroit 3, and CaliMiss Rusanova won Miss winning hit in two games, a Torrila 5, Milwaukee 4, in 10 in
Carr's specialty in 1:15.5. Cathy run-scoring single with two out nings.
was one-tenth of a second behind in second place.
The Russian girl again outswam the 18-year Albuquerque,
N.M., star in the second leg of
the 400-meter medley relay.
Allen Poucher of Jacksonville, Fla., won his second gold
medal by clocking 2:05.7 in the
ZOO-meter butterfly. He won the
100-meter Tuesday.
The 400-meter freestylers
were to contend for medals toAP 14 Oraral prrtforwer
day. Also on the days program
was the final of the water polo
PLY POLYESTER
tournament, a round-robin
affair involving teams from the
United States, Cuba, Italy, West
CORD
Germany, the Soviet Union and
Hungary.
• 12/32 Tread
The Russians, who have
Depth
the
dominated all sections of
Games, have stacked up an im• 78 Series Wide
pressive collection of 54 gold
Tread
medals, 26 silver and 25 bronze.
•
85"
White Wall
The United States has eight
gold, seven silver and 13
bronze

GOLDEN BEAR

296, Blyleven, Min, 192.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING (300 at bats)Rose, Cin, .343; Watson, Htn,
'317.
104;
SF,
RUNS-Bonds,
Evans, Atl, 94.
RUNS BATTED IN-Bench,
Cin, 92; Stargell, Pgh, 91.
HITS-Rose, Cin, 183; Garr,
All, 163.

Matthews, SF, 10.
HOME RUNS-Stargell, Pgh,
35; Evans, All, 34; DaJohnson,
Atl, 34
BASES-Morgan,
STOLEN
Cm, SA; Brock, StL, 48.
Decislons)(11
PITCHING
Seaver, NY, 15-6, .714, 1.76:
Brett, Phi, 12-5, .706, 1.27.
STRIKEOUTS-SeeY91'..
194; Carlton, Phi, 191.

Aaron Regains Home Run Touch Action Continues In
Men's Softball Tourney
But Braves Fall To St Louis

U.S. Team Faces Tough
Match With Brazil Five

Dotist.ES-stargen, Pgh, 33;
Staub. NY,_31N,Merganz_cm-39
,
-TRIPLES-Metzger, Mtn, 11;

I.
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A BEAR FOR WEAR
FOR 53 "EARS

Size

Conventionel
Si Se

PRICE

commotion&
• As corrommid to our
78 series 4 ply bias tires

F.E.T.

95 WHITEWALLS

_

A-78.13
C-78-13

6.00,11-7-7,17:19:ft '21.95
...

1.83
1.93

C-78-14
1411-14,
F-71-11
' 6-74-11
H-71-14

74.95
6.95-14
1.35-14.. .
,
7.75-11
no
8.25-11
24.95
8.55-11 ..- 25.95

2.08
2.22
2.37
2.53
2.75

7.75-15
1-78-15
8.25-15
G-711-15
14.78-15 _ 11.5545
.1.76-13
1.115-15
•L78-IS _ 9.00-15

Gillette
TIRES

23 95 1
24.95
25 95
26.95

2.60
2.80
3.01

'18.95

.1.13

ER-78-14 Whitewall plus $2.30
Fed. Ex. Tax and smooth t4re
off car.
White_
Sidewang

i
_ Sizes

2.12

Fed
Excise Tax
2.44

FR-78-14

43.95

GR-78-14

48.95

2.57

HR-78-14

53.95

2.92

GR-78-15

50.95

2.89

55.95

3.20

58.95

3.43

62.95

3.48

Use Your Credit * No Money Down
No Finance Charge * 6 Months To Pay
With Approved Credit

GILLETTE j3
EXECUTIVE 7
PREMIUM
• Engineered fog High-Speed

Endurance
•4-Ply Nylon Cord 12.'32"
•Cool Running, Long
Wearing Tread
•Outstondong Control

SINGLE STRIPE
WHITEWALL

ALL
NEW

•
Size
6.50-13
_.6.9J-14
7.35-1_4
7.75-14
8:25-14
8.55-11
8 85-14
7.35-15
•
7.75-15
8.25-15 •
8,55-15

Black Wall
Prices
15.95
16.95 •
17.%3
17.95
18.95
19.95
N-A.
4
, 17.95
17.95
18.95
19.185

'Whitewalls
Prices
....
16.95
17.95
16.95
1595 '
20.95
21.96
---14-:95
'
IR 95
- 19.% ,
20.95..
21 95

Phone 753-3164
808 Coldwater Road - Near 5 Points - Murray
Hours: Mon. ihru Fri. 7:30-5:30 - Sat. 7:30-5:00

Excise
Tax
$1 75
1 90
2.12
2 29
246
2 71
2.00 _
234
2.43
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Governor Announces Steps To
Improve Kentucky Agriculture

Diary Convinces Police Brust
Didn't Kill Any Other Persons

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Far- governor and the council, to
mers and government joined advocate
promote
and
hands and exchanged ideas this programs for the advancement
week in Frankfort at the and promotion of agriculture
meeting of the Governor's and agri-business, to serve as a
Council on Agriculture.
forum to which farmers may
Governor Wendell Ford direct
questions
about
opened the meeting with steps problems. It will also serve as a
he is taking to increase farm source of information for farincome and to improve farm mers about services available
living. In turn, the council through the office and about
passed resolutions seeking the federal and state agricultural
governor's aid in promoting Programs.
Kentucky agricultural products
Finally, the governor anabroad and in preventing nounced that in the next
serious agricultural fuel executive budget there will be
shortages.
provisions for a new facility at
The governor activated the Spindletop Farm for use by the
Kentucky Farm Development Agriculture
Experiment
Authority an agency with the Station's foundation seed
purpose of guaranteeing loans Peoiect.
to buy farm land and for the
This facility will contain mopurchase and construction of dern equipment and adquate
Tann buildings.
space which will be used to
The governor said that this "increase supplies of superior
agency "is designed to assist verities of seed, of known
those people who want to go into genetic orgin, in order to meet
farming, or who want to expand the needs of commercial fartheir farming operation, but are mers in Kentucky; and, at the
unable to get the necessary same time, to maintain both the
credit without such a guaran- genetic and physical purity of
tee." He said that he wants the that seed."
Council on Agriculture to study
The governor told the council,
the advisability of extending the which is made up of members
loan guarantees also to farm from the state's agri-cultural,
machinery.
agri-business, and academic
Governor Ford appointed communities, -What we need is
Walter Meng, Jr. of Bourbon long-range planning with
County and R.O. Wilson, Jr. of proper leadership.
Livingston County to serve in
The governor finished his
the agency along with the address, which opened a day
Commissioner of Agriculture, long session of meetings and
the Commissioner of Banking discussions about agricultural
and Securities, the State problems, by saying, "Our
Treasurer, and the chairmen of challenge is to make those
the Houge and, _Senate__ ceMe
.
r zler-isions that will enable us to
mittees on Agriculture and say that in Kentucky a farmer
Natural Resources.
can make a net profit."
Governor Ford also anLater the Council heard
nounced the creation of the warnings that a serious fuel
Kentucky Farmers Advocate's shortage is rfacing western
Office to be headed by Bill Kentucky grain producers this
Burnette. Burnette is presently fall. Large amounts of 12 gas
the executive director of the are used in grain dryers and a
Governor's
Council
on shortage amounting to 40
Agriculture.
percent has been predicted. The
The math functions of the council asked that Governor
Advocate's office are to keep Ford request a fuel allocation
the governor and the council from the federal Energy
informed
on
current Commission to prevent this
agricultural and agri-business problem.
developments and problems, to
The council also suggested
carry out the directions of the that the governor and members

cater to."
MIAMI (AP) — Police say life..."
the handwritten diary of Albert
Brust had a criminal record
Police said Brust's diary
Brust, the building inspector which he titled "The Ultimate dating back to 1945, police said.
whose home had a torture Solution," dated back to April
The day after he freed the
chamber and the dismembered 1970 and was started in Astoria, Kentucky girl Brust wrote that
body of a Ohio youth entombed N.Y. They said it trailed off in he regretted letting the teenin cement, has convinced them late 1970 and picked up again ager go.
he was not responsible for any July 12 this year, less than 48
"My own capacity for empaother killings.
hours before Brust lured the thy has proved my undoing —
"We believe this was his only two teenagers into his white Has it cracked my shell permurder," said Homicide Lt. van.
manently.?"
Rick Fowler Thursday. "All inThe diary's_theme was a conOn July 19 Matson's body
dications seem to indicate no tinual yearning for death, poprior involvement in any homi- lice said, and Brust noted fluid had begun to ooze from
concrete and the
cide."
thoughts of rape, murder and beneath the
odor of the decomposing corpse
constantly
with
were
suicide
Brust, 44, was found dead in
permeated the house.
the backyard of his suburban him.
Brust wrote: "I have misBrUst noted that he enjoyed
home July 21. Police said he
calculated. However, I know I
did
"even
than
solitude
more
I
committed suicide by drinking
could save the situation by a lot
chocolate milk laced with cya- in prison. After work I always of disagreeable work, but I see
get home as soon as possible to
nide.
no good reason for going on
Inside the house police found enjoy my solitary sancutary What would come next'1 The
the body of Mark Bernard Mat- and its music and books and whole business is not worth IL
son, 16, of Washington Court TV. No sex yet but I'm working life is not worth the trouble
House, Ohio, cemented in the on it — slowly but with deter- after all, death comes sooner or
shower stall. He had been shot mined resolve. I know what I later, so why not sooner and
want. I need someone for sex,
to death.
yourself all the trouble'
Detectives last week used yes, but not an idiot I have to save
pick axes and hammers to
break apart the torture chamCome join us on a tour of
ber where Brust had installed
padlocks, chains, locks and had
the
Holy Land and Greece!
a cat-of-nine tails suspended
from the ceiling. The room had
10 Days Escorted
six-inch thick foam padding on
the walls to make it soundInclusive Pnce
proof.
A 15-year-old Frankfort, Ky.,
Departing'Pate
girl told police how Brust had
taken her and Matson to his
Oct. 22,4973
home and forced them to perform sex acts. The girl said
Send for Free
u re
Brust killed Matson when the
youth tried to resist. The formmons
mer New York City man then
raped her for two days, the girl
6
,
said, and let her go saying:- "I
;Motile Simmons
M urray,lif.-42071
have taken a life. I am going to
Tour Host
give you yours. A life for a

ya cup evaporated milk
1 pound ground beef
1 cup tiny chunks white brsad
(firmly packed)
14 cup finely minced 0111011
2 tablespoons catsup
1 tsp. Worcestershire sauce
Vs cup shredded or crumbled sharp
cheddar or blue cheese
44I tsp. Salt
Vo tsp. pepper

of
Department
the
of
Agriculture go on a trip to
foreign countries to promote
agricultural
Kentucky
products. It was noted that the
governor's of other states had
done this with success.
In other action, the council
passed resolutions to support
Stanley P.
KENTUCKY HO T ,ornrTliSSIOner
C
efforts for farmers'"check off"
Jones, of the Nevada Department of Labor presides as
programs to provide money for
Kentucky hosts the 56th annual conference of the
the promotion of soybean and
International Association of Governmental Labor
beef products. The check offs
Officials. Labor officials from almost every state in
would be half a cent per bushel
the nation and the five Canadian provinces made up
of soybeans and 10 cents a head
on cattle.
the 300 participants attending the week-tong meeting
Resolutions were also passed
at the Galt House in Louisville. At the speaker's table
to invite the World Dairy Exwith the Nevada Commissioner are Commissioner
position te Kentucky in 1974 and
James Yocom of the Kentucky Department of Labor
to centralize agricultural
and Mrs. Yocom. Photo by Ray Krause.
consumer education in the
office of the GoVernor's-COuncil
on Agriculture.
The council opposed a move
by trucking firms to remove
liquid and bulk fertilizer from
the exempt commodities list.
Under this category there are
no restrictions on who may haul
the fertilizer but the fear was
expressed that fertilizer cost
LOUISVILLE, Ky.—"Though Commerce Commissioner
would go up and delivery could
times are ahead," warned Damon Harrison speaking to
be slower.
the International Association of
Governmental Labor Officials.
"The future of Kentucky and
all other states will depend on
how well we cope with the interactions of the three E's—
energy, ecology and economic
growth," Harrison predicted.
The Commissioner spoke at a
luncheon
during
the
association's 56th annual
convention held at Louisville's
Galt House. More than 300
Labor executives- in state
governments and provinces of
Canada were in attendance.
He pointed out that although
millions of words are being
written about energy and environment, the public is confused
sowed and
rid uncertain about the
SU
IL—An attentive audience
AGRICULTU
issues and bow they're to be
listens as Gov. Wendell Ford outlines three major
steps to increase farm income and improve rural life
According to Harrison, the
in Kentucky. Sharing the speaker's table with the
energy dilemma is rapidly
Governor at the Agricultural Council meeting in
moving into the crisis state "but
Frankfort are, left to right, Lt. Gov. Julian Carroll,
Americans won't accept it as
long as they're able to buy
Agriculture Commissioner Wendell Butler and Bill
gasoline." Balden of Danville, vice-chairman of the Council.
"Fuel oil, propane, and
(Photo by Steve Mitchell)
natural gas will almost certainly be in short supply this

2 lbs. cubed beet
seasoned flour
2 large chopped onion%
1 medium can tomatoes
Vette' cubed potatoes
•Ieup chopped carrots
Illyingeporated milk

Tear bread into tiny pieces apd place
in bowl. Add milk and
triIet"stand for
a few minutes. Ad
II other ingredients except cheese. Blend with
fork. Shape ,to form 12 patties.
Sprinkle cheek on 6 patties, cover
with remaining 6 and pinch edges
togebeF, Broil or pan-fry. Makes 6.

Brown beef in butter. Pour off any
accumulated fat. Sprinkle meat with
seasoned flour. Place in heavy skillet
or kettle and add onions and tomatoes. Simmer about 1 to 2 hours, or
until meat is tender. Add potatoes,
carrots, evaporated milk, and 4 tbsp.
seasoned flour. Simmer about 1 hour
or until vegetables are done. Makes
6 servings.

1
1
1
1
1

reedy-made graham cracker crust
package Vanilla pudding mix
14Vows. can evaporated milk
small pkg. sweet chocolate bits
small pkg. black walnuts or pecans

Mix pudding according to instructions on box using half evaporated
milk and half water for the amount.
of milk required. Sprinkle chocolate
and nuts on bottom of crust and add
pudding. Top with remainder of
evaporated milk, whipped. Note —
Whip evaporated milk without
cutting. Add 1 tsp, sugar to taste.

Kt.

MURRApticKENZIE

Big Diamond Sale

GHT NOW!

ter'"
ilarri
l'
foi mild
w
v ad
ho
pe wn
weather,"
The result of this shortage
will be cutbacks for commercial
and industrial users, meaning
shutdowns resulting in
employment,
according
to
Harrison.
"We must take action now to
minimize the shock and keep
the damage to tolerate limits,"
he said. "Energy demand must
be reduced through conservation to the greatest extent
possible."
Environmental standards
have aggravated the energy
problem, Harrison noted,
particularly in regard to air
pollution control.
"Every one of us wants clean
air and every one of us wants
jobs," said Harrison, "Where is
the compromise point?"
Heconcluded by emphasizing
that the course of the nation
over the next few years can be
determined-7—by
today's
decisions.

Hospital Report
August 20, 1973
ADULTS-103
NURSERY..3
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Pam Joye King and
Baby Girl, Route 4, Woodland
Acres, Paris, Term.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Thelma Elizabeth
Hargrove, Route 1, Dexter, Iven
Van Folwell, Route 3, Box 206
A., Murray, William Gilliard
Ross, 1608 Locust, Murray, Mrs.
Norma Mae Karnes, Route 1,
Murray, Mrs. Martha Frances
Osmus, Route 2, Box 270,
Murray, Mrs. 1RozeBe Nance,
733 Ellie, Murray, Mrs. Sue
Mitchell Spann, 1204 East
Dogwood Dr., Murray, Mrs.
Dian Gail Butler, Route 6,
Joseph
Murray, Ronald
Bylicke, 1409 Stadium Dr.,
Murray Mrs. Linda Darlene
Starks, Route 1, Farmington,
Mrs. Wanda Sue Scott and Baby
Boy, Box 110, Paris, Tenn.,
Albert Brigham Futrell, Route
6, Box 181, Murray, Mrs Mary
Thad Holland, 201 Irvan,
Murray, Hubert Hallie Dowdy,
506 South 7th, Murray, Mrs.
Neva Onie Manning. Route 3,
Benton.
Southeastern Alberta and
southwestern Saskatchewan experience the driest conditions
on the Canadian prairies.

every diamond
in the store
up to 11/4 cArats
Murray-McKenzie Jewelry Co. will have a
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Moon Once Controlled Spring Planting High Meat Prices May Result In Less Heart Attacks
LEXINGTON, KY— When it of increasing moon and when,
comes to planting, harvesting, according to the almanac, it
or doing other tasks on the was in one of the fruitful signs.
farm, few, if any, farmers or This however, did not apply to
gardeners now pay any at- root crops. They were planted
tention to the phases of the furing the "dark of the moon,"
preferably when "signs was in
moon or signs of the Zodiac.
But this wasn't always the the feet."
In times of decreasing moon
circumstance. There was a time
when nearly all rustics, to a and when it was in one of the
certain degree, observed these barren signs, old time farmers
signs. Whether hauling animal cultivated the soil pruned trees
litter from the barn, planting and their toenails, pulled weeds,
corn, setting a hen, or cutting dug potatoes, picked apples,
their toenails, most first con- canned fruits and vegetables,
sulted the almanac to see "if the and set fence posts.
Grafting fruit trees was done
sign was right."
All this now seems very in periods of increasing moon
quaint, if not a custom fit for for a perfect union between tree
derision, but it remains and scion. On the other hand,
nevertheless an interesting bit mailing shingles on a roe( Was
of agriculture lore. Also who avoided at new niqori" times.
can say for a certainty that Otherwise, the shingles supthere wasn't something more posedly ward and turned up
at the en);lis like feathers on a
than mere superstition to it?
This, of course, is not an at- frizzly.ehlcken. Meat from hogs
htered the first three days
tempt to validate or advocate a
return to the moon signs ay-after a full moon kept better,
r was more tender, behaved
farm and garden guides.
some better in the skillet, and had a
it is just to inform a
old rustic practiceivIhat, like better flavor — or so it was told.
less
those
in
Back
the wheat cradle and bulltongue plaw,,-'have just about sophisticated times when
babies were breast4ed, rather
style.
gone
rding to information than bottle fed, weaning was
A
aned through casual 'In- sometimes a problem. An old
terviews with old timers who Zodical rule generally followed
remember, there were barren to make this job less noisy and
signs and fruitful signs under troublesome was to start the
the old customs- and beliefs. process when moon signs ruled
Some of these signs could, at the the less vital organs like the
same time, be arid or watery thighs, knees, feet, or legs. The
and each had a special influence same rule, incidentally, applied
on the bodies of humans, plants, to weaning calves, colts, pigs,
and animals. The part of the and other animals on the farm.
The validity of moon-sign
body affected depended on the
sign in which the moon hap- planting and harvesting may
pened to be at any particular now be open to question, but in
time. The most fruitful signs the earlier days of agriculture it
were • Cancer, -the breast; was almost a religion. It
'Scorpio, the secrets; and became a custom and a belief
Pisces, the feet. The barren when over many centuries,
signs were Gemini, the arms; farmers discovered that the
Leo, the heart; and Virgo, the same results occured more than
often when a certain crop was
bowels.
Since it was believed that planted or harvested when the
most things get off to a better moon was in a certain phase or
start around the "new of the sign. And in keeping with these
moon," most farmers at- beliefs in "signs," come these
tempted to plant clops in times words from the Scriptures:"

.Let there be lights in the firmament of the heaven, to divide
the day from the night; and let
them be for signs, and for
season, and for days, and
years."

Bible College
Registration
Is Augus
Registration for the fall
trimeateli of Mid-Continent
Baptist Bible College will be
held August 27. Seniors, juniors,
and sophomores register in
morning hours and all returning
and beginning freshman are
asked to be at the college and
ready to enroll at 1 p.m.
A record enrollment of
students is expected for the fall
trimester, Pre-registrations are
at an all time high a college
spokesman said.
Course are offered at 8 a.m.
Monday through Friday with
course offered throughout the
day. Monday, Tuesday, and
Thursday evening courses are
also offered. Such courses are
music leading, speech, and
Bible are offered at night.
Students may come as
regular enrolled students or
they may simply audit a course
for no credit.
Manual Communications
(sign or hand language ) will
again be taught. Speed reading
along with
will be offered
creative writing and a host of
wonderful Bible courses a
spokesman said.
For information the college
should be contacted as early as
possible. '
The Rocky Mountains are
perhaps 150 million years
younger than the Appalachians.
When born, the giraffe is as
tall as an average adult human
being.

beefsteaks because eggs are
cheaper. The yoke of one large
egg contains 250 milligrams of
cholesterol. Our Heart Association recommends you try to
take in no more than 300 milligrams a day, averaged out
over the week."
An excess of cholesterol, a
waxy material, is blamed for
clogging arteries of the heart
and brain and producing heart
attacks or strokes.
Food prices may well have
profound effects on American
patterns of eating, and housewives need some guidelines to
assure good nutrition for their
families, says Mrs. Winston.
She was nutrition consultant to
the new "American Heart Association Cookbook," containing
more than 400 recipes from appetizers to desserts.
For years, Americans have
been getting some 40 per cent
or more of all their calories
from fats. Heart experts urge
reducing it to 30 per cent, with
less of the total fat being the
"saturated" type, which hardens when left standing at room

By ALTON BIAKFSI Ell:
AP Scieece Editor
NEW YORK(AP) — •
runaway meat .
of fewer
can bring a divic•
heart attacks and strokes, says
a food e
Anir4ans generally eat too
fat and some meatsire a
tilajor source of it, says Mary
Winston, nutritionist of the
American Heart Association.
A high intake of fat is considered harmful to the heart, she
explains. Being overweight also
taxes your heart.
So, eating smaller portions of
meat "would be a plus factor."
SO would the right chokes of
vegetables to substitute for the
proteins contained in meat.
During World War II, the
death rate from coronary heart
attacks went down in countries
where once-rich diets were cut
back in total fat and calorie
content.
But a wrong choice of substitutes for meat could be harmful, Mrs. Winston cautioned in
an interview.
"Don't just substitute omelet

temperature.
The fat around meat is highly
saturated.
Three ounces of lean beef
provides 8.4 grams of fat and
189 calories.
Three ounces of chicken provides 5 grams of fat, and 150
calories.
But that's for chicken without
the skin. Eat the skin, and the
three ounces give you 14 grams
of fat, and 248 calories, because
most of the chicken fat lies on
the inside of the skin.
Three ounces of most fishes
supply 4.5 grams of fat and 126
calories. The fat in fish is unsaturated.
Meats, poultry and fish, eggs,
skim and whole milk, yogurt
and cottage cheese, are "complete" proteins containing all
eight proteins considered essential to good nutrition, plus others.
Vegetables differ in content
of the essential eight. Soybean
contains seven, lacking one
called methionine. Corn meal
has that, though, so a combination of the two foods make

up a diet as effective as one
based on meat.
Various other combinations
fill the protein demand, such as
noddles with kidney beans and
walnuts, grains and dried
beans. Rice is not a "complete" protein. But a little meat
added to it wipes out the deficit, making it quite sufficient.
On other points of advice,
Mrs. Winston says:
—The potato is much maligned as "fattening." But it is
the butter, the sour cream, and
other goodies that people put on
the potato that makes it high in
calories.
—If you are cutting back on
butter and milk, which are
good sources of iron and vitamin A, consider having beef
liver once a week, because it's
another good source of these
nutrients.
- —Frozen dinners "are terrible, nutritionally and economically."
—An all-vegetable diet could
be deficient in vitamin B12, ordinarily supplied from meat
and dairy products, but green

leafy vegetables do contain it.
—To fill up, don't go for
snacks like potato chips, cheese
puffs, things that contribute
little nutritionally.
—Many Chinese dishes are
good, because they contain lean
meat with vegetables that meet
the protein needs.

West German
per capita income
highest in EEC
A survey published in Brussels recently reveals that
West Germany has the highest average per capita income
in the Common Market, while
Italy has the lowest.
Japan has the highest overall rate of increase in prices
and Britain the highest in Europe, according to the report.
— CNS
The Pacific continental shelf
has a maximum width of 50
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SCORPION"

FlyirgO "

41

BOYS or GIRLS
MODEL

BIKE LOCK
with Chain
BUY SEVERAL
NOW

187

For lunch socks or left.
ove,s Keeps food cold

Protect your bike. Attach to rear wheel &
solid object. 40 s37

65118-4. 131
even less with trade

5533

• Easy Riding
Saddle

A FINE NEW TIRE
AT A FINE NEW PRICE

sp a

BACK-TOu:Nom

• 3-Bar
Cantilever Frame

smut

• Chrome Fenders
and Rims
e

YALE

20"
Tubeless-Load Range B
Reversible Single
White-Black Sidewalls
RETAIL TRADE-'
IN PRICE
SIZE
F.E.T.

E78-14 2 for S51.90* $222
, F78-14 2 for'$.51.90 2.37
F78-1 52forS51.901 2-42
G78-14
H78-14
G78-14
H78-15
J78-15
L78-15

2 forS59.96 2.53
2 for$59.90 2.75
2 for $59.90 2.10
2 for$59.901 LIAO
2 for$67.90 $3.01
2 for $67.90 3.L3

•Boy's Model
Flamboyant
Green

R6181114"."
CI

LOCK

• Reflective Pedal—Rear,
Front & Side Reflectors

Individual
Serial Number
Sale
Price

• Girl's Model
Magenta

School approved for locker
protection. 40.04.1

1

Ws_ Will MountThem FRE.E1 _

•

For

344

Fits 20", 24", 26"
wheels
Tub.: C401 5 104 1
Ti,..: o70104 sir s

• Chrome Fenders —
Chrome Rims —
White Wall Tires

OKI
al1111

Ite,Ming104 AUTOMATIC

Model 1100
116'16.11111111.:
1I ::
(
f
i

NEW

TIRE & TUBE

USE
OTASCO
CREDIT

9
'

Gas Operated Shotgun

13333

BIKE
_BASKET
,A144

Automatic loading. 5-shot Power-Matic action.
Mar-proof walnut stock and forearm. 64-774/274-8

4-Ply Polyester Cordbody

Winchester Auttlknotic Model 1400, with 3 Interchangeable Chokes si-as4 seas.

129.95

Use Gulf Credit Card

•

For high rise handlebars. Zinc finish
67.1314

up to six months
to pay Interest Free

12,20 or .410 SHOTGUN

29"

Single shot. Push;Vull trigger guard for easy open
ing. Checkered stock. 61-316-5. 321/. 372-7

CHARGE IT
AT OTASCO

•
Seals punctures
ttffy. Handy tube
?-s

The Tire Store that's there when you need it.

Springfield 67 Pump
12, 20 or 410 go, 5-shot Walnut finished stock,
'
chambered for VA" or 3" magnum shells
64 320 1 322 1 321?

79"

Winchester 1200 Pump, with 3 interchangeable chokes 64 2133

104.44

1

At These Participating Dealers:

309 So. 4th
Murray, Ky.

330

99.95

.111•1axa.Doubl• BurriI. 64320.6. 372.3

Lovett Bros. Gulf

Tire IL Tube
SEALER

411.

BIKE
'SADDLE

C. E. Cain Gulf
6th & Main Streets
Murray, Ky.

Trotter Gulf

Del's Gulf

Hwy. 641 I. Glendale
Murray, Ky.

Five Points
Murray, Ky.

Franchi Automatic Shotgun
Headquarters For
Famous Brand Guns

World s lightest automatic'''. Adiustobfe recod action, chrome
lined barrel „Simplified take-down. 5-shot: 64 255 5 8 7546
Browning Automatk-5, 12 Gauge '4204

15

44

367
Banan;] sy I e with
glitter top ond safety
---usilector. 467 473 5

244.50

PRICES 4000 AT All OTASCO STORES

fsTE =Di
wik-w—Txt

Mon-Sat.
9-8

21—

Bel-Air Shopping Center

CRI Of

OR

BANKAME81CARD
753-8391

l.k.DuEtt 4S I IMES - Mt KRAIG KENTUCKY

Juan Corona Lives In Hopes
For A New Trial For Murders
By DOUG WILLIS
Associated Press Writer
VACAVILLE, Calif. )AP! —
Emphatically proclaiming his
innocence, Juan Corona says he
lives in faith he will win a new
trial and prove he did not murder 25 itinerant workers near
Yuba City, Calif., in 1971.
That was the nation's largest
mass murder case until 27 bodies were unearthed in Texas
this month.
The former farm labor contractor said it is impossible for
him to think of spending the
rest of his life in jail, despite
the sentence of 25 consecutive
life
"No! o! No! Whatever they
accuse me for, I know it is not
and God knows it is not
true," the 39-year-old Corona
said.
"Why does an innocent man
spend his life in prison if he
• didn't commit a crime. I think
that justice will be reasonable...
* "I never put it in my mind
that I'm going to be here forever, because it's not right, because that's impossible...- They
-4-swill have to prove the truth."
He said he is ready and willing to take a lie detector test, if
the authorities will give him
one.
Asked if he knew who did
commit the murders, Corona
replied: "I don't know, sir."
Dressed in blue prison dorums, Corona appeared relaxed
and in good health during an
interview Monday at the California Medical Facility 50 miles
northeast of San Francisco.
He blamed his *conviction on
his attorney's decision not to let
Corona or any other defense
witness testify in the six-month
trial that ended last Feburary.
Corona said he wants another
trial to tell his story.
Corona's former attorney,
Richard Hawk, had promised in
opening arguments of the trial
to rebut prosecution evidence
against his client, but he didn't
present a single witness.
Asked Monday if he thought
that was a mistake, Corona re-

LOSE UGLY FAT
OR PAY NOTHING
Start

losing weight today OR
MONEY SACK. MONADEX is a tiny
tablet that will help curb your de
sirs for illicit,' food. Eat less-weigh
Isis. Contains no dangerous drugs
and will not make you nervous. No
strenuous exorcise. Change your If.
. .
start torSay. MONAOEX costs
$3.00 for a 20 day supply and $5.00
Ion twice the amount. Lose ugly fat
Or your money will be refunded with
no questions asked by:
Savrite Drugs-Bel Air Shopping
Center -Mail Orders Filled.

plied, "Naturally.... I didn't decide (to rest the case then). My
attorney was sure that the
prosecutors proved nothing."
Several members of the 10man, two-woman jury that convicted Corona said after the
trial that they had wanted to
hear his story and that Hawk's
decision hurt Corona's case.
Corona also discussed some
of the circumstantial evidence
against Mm, but he offered no
explanation not raised during

Russellville To Celebrate
Its 175th Anniversary Soon

his trial.
Corona said another prisoner
told him his name has been in
newspapers recently because of
comparisons of his case with
the Texas mass murders.
But Corona said he didn't
read any of those stories or
watch television news accounts—"No. No. I'm not interested. I'm sorry about how they
found those bodies. I don't read
(about such things). in the
newspaper."

Cattle, wheat and fish fill the
land and ponds on a reclaimed
strip mine in Pulaski County.
, Bobby and Frank lkerd, who
own the 8,000-acre tract
mined by the Ikerd and Bandy
•••• Coal Company, have turned
the stripped land into a farm
and wildlife refuge.

Maryland Election Tests
Scandal's Effect On GOP
By CARL P. LEUBSDOftF
AP Political Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Republican retention of a House
seat in conservative Eastern
Maryland provides mixed evidence at best for Republican
claims that the Watergate scandai,n't htirt their party at
the polls.
Noting that the Maryland
contest "has been proclaimed
as a first test of Watergate's
impact at the polls," Republican National Chairman George
Bush said Tuesday night that
"this victory says a lot" for
GOP victor Robert Bauman
and the party as a whole.
But Bauman's margin over
Democrat Frederick Malkus in
Tuesday's special election was
a bare 1,360 votes in a district
that, despite a lin* Democratic registration majority,
has been solidly Republican for
the last decade.
The 35-year-old Bauman,long
active in conservative groups
such as Young Americans for
Freedom, waged a far more
aggressive campaign and spent
more money than the 60-yearold Malkus in the sprawling rural district.
"Money clearly made the difference," said Rep. Wayne L.
Hays, I)-Ohio, chairman of the
House Democratic Campaign
Committee. He said Bauman
spent three times more than
Malkus.

If the limit on campaign
spending recently passed by the
Senate had been in effect, said
Hays, "we would have won the
seat."
Hays also noted that the turnout was small, nearly 6,000 less
than in 1e71, although redistt4ng had iricreased the district's population.
Neither candidate made
much of the Watergate scandal.
Bauman said it would further
an antipolitics attitude in the
country. Malkus said it was an
issue regardless of whether
anyone made it so.
Bauman credited a campaign
appearance in his behalf by
Vice President Spiro T. Agnew,
By Marva Gay
who told a rally last Saturday
ANO,Ky. — Since 1958, Bobby
that the district election would
show. "hose people feel about and Frank Ikerd have surface
the Wrior this country Ought to inineclfor coal on 6,1300 acres in
go.
"
Pulaski County. From that land
But the national impact was they've created a farm and
reduced by Bauman's small wildlife refuge.
The Ikerd and Bandy Coal
margin and the fact that the
district, with its strong South- Company equipment moves
ern tradition,- is not typical of onto the land like any other
surface mining company. They
the country.
November's elections for gov- obtain a permit from the state's
ernor in New Jersey and Vir- Division of Reclamation in the
ginia may give more indication Kentucky Department of
Natural Resources and Enof the natio* mood.
In next year's elections, Re- vironmental Protection, build
publicans will have to fight silt dams and take out the coal.
They strip 40 to 65 feet of land
-both Watergate and the traditional off-year trend against the to reach a 30-inch seam of coal
party in power as they bid to which runs under their
break the long Democratic hold property. From that seam, the
Ikerd and Bandy Compap
on Congress.
recovers about 40,000 tons of
coal each month. Their coal is
marketed within 30 miles of the
operation at the John Sherman
Cooper and the E.W. Brown
power plants.
However, it's what they do
alter they have the coal that
Children taking big doses of
makes the Ikerd and Bandy
vitamin C daily experienced
Coal Company stand out. On the
significantly fewer sick days
8,000 acre site, 300 acres is
with colds than schoolmates
active strip mine and 1500 acres
taking fake pill in a test study
in Arizona, a federal research- have been reclaimed. On 500
acres of that reclaimed land,
er reports.
150 Black Angus graze. About
Dr. John E. Coulehan told a
=acres of rye and wheat fields
Stanford University symposium
and SOO acres of clover and
on vitamin C and the common
cold on Monday that the 14- lespecleza serve as a wildlife
week study involved 641 Navajo refuge for dove, quail and
children at the Toyei Indian French red-legged partridge.
Recently, George Wells, one
boarding school.
al
Ikerd and Bandy's 75 emHe said boys and girls aged
10 to 16 years who received ployees, caught more than a
vitamin C were given two-gram down crappie, bluegill, bass
doses daily. Children from 6 to sod catfish from one of the
10 who received the vitamin lakes on the reclaimed land.
-Many of the 100 acres of ponds,
were given one-gram pills. Significantly mere children ranging in size from sz to 10
back up to a highwall or
Vitamin r—swes -throughout the test period, the cliff—the only visible reminder
14 weeks ending last May, of strip mining in the area.
According to Bobby Ikerd, the
Coulehan said.
In the lower grades, the vita- ponds provide some of the finest
min C group recorded 311 per fishing in the region.
The Ikerd brothers say
cent fewer skit days dna children who were given inert pia- reclaiming the land wasn't easy
cebo pills, the older gra*, 14 because the quality of the soil
was low before it was ever
per cad, he said
Cadman said he and his col- etildlPed•
"The good top soil had
laigees at Fort Defiance balsa
Huspitid in Fort Defianee, waidied "away because of a
AriX, did net detect any greet- hundred years of poor farming
er beneficial effect from the, practices before we even got
two-gram daily dim over one here. About all that was here
was scrub hardwoods," said
gram
The test results are 'statisti- By Died."Putting that poor
cally signified, but the, at:- tap soil beck wasn't enough. It
tual clinical meads remains visaidn't grow much before we
dripped the land and it wouldn't
to be determined." he said
"Further clinical trials must grow much after we put it
be performed both to cortirrn back."
Alter dripping the land, the
and expand these findings as
well as to identify rrxift specif- Ikerds restored it apically the possible effects of proximately to its natural
contour. Then they began
vitamin C," Coulehan said.
Richard H. Colby, mathemat- fertilizing the soil. The Ikerds
ics professor at Stockton Col- planted fescue, orchard grass.
lege in Pomona, N.J., reported clover, wheat, rye, Korean
similar prIlminary findings ins lespedeza and tree seedlings
s- tudy with 107 students and fac- Those plantings provide the
ulty members in the last school pasture land and wildlife
refuge. Much of their stock of
year.
fish and game birds came from
He found that of the colds
the state Department of Fish
reported, five were suffered by
and
Wildlife.
test subject's taking vitamin,C
The cost of reclamatior,
and 10 by those
receiving
comes to about $375 an acre for
placebos.
land that sells for about $100 an
acre. "We add the cost of
reclaiming the land into_
t
YoircanThil a Ref of garlic njgetting the coal
out,so It's not
bread in a 400-degree oven for such a money
losing venture as
about r5--minutes. -If yon want It seems,"
said
BobliyIkerd:
the loaf to be crusty, don't covThe 9terd.s said they're still
er it with foil,.
learning how to improve their
't

Experiment Indicates
Vitamin C Reduces Colds
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The aily-wear loafer its
back Updated by Buster
Brown So it's bolder at
the sole, and rounded
at the toe A very
now look for jean
wearing—with
some basic
ideas about
fit and
Quality and
long wear

Open Friday til 8:00 p.m.
Electronic Size Machine for Sizing

Cattle, Fish and Crops Now
Cover Once Strip-Mined Land
reclamation efforts. "The first
year we overgrazed the pasture
but now we know better. We're
tryingto finersome way to cover up what's left of the highwalls
but haven't come up with it
yet," said Frank Ikerd.
When asked why they go to
such pains to reclaim the land,
the Ikerds said they own the
land and want to keep it. The
two brothers who live with their
families in the Somerset area,
plan to strip coal in the area for
at least seven or eight more
years.
"After that, we don't plan to
sell. We'll hunt, fish and graze
cattle. We have a little house on
the property where we can
come for the weekends to get
away. As far as work goes, we
can always go back to drainage

work. That's what we did before
Dad moved us to Kentucky from
North Carolina and started in
the coal business," said- Bobby
Ikerd.

advertising conttibuted for the

"and they will be sentenced to a
public stockade. An historical
tour of old homes will be conducted."
An Agricultural Day will be
dedicated to the farmers, with
displays of their prize
vegetables and tobacco. An
open-pit barbecue dinner will
precede an old-fashioned
square dance.
"There will be rocking chair
marathons, craft shows, a
'Battle of the Bands,' a carnival, gospel singing, a
'Wiskers' golf tournament and a
wide variety of home-cooked
southern meals at the Taster's
Lunch," Ms. Rowell said.
"Most all male citizens," she
continued, "will sport old timey
facial foilage and belong to the
'Brothers of the Brush'. Both
men
and
women
will
promenade nightly in authentic
attire from different periods in
history, including pioneer and
plantation days, the gay 90's,
and the flapper era of the 20's.
Russellville is 30 miles west of
Bowling Green and 50 miles
north of Nashville.

The Israeli parliament is
called the Knesset.
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Cocaine, the active ingredient in coca leaves was first
isolated in 1858, being used at
first for a local anesthetic and
then as a cure for morphinIn the 1890s, Sigmund Freud
used cocaine to treat depression, advocating it enthusiastically. Only gradually did the
dangers of addiction become
apparent. — CNS

You won't find guys like us selling pencils on street corners.We're
skilled, able-bodied workers. We're
industrial designers: Salespeople.
Secretaries. Managers. Accountants Technicians. Blue collar and
white collar.
Unfortunately,though, too many
of us are unemployed.
And the irony of it is, it's not that
men and women like yourself don't
want to hire us. It's simply that you
don't know how to go about it.
Every state in this country has a

a

Russellville will celebrate its
175th anniversary from Sept. 16
through 22.
"Its planners anticipate
showing Kentuckians, on the
eve of the Bluegrass state's
200th birthday, how to stage a
commemorative celebration of
memories and milestones,"
said Allyson Rowell, publicity
chairman of the Greater
Russellville 175th Anniversary
Celebration, Inc. "A week of
festivities unequaled in our
history hes been planned to
entertain everyone of every
age."
Among the scheduled events
is an "Historical Spectacle," an
outdoor, 300-member-cast
production of Russellville's
history.
celebration
parade
A
Saturday, Sept. 22, will feature
a live re-erisctrnent of the Jesse
James
Robbery . of
a
Russellville bank in 1869. In the
parade will be a queen and
princess float, marching bands,
drill teams, dancers, antique
cars and clowns.
Saturday's events also include a silver and bronze coin
auction of a limited edition, and
the burial of a time capsule.
"During the week, a 'Kangroo
Kourt' will try local citizens on
appropriate
celebration
charges," said Ms. Rowell,

50443 MAIN STREET

Department of Vocational Rehabilitation. Its function is not only to
evaluate a person's disabilities and
to help him rehabilitate himsetf.
But to help place him in a job that
allows him to fulfill his capabilities.
If you are interested in tapping
your state's supply of hard-working,
capable men and women, write to
your State Director of Vocational
Rehabilitation. His office is located
in your state capital.
Tell him what kind of business
you're in. What job openings need

— PI-IONE 753-4662
MURRAY. KENTUCKY 42071

to be 'filled. The background, experience and skills required.
He'll be more than happy to put
you in touch with the right people
for your company or organization,
People who will appreciate the opportunity to help your company
grow. Who will work to their fullest
potential. And help your company
—and our nation—prosper

Write; Director, State Department
of Vocational Rehabilitation at your
state capitol.

The U S Department of

Heaitn,
Education. and Welfare.
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

m" BATHROOM wall board,
$5.25 each. 42" C-D -4'x8' plywood,
$4.75 each. Twenty different
selections of paneling from $3.65
up. Plexiglass for storm doors
and windows,50 cents square foot
and up. Fiberglass seconds, all
colors, from 5 cents square,foot
and up. Ross & Tuck Salvage,
Martin, Tenn. Open 6 days a
week. Phone 901-5872420.
September8C

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

SALE THOMAS A. Echwn air BEDROOM SUITE-nice, with
conditioners. 10,000 BTU. $184.25. box springs and mattesss. Phone
-17,000 BUT, $233.00. Roby Sales, 436-53.70.
A23P
Highway 68, Benton, KenAugust21C MOBILE HOME--12'160', two
tucky.
bedrooms, Buddy. Two air
YAMAHA 100cc. Good condition, conditioners, and portable dryer.
A24P Phone 753-0811 or 753-3075. A27P
$150.00. Phone 436-5880.

MOBILE HOME, 10'x55', two
baths, with good
bedrooms,
air conditioner for only $2395.00.
Also 10'155' two bedroom mobile
home with air conditioning for
$1975.00, or $1895.00 without air
conditioning. Phone 753A27C
4469.

••••••••• ••40040•04,414oe•••••••••••••••••
FOR SALE

FOR SALE

PANELING

Slightly

q"
sheet

Damaged

FOR SALE

Terrific Prices on

FOR SALE
4'x8'

FOR SALE

Famous Name Brand Clothes
for Back to School!!

BAGGY
PANTS

Rack of

SPORT COATS '24.95

lx10 CHANNEL
1970 SUZUKI TS 90. Excellent SPECIAL 16FT.,5-slat panel gate MOBILE HOME, 12'x60', all
condition. Including two helmets. $20.40, 14 ft., 5-slat panel gate electric, 93800.00. Phone 753-9341
A27C
A24C $1940.6 ft. chain link gate, $12.75, after 5:30p.m.
$225.00. Phone 753-8117.
Leather
•Corduroys
per 100
8 ft. chain link gate $13.50,10 ft
bed; chain link gate $14.60, 12 ft. chain
ROLL-AWAY
MOBILE HOME, 12'x50' Shultz, NEW
•Denims
FOR SALE
air conditioned. In excellent electric stove with double oven, link gate $15.40, 14 ft chain link
•Cottons
In Canterbury Estates
condition. Phone 753-7816. A28C five burner and griddle; large gate $16.50, 16 ft. chain link gate
Rack of
Good Buy at
selection of girl's clothing from $17.50. Also 6 ft. steel post $1.30.
Four
Bedroom
Brick
SWEET CORN for freezing. children's size 5 to Jr. Petite size 35 percent hog supplement( pellet
Tri-Level with All
A24C or meal) $12.00 cwt. 40 percent
Phone 436-2139 or 436-5637. A23C 7. Cheap. Phone 753-8534.
hog supplement (pellet or meal)
Extras
Hwy. 641 North - Benton, Ky.
HOME -1972
$2.20 each.
MOBILE
MOVING-MUST sell, in good $13.00 cwt. Fly blocks
Priced Far Below
Two
12'x65'.
concentrate
Townhouse,
dairy
cent
per
41
Phone 527-2871
condition-living room suite, sofa,
Builder's Price
bedrooms, two baths. Phone 753- chair, two end tables, cost about $8.25 cwt. Trwnisol cattle wordeRilwiamintieweemn.
A27P
each.
cents
3846.
$450.00, for $150.00; breakfast mer boluses 65
901 Coldwater Road
For information...
cattle wormer boluses
POLE ANTENNA and rotor, MOBILE HOME-1972, 12'x60',
table and four chairs, cost about Thibenzole
--- -•
to 5 Points Bar-B-Q)
Feed
i
fligxt
Rhodes
aUla
n
a
each.
5
1
°
h
P
-vimmum
fa-teats
m.160.00-Phone 753-4816w
• A20C two- bedrooms, two full baths,
ST85.-00: " for 'Mak- like new'
FORD-1954 tractor, plow, Westinghouse 19' freezer- Cuba,Kentucky. 382-2593. A27NC
fully carpeted, central heat and
NUMBER 27 Clipper seed CASE HAY and ear corn air. Phone 753-1408 or 753cultivator. Good condition. Phone refrigerator combination with ice
KENTUCKY'S LARGEST CHEVROLET BISCAYNE-1967,
A23C
cleaner, good condition. Ideal for elevator Four wheel rubber tire 6855.
753-2987.
A27C variety of pistols. Buy now while $175.00 or best offer. General
maker, $325.00; nylon rugs,
very farm use. Phone 492-8742. A24C wagon Phone John C. Steele 753CORONET,
REYNOLDS
various sizes, one-third cost; two
you can still get them at Electric refrigerator, 925.00.
good condition, $50.00. Phone 7532875
A23P PORTABLE TV., black and reasonable prices. Country Boy
living room chairs; two like new 3
A23C
Phone 753-9465.
A24C. PIANO, WURLITZER, slightly
p.m.
5:00
after
5100
white, Zenith with stand. Also
post space heaters; four fishing
used. Excellent condition. About PECKY CYPRESS lumber, good three piece Apollo drum set. Stores, the pistol people. 9 miles
poles and net; several extremely
from Hopkinsville, Junction 117 1969 HONDA 350cc, 5,000 miles.
PURPLE HULL peas. Phone 436- 2 years old. Phone 753-6083. A24C for interior decorating. 5,000 Phone 753-5927.
A23C and 164. Open Sunday until 4:00 Good condition. $44:10.00. Phone
nice house plants in large pots;
square feet. Phone 753-5671 days
A24C
p.m.
6:00
after
2149
telephone table; three chrome
A25C 753-0287 anytime.
p.m.
A27C
A23C
TREATED FENCE posts, also or 753-3430 nights.
CARPETS a fright? Make them
clothes and shoe racks, 7' high, 4'
Friday
poles cut any length. Phone 753YARD SALE,'Thursday,
wide; some lamps; vacuum
a beautiful sight with Blue CREOSOTE POLES,8' to 25' and SUMMER CLEARANCE on all
A28C LAWN MOWER, 20", three H.P.
and Saturday, 9:00 a.m.-5:00 0874.
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer treated fence posts. Murray Armstrong large truck tires.
cleaner; self propelled 4 H.P.
Used
Briggs & Stratton motor.
p.m., 1621 Farmer. Clothing and
$1. Kiwik-Pik Market, Five Lumber Company, 104 Maple First line:
lawn mower, etc., etc., Phone
up
trim
KITCHEN
RANGE,
$15.00.
for
year,
this
of
part
A24P
A25C Street.
A25C miscellaneous items.
7534976._
_
Phone 163-617s days.
AMP mower. Just like-new; $35.00. Points.
825 x 20-10- ply 836.90 +

RUSTIC CEDAR SIDING
9250

JACKETS 14.95

Kash Way
Building Materials

1" '4"

KNIT SHIRTS
1.50 & '2.95

MEN'S OUTLET STORE

Phone 753-3941 after 4:00
p.m.

'IOU KNOW 1.4HAT
I{OU COULD 51:00(
lb ME IF i(OU
REALLY LIKED ME?

THINK 4Ct/ ARE THE NEATE57
OF THE NEAT AND THE CL/TEST OF
THE CUTE!" THIATSPACI1Y WHAT
lf0t/ COULD 5AY TO ME IF
400 REALIM LiKEP ME...

RATS!

BLONDIE

I
Ii
DEAR, MAY
I APLEASE NAVE
DOL
YOLI CAN'T
.IBUY ANYTHING
FOC? A DOLLAR!
7,L

/11

THE PHANTOM
--SMUGGLING THEM
OUT.. tr1LLIN6 IF recE55ARX
A PAILLIoN -DOLL AR
BUSINESS

ri-

A23C FROM WALL to wall, no soil at
900 x 20-10 ply $46.18 + 87.33
TV Towers
all, on carpets cleaned with Blue
$9.10
Antennas
&
1000 x 20-12 ply $59.95
QUILT-FAN design, quilted Lustre. Rent electric shampooer
Lowest Prices Ever
1000 x 22-12 ply $62.34 + $9.98
Shopping
Belaire
K,
Big
$1.00.
with wool batting, hand pieced
TV Service Center
Armstrongs best highway tread
• AgiC
and hand quilted, $27.00. Phone Center.
Central Shopping Center
truck tire.
A23C
753-3349.
825 a 20-10 ply $44.16 + $6.14
Phone 753-5865
1973 YAMAHA 80 MX. Good
900 x 20-10 ply $55.34 + 17.33
A23C
436-5870.
Phone
condition.
BULLS - PERFORMANCE teMAIO
1000 x 20-12 ply 966.68
TWO 15" Mickey Thompson 1000 x 22-12 ply $70.22 + $9.96
sted percentage-Simniental,
Enduro.
175
YAMAHA
1973
10"
tires,
and
wheels
slotted,
'Brown Swiss, Maine-Anjou.
ArrOstrongs Best traction type
Excellent condition. 500 miles. wide. Phone 489-2611 or 753Limousin-Charolias. 205 day
truck tires.
Phone 753trail.
for
up
Set
A24P 825 x 20-10 ply $55.21 + $7.25
2997.
adjusted weight 814,757,619
A23P
7242
pounds. Kenneth Grogan 753920 x 20-10 ply $61.14 + $8.51
CAMPERS! CAMPERS! A lot
A27C
=6.
HOTPOINT REGRIGERATOR, full of them at prices you couldn't 1000 x 20-10 ply $73.09 + $10.52
Armstrong Best lug type tire:
used. Used 40" Philco range.
QUEEN SITE Hollywood style Good working condition, $25.92 believe, starting at $450.00. Full 825 x 20-10 ply $53.89 + $7.25
motor
and
type,
down,
fold
bed with mattress and springs. each. Phone 753-5753.
900 x 20-10 ply $59.92 -+- $8.51
A24P
homes. New and used. At Bill's 1000 x 20-10 ply $73.21 + $10.52
Never been used. Phone 753-2340
A23C SEAMLF-SS GUTTERING, white Camper Corner, located at Bill's Roby Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
after 4:00p.m.
September 4C
enamel finish, never needs Mobile Homes, 3900 Clarks River Ky.
OLD MAPLE table and six painting. Free estimate. Phone Road, Paducah, Ky. Phone
chairs. Can be seen at 306 South 753-8407 or 7534992. Atkins Gutter collect for information 443BARGAIN TIRES - Armstrong
A25C made - while present inventory
3rd Street or phone 753-7506. A23C Service, Murray.
August23C 6150.
lasts. 4 ply nylon 775-825-845 by
ARROWHEAD CAMPER Sales, 14" or 15" $15.06+$2.80. Custom
MUSIC
MUSIC
Mayfield, Kentucky, on the supreme polyester F-G-H-78 by
TUNING-repair- BALDWIN PIANOS and organs. Benton Highway. Travel trailers, .14" or 15" $16.51+$2.80. Custom
PIANO
rebuilding Prompt expert ser- Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo pickup camper, toppers. We also 78 Series polyester F-G-H 78 by
vice. Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben Piano Company, across from rent campers by the week or 14" or 15" $17 70+82.69.
A24C weekend. Call 247-8187 or 489- Polyester Glass belted F-G-H 78
W. Dyer, Murray, Kentucky. Post Office, Paris,Tenn.
2303.
A25C
TFC
Phone 753-8911
by 14" or 15" 918.44+93.10
FOR PIANO lessons call Jenna
A28C 16' FIBERGLASS fishing boat, _Polyester Steel Belted F-G-H 78
Carter at 492-8378.
BEGINNING PIANO lessons for
by 14" or 15" $21.50+83.10. Wide
and trailer. Great for fishing or
both adult and children, also PIANO SALE. As low as $595.00.
70 series Polyester glass belted
Phone
boat.
family
purpose
all
openings Lonardo Piano CorrIpany, across
Limited
voice.
F-G-H 70 by 14" or 15"
A25C
753-1694.
available. Contact Mrs. Roy from Post Office, Paris, Ten$20.81+8306. Wide 60 series
A28C nessee.
Dunn 753-8712.
A24C
HIGHBOY SPRAYER. Good nylong glass belted E-G-L by 15"
condition. Phone 753-6619. A25P 925.90 + $366.. Roby Sales, Highway 68, Benton, Ky. September5C
Back to School Specials . . . .
KAWASAKI 100cc, lots of extras.
AUCTION SALE
A25C
Phone 767-2756

MUSIC LESSONS

BEATLE BAILEY
-Veft4iON
11:7
OF PAUL REVERE

miss gUAEy
WENT TO
THE POOL!
mics su)CLEY
WENT To
THE P004.!

AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
August 25, 10:00 a.m. at the Joe
Rayburn home, 3 miles east of
-Tri City, Kentucky on Highway_
94, across from Harpole's,
Bring this ad and receive 1 free lesson during the
Grocery.
month of September.
Will sell in order as listed:
large mechanic and lawn mower
shop of tools, 180 amp. welder,
grinder, drill press, chain hoist,
Dixieland -753-7575- Murray
work benches and vises, tool
CL 350 Honda in good condition boxes filled with lots of good
AntivirelnYesterOarsPuLt4
with low mileage. Reasonably wrenches and hammers, drills
cwtt
- MOM
priced. Also have two brand new and torches. Too many more
Fe;E
8 kl,ncew,s-athegpanuar:
AC ROSS
15" radial tires. Phone 753-6012 good tools to list separately.
PR
HEM
A,R,aMUM t10111 after 5:00p.m.
A25NC
1 Arrows
Also 1957 Chevrolet four door,
t•i3O.R; 7300.1(r(21
9Falsehood
lK)n(abbr )
6 River ducks
will
runs good. Mr. Rayburn
T
If Individual
VAR MUO - UMM
YARD SALE, two households, personally auction off nice three
11 BI
10
Analyze, as
12 Sword
WIRE Mia
14 Rear part of
Marin small and large items, some bedroom frame house with full
RE' IA
Ship
13 Rants
ON
ODEID furniture, some antiques. 308
15 Lowest point
16 Expire
ATE - 6IIALJO EIGIN North 6th Street, August 25 and basement, large two car garage,
19 Person of
17 Greek totter
large shop building, on a nice lot
great for18 Note of scale
opl 30 26.
siD:E
A25P on Highway 94. with lots of side
titude
19 Continued
TEATS
20
stories
NT
•
highway
frontage.
Aplm
21 Kinp of Basher% 23 Honor
1971 KAWASAKI, 350cc, rebuilt proximately 2,-.2 acres of land
28
26 Carpenters
22 Break tut"denly
46 Great
36 Girl s
engine, $400.00, helmet included. suitable for building lots, garden
ruff
name
ti
28 Female
Lake
21 Lamprey
A25C or pasture. Would make a nice
Phone 753-9427.
46 Slave
37 Diners
25 Part of church 30 Small
49 Likely
rug
38 Undergar33 Froi,csome
27 Mans name
retirement home out of the high
51 Through
meMs
29 Facial expres
BABY BED and chest. Phone 435- taxes and rent, hustle and bustle
lossageways
41 Unto!
34 PaaP
53 Diphthong
510f15
tat
cur'
Symbol
Foolish
old
Siamese
Exist
55
31
35
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36 Makes amends
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GARAGE SALE, Saturday refrigerator. stove, automatic
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40 Paddle
17
42 Actual
A25C conditioner, all real nice Three
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Fairlane Drive.
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furniture,
bedrooms of nice
labbr
.21
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phone 753-1855.
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.
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5? Mend
31
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GARAGE SALE, 9:00 a.m., tea kettles and wash kettles,
54 Goes in
-4.,
Friday and Saturday, 712 Elm kerosene and aladdin lamps, lots
56 Spaded horse
38
'
• 37:
57 Aaamacties
Beds, dog house, clocks, toys of good glass of all kinds Real
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40
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'
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antiques,and etc. A25P estate shown by chance or by
clothing,
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-4.-• •-• •
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.
electric
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H.P.
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Engine.
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riding mower, 30" cut, $319.95, B
7 Nobleman
7
Miller Way
Chester
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.
.
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&S Engine. Roby
_
.
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A23C
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It, 1r it, I lilted
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68, Benton, Ky.
-Voice
-Piano
-Organ

-Accordion
-Guitar
-Trumpet

-Drums
-Banjo
-Band
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Crossword Puzzle
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1 WISH I COULD
FIND A JOB--MAYBE I SHOULD
ADVERTISE

LW ABNER
smouLowir LACK
HAV E A ZIPPER UP HIS
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4TAR-

TSK.r- ZACK'S GONNA MISS
TH'CHRYSANTHEMUM!?
HOPE HE DON'T GIT FIRED-

_

•
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_. •

IRISH SETTER pups, four
months old and two adult Irish
tiers. female. Good bird dogs.
Also hydraulic chain saw with
34" blade operated from power
take off on tractor. Phone 4362437 between 7:00 a.m. and 8:00
A25P
p.m.
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

RE

Is

AUCTION *
*
Saturday, Sept. 1, 1973 - 10:01 a.m.

45 ACRES OF LAND with ONE MILE WATERFRONTAGE on Barkley Lake, near Little
River. Located 4 miles from Little River. EXCELLENT DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL.

1r"

LARGE STORE BUILDING WITH 9 rooms and bath living quarters upstairs. Situated on a
one acre tract at the corner of a 4-way intersection in Kirksey. Property is in excellent
condition.

Hwy. 121 South - 1 Mile from Murray

- TRACT I -

POPULAR PRICED 3-BEDROOM BRICK HOME at 1609 Parklane. Has a living room,
kitchen-den combination, utility room,1/
1
2baths, attic storage, carport, good sized lot. Will
be available for occupancy next week.
TWO BEDROOM MOBILE HOME 1970 Buddy 12' x 52') on a 122' x 184' corner lot in
Roberts Estates. Can be financed.
PRACTICALLY NEW THREE BEDROOM BRICK HOME in Puryear Heights Subdivision.
Has a living room, kitchen-family room combination, utility room, carport, 100' x 200' lot.
Extras include central heat and air, wall to wall carpeting. 11
/
2ceramic baths, priced at only
$21,500.

3 large bedrooms - large living room, dining
room, family room, city water. Spacious.

EXCEPTIONALLY NEAT 2-BEDROOM STUCCO HOME on a one acre tract, located on
Hwy. 732, approximately 10 miles East of Murray. Close to a grocery store and only a short
distance from the lake.

approximately 75':42' - 4 bay clean-up shop.
Excellent building means $$$ for you.

- TRACT II -

'CAN YOU GIVE U5 A DE5CRIVTION OF,II
THE GUNMEN AND 11-IE

Excellent mobile home sites + 4 mobile
homes:
1917 Richardson Wx59'
1967 Buddy 1965 Nomco - 10's50'
1964 Star - 10'146'

/
2 Acres
Tracts Contain A Total of 21
Each tract will sell separately: as is; where is; and WILL NOT BE COMBINED
TERMS: 15 percent down day of sale -balance upon delivery of deed within 30 days
POSSESSION: With deed - however if buyer and present tenants do not agree upon rental or
lease terms- said tenants must be given 30 days from date of deed to vacate premises.
NOTE: Buy the property sod let the income pay for itself. Buy one tract or both.
ANNOUNCEMENTS DAY OFSALE TAKE PRECEDENT OVER PRINTED MATTER

John Randolph Realty
and Auction Company

FOR RENT

ROASTS

SERVICES OFFERED

FURNISHED APARTMENT, TIMBER-LODGE of Tennfour rooms, carpeted and air Tucky Lake, Route 1, Springville,
conditioned. Available Sep- Tennessee will do your stone
tember 1. Couples only. No pets. work. Large selections of stone.
Phone 901-593-3534.
TFC
Phone 753-3323 after 5:00
A28C GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears
p.m.
,seamless gutters, installed per
NEATLY FURNISHED one your specifications. Call Larry
large bedroom apartment, Lyles at 753-2310 for free
carpeted and air conditioned. estimate.
TFC
Married couple or singles.
Inquire at Kelly's Pest Control, THE OWE Shoppe. Furniture
located 100 South 13th'
stripping and repairs. 1301 Main,
A24C
Street.
next to the DeirY Queen. Phone
August24C
753-8240.
THREE ROOM house, bath,
Sign
screened in back porch. No pets. ADVERTISE!! HANNA
South 4th Street.
Phone 753-1779 before 6:00 p.m. at Company, 607
Octoberl7C
Phone 753-8346.
Hoyt Cleaver Sr., Route 1,
A27C
Ahno.
WILL DO trash and brush
HOUSE FOR middle aged hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
TFC
A23C 7514130.
couple. Phone 753-2987.

70 ACRE FARM,located on Old Murray-Concord Road, approximately 7 miles Southeast of
Murray. Has a 2-bedroom mobile home residence, 30 acres tillable land, stock pond, fruit
trees, plenty of outbuildings, good building site.
EIGHT ACRES OF LAND,almost all tillable, located near Underwood Caossing, in the edge
of Tennessee. Good building site, water supply available from a deep well on the adjoining
property. Priced at $6,500.
FORMER CITY PARK OF HAZEL now divided into lots with large old shade trees and
numerous good building sites that have city water, sewerage and natural gas. Will sell all
together or individually.
81 ACRE FARM, located 2 miles South of Crossland, has a new tobacco barn, 25 acres
tillable land, pond stocked with fish. Check our price on this one.
SIX ACRE TRACT OF CHOICE LAND,located at the intersection of Hwy. 121 and Johnny
FtoDertson Road. Adjacent to the Murray-Calloway Country Club on the South Side.
22 ACRE WOODED TRACT OF LAND, located within one mile of Kentucky Lake. Good
building site on the blacktop road. Approximately 6 acres of open land.
ONE-BAY CLEAN-UP SHOP at the intersection of 2nd Street and Maple. Has a 2-bedroom
" rents!apartment upstairs for additional income. Priest at only $10,000.---.
SIX ACRE TRACT OF OPEN LAND,located at the intersection of US-641 and Green Plains
Road.
REMODELED 4-ROOM FRAME HOME on Hwy. 121, at Coldwater Has 120 ft. of highway
frontage.
COMPLETELY REMODELED OLDER FRAME HOME, 11
/
2 story floor plan, situated on a
75' x 175' corner lot in Hazel. Has new carpeting and new paneling, draperies, kitchen range
and refrigerator. Priced to sell.

11
,

52 ACRE FARM, located at the intersection of Craig Road and Collins Road, in the New
• NICE TWO bedroom, air con- FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
Providence Community. Has 25 acres tillable land, tobacco barn, nice wooded area, flat
REALTOR
• ditioned, all electric duplex, installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
land.
• private drive, $73.00 per month.
spacious 4-bedroom home,
V Water and trash hauling in044
150 ACRE FARM, located 9 miles East of Murray. Has a
blacktop road and gravel
on
cluded. Also 10'x42' two bedroom
frontage
Pump
Repairs
Has
acres.
v
tillable
and
70
barn
machinery shed,cribs,
FOR RENT
mobile home, $65.00 per month.
road also.
A23C
v Insulation
FURNISHED APARTMENT, 104 Phone 489-2595.
FOUR BEDROOM FRAME HOME, located on a 2 acre tract of land in Almo. Has a 11
/
2
Williams Street. Couples or 2-3
v Water Heaters
story floor plan. Priced at $9,000.
Saturday August 25th 10:00 a.m. rain or shine at the Chrylser
girls. Phone 753-1437 after 5:00 FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
Farm and Kennel four miles off highway 121, follow signs
A25C living room, kitchen, bathroom
p.m.
Phone
10 ACRES OF PRIME DEVELOPMENT LAND located on Hwy. 121, just East of Coldfrom New Concord or Mt. Carmel Church.
and shower and bath. One or two
water. Has numerous good building sites on rolling land, large shade trees, roads on three
TRAILER LOT, 1S4 acre, in New bedrooms. Zimmerman Apartsides
of the property.
Selling for division of property, a Chevrolet pickup Custom
Concord. Ready for hook up, ments South 16th Street, 7531964 in good condition, good tires, 56,000 miles, a 1968 Case
or
6609.
A27C
Subdivision, on Cypress Creek.
water included. Phone 436FOUR BEDROOM LAKE HOME,located in Holiday Hills
tractor, side winder bush hog,3 plows and disc in good shape,
of 812,000. Furniture can be
5353.
price
A29C
bargain
at
a
home
this
offering
and
is
sell
needs
to
Widow
a practically new 800 Wheel horse riding mower, power and
WANTED GIRL to live in with
$1,000.
bought for an additional
skill saws, fence charger, wfre and posts, socket set and
LARGE ROOM,private bath and divorced woman and small child.
other wrenches, extra long log chain, 2 wash kettles, 3-5-8
Quality
Paving.
ASPHALT
&
R
R
entrance, refrigerator, utilities Phone 75341198.
A27C
THREE ACRE COMMERCIAL SITE, on a choice corner of 16th Street and Hwy. 121-Bygallon jars, 20 gallon garbage cans, dozens of 2/
1
2 gallon nails,
work guaranteed. Business and
furnished. Phone 753-1394. A25C
Pass. Will sell or lease to responsible tenant.
barrels, step and extension ladders, lawn chairs, outdoor
NEED TWO roommates in residential Free estimates.
umbrella and stand, wheel barrow and hand tools, 350 pound
FOUR ROOM house with bath, Embassy Apartments D-1. $um Phone day or night Mayfield 247PRICE REDUCED TO $15,000 on the two-bay clean-up shop on South 4th Street. Has a 100' x
Frigidaire freezer and refrigerator ( 219 ), bed room suite,
TFC
7201.
furnished or unfurnished. In the each. Boys only. Phone 753250' lot that is Zoned Commercial. Price includes tools and equipment.
desk and chair, baby rollaway bed.
Farmington area. Phone 345- 4331.
A27NC
Old Pieces, Penn Dutch Washstand, Oil lamps, coffee mill,
2669.
BRAND NEW 3-BEDROOM BRICK HOMES in Fairview Acres Subdivision. All have
-ROY-Ts-LOCKSMITH Service.
Cherry table, pole hall tree and hall tree mirror, floor lamp
central heat and air, wall to wall carpeting, lst ceramic baths, attached garages. Several to
TFC
Paris,642-6551.
Phone
and smoking stand. Vacuum cleaner, hair dryer cane bottom
SERVICES OFFERED
choose from.
EFFICIENCY ROOM fissikb.
and other chairs,cast iron electric grill(Baker ), Jugs, clock,
WASHING., ExWINDOW
Privet entrance, carpeted,
freezer containers, old dishes and best dishes and cooking
reasonable
TWENTY-FIVE ACRES OF LAND,approximately 23 acres in cultivation, located on Hwy.
central heat and air. Phone 753- JERRY'S REFINISHING & perienced. Very
utensils I ever sold and lots of them, no junk, some out
121, near Cherry Corner.
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles prices. Phone 767-2352, Mr.
2377.
A25C
buildings to empty. Refreshments available.
A27C
South of Murray on Hwy. 641. Thompson.
This is the best sale, quality wise. I have had recently. Will
ONLY $700 for a two acre tract of land on State Line Roast,Westof_Crosslawl
MOBILE HOME, with washer Jerry McCoy, (Omer (502) 492be looking for you.
0917.
TFC WILL BABY-SIT in my home,
and air conditioning. On
$18.00 per week. Phone 753front lot at Blood River SubDouglas Shoemaker hi charge of sale. Phone 753-3375
A27C
division, about 12 miles • • •• SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING & 8291.
Murray.
Murray.Phone 431-2427 after 8: Electric Complete pump repair
• - . Let us check your old -BULLDOZER WORK; trucking,
p for you before you buy a also bank gravel, fill dirt and
AUCTION SALE, Saturday, BUSINESS oppownmerr
,NICE FURNISHED two bedroom new one. 24 hour emergency topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138 or
August 25, 1:30 p.m. at the Mrs.
apartment for college • girls or service. Phone 753TFC
354-8161, after 5:00 p.m.
Roy Pool home, off South 16th EXTRA MONEY needed? Sell
boys. Phone 7534108 after 6:11 5543.
engraved
golden
metal
social
September
26C
Street, just south of Martin's
A25C
CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY
security plates. See Rosebud p.m.
Chapel Church.
,steam cleaned Phone Carpet
Wilf sell: two oak beds, stage Sykes, Murray Hatchery. Phone'GARAGE APARTMENT, furPUT YOUR sewing machine Ln Master 489-2504.
TFC,
coach trunk, large dovetailed 753-3422.
SePtemberlJk
'nished, two rooms and bath. tip top running condition, for
walnut quilt box-, one smaller
Suitable for one boy or married your fall and back to school JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
quilt box, five open rose glasses, DISTRIBUTOR WANTED to couple. First place west Shady
sewing. See the expert service Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
pressed glass, berry bowls, doll service "Walt Disney Products," Oaks. Phone 753-4552.
A24C man at your local Singer Sewing carpentry. phone 753-5897 days or
SERVICES OFFERED BY OWNER--two story brick 125' WATERFRONT lot just off
house, complete with miniature accounts. High earnings! Income
Center, Belaire Shopping CenTFC
753-7625 nights.
Home'house with full size basement, Highway 68 in Canton Shores.
furniture, two wash kettles, pie over $1,000.00. per month ROOM, WITH private entrance.
ter.
A23C,
BURNETT'S MOBILE
three large bedrooms, two baths, Contact Baxter Bilbrey, Cadiz,
safe, steel tire farm wagon, Lap possible! Inventory necessary Walk to university. Phone 753-'
Service, 1105 Lackey Street, living room, dining room and Kentucky,5224469.
robes, quilting frames, several $3,290.090 to start! Call collect 1387.
-Papering -Painting
A25C
EXPERIENCED ROOFER will
Paducah, Ky. Patio covers, 14 kitchen. Has garage
good horse collars and Flames and Mr. Davis(214) 243-1961.
apartment
A29P
-Canvasing
A2SC roof house and furnish shingles
colors to choose from. with two bedrooms,
different
other gear. Phonograph records,
kitchen 254 ACRES, J.B.M. Ranch,
FREE ESTIMATES I
for $19.00 a square, also will do
Underpenning and anchors. living room, bath and
broad axe, antique radios, old
utility known as Morphew's Mountain, 6
Houghton
BIB
WANT TO BUY
TWO BEDROOM house, 403 patch jobs. Phone 7534589.
Central air conditioning. 24 hour room. Phone 753-2205
wooden flour barrels, old grind
after
4:30 miles from shopping center and
7534961
_y
South llth Street. $75.00 Per
service. Phone 502-442A28N C
p.m.for appointment. September railway center, k4 mile off
rock, steel traps, corn sheller, WANT TO BUY July 9 copies of month. $50.00 deposit required.
September 7C 7/6C
3115.
blacktop road on good gravel
quilts, and blankets, roll-away The Ledger & Times. Please Phone Bob Miller 753-2920. A24C B & C
CONSTRUCTION work. auLLIE'S INTERIOR & Ex
road. Good four room house, wall
bed,jars and jugs(1 to 10 gallon), bring to the Ledger St Times, 103
Complete block basements, tenor Painting. Phone 753-4832 Leave your heavy
cleaning TWO BEDROOM frame house at cabineti and water in house.
TFNC
electric heaters, (110 and 220), North 4th Street.
MOBILE HOME, 10'x55', two retaining
walls,
patios, from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. and
window fans, china figurines,
Keniana Shores in wooded area Good barn and other outup
to
the
experts
at
bedrooms, air conditioned, sidewalks, etc. Ten years ex- 753-7484 after 4:30 p.m. for free
FOR RENT
buildings, 5 ponds, 2 springs, and
with lake view. Phone 436new electric popcorn -Popper,
electric heat. Near university. perience. Free estimates. Phone estimates.
5831.
approximately
25
pieces NICE TWO bedroom mobile
A28P 1 creek. Approximately 80 acres
Phone 753-9867.
A24C 437-4765.
September
18C
September 26C
in fescue, under fence. Wildlife
Japanese china, riding plow, home in small quite court. City
PROFESSIONAL
abounds-deer in droves, rabbits,
several old toys,ironware,3 H.P. water, garbage pick up furTWO
BEDROOM
aluminum
THREE BEDROOM apartment,
CLEANING
DRESS MAKING and alterations FOR ALL your additions,
tiller, log chains, Warm Morning nished. 2/
siding home in Lakeway Shores, squirrels and birds. Lawyers,
1
2 miles east of Murray. upstairs. Also three
room
remodeling, residential or
Lake view. Phone 436-5604. A24P doctors preachers, and all
heater, corn scoops, pitchforks, Phone 7534216.
Carpet
A25C basement apartment, close to In my borne. Phone 436people, this is a paradise for
New or old. Free
5525.
and a lar&e variety of other hand
commercial.
August21C
campus. Girls only. Can be seen
v Furniture
TFC
BY OWNER, lovely older home someone. $63,500,00. Owner
tools and obsolete horse drawn THREE BEDROOM, 11
estimates. Call 7534123.
/
2 •bath at 1106 Olive Street. Phone 753ma quiet part of town. Has living retiring and moving to town.
SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING &
tools.
mobile home.,_ $100.00 deposit. 6069 on Wednesday or Thurv Walls
Electric Complete pump repair CONSTRUCTION WORK.
room,
Sale conducted by Shoemaker $130.00 per month plus utilities. sday.
formal dining room, two Phone Dan Carter at Ken Morris
A24C
Windows
service. Let us check your old Garages, patio, driveway, walls.
Auction Service. Bob Miller For information phone 753-0464
bedrooms, kitchen with breakfast Realty, Hopkinsville,885Apprentice auctioneer in charge or 753-3135
nook and utility on main floor, 5426.
A24P
September 6C LARGE FURNISHED apart- pump for you before you buy a Phone Lee Childress 753Call Collect for Free
AZIP
gas heat. Upstairs has a large one
of sale. Phone 492-8594 for inment, carpeted and air con- new one. 24 hour emergency 6170.
,25
ACRE farm with nice house
A24C TRAILER SPACE Opening newi ditioned. Married couples only. service. Phone 753Estimates
bedroom apartment with private
formation.
5543.
trailer court 21
/
2 miles east Of Nosets..1100.00 per month. Phone amiees
trimmerifornrtr
a top
entrance and electric heat. New near South Pleasant Grove.
August2
lC
s Tfiiim
e:E
TennseneT
:0DGE
on
Murray on Highway 94. Phone 7534425 days or 753-6962 nightscarpet throughout house. Price Phone 4924441.
A24C
FOR SALE OR LEASE
753-2377.
$18,500.00
Phone 753-3143. A24C
A2AC ROY HARMON finish carpenter. T
=IC
TuckY
ennesab
Lae
l7,wiliRmtebulikl
.
ON
,SPringvic°11Mlnetee'
247-7333
KENTUCKY Likes__ Jour
Lt
----rge bedrooms, 2 baths, latge
GROCERY STORE with or FURNISHED- ONE.and two PRIVATE ROOMS for- men
RY OWNER beautiful shady lot kitchen and living area,
breakwithout living quarters. Will take bedroom apartments, neaLstwiegits with kitchen facilities and
rem
mans
odows-custma
h
dieplirt
ngo
. neQ
at- ile'egen ADVERTISE!! HANNA Sign 100' x 253'. beside part, Sharp
Satisfaction
475uxsse
ittyenlbe
blp
uifritna
l el.estetatrettti-.eing
wroairk:c4s$4.
1;b5E
dfast bar, fireplace, central heat
house or farm in on trade. Phone university. Phone 753-7575 or 753-, and central heat and air. Phone
ranteed. Phone 901-593gua
Company,
607
South
4th
Street.
Street.
Ready
for
quality
home.
and air, boat dock, large risitio,
Septernber21P 0669.
753-1408
TFC Phone 753-8346.
A27C 0790.
43114479.
Octoberl7C Phone(606) 549-2494. August27NC $35,000.00. Phone 436-5574. A25C
Auctioneer - John Randolph - Realtor
ill! Sycamore 753-8382

Household & Equipment Auction

b,
di

ar
la
to

0
or

in

753-2921
753-8492
Ronald Smith-

To BUY, See Us! To SELL, List With Us!

Young Realty,

4th & Maple Streets

Phone 753-7333
Home Phones:
Fulton E. Young, 753-4946; Ishmael Stinson, 753-3744
- LICENSED IN KENTUCKY AND TENNESSEE -

SERVICE MASTER

SERVICE MASTER
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house
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LOOKING AHEAD!!

tuated on a
n excellent

Nobody Knows Murray and Calloway County Like

ving room,
ad lot. Will

TUCKER REALTORS
MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTING

irner lot in

Phone 753-4342

x 200' lot.
iced at only

Edna Knight,
Pat Mobley,

located on
xily a short

PARDON THE TREES and beautifully landscaped lot on
Elm. Older home with great potential. 3 bedrooms, kitchen,
living room and dining room with full basement. Priced to
sell Now!

, in the edge
le adjoining

TWO ROOM, TWO ACRES and path on old Faxon Road
Wooded acres, charming country living investigate today

e trees and
Will sell all

COZY COUNTRY CHARM on 2 acres on Tom Taylor Road
Frame home carpeted, 2 bedrooms All for 88,000.00
CHERRY CORNER HOME - Neat, clean living for older
couple. Shaded lot with excellent garden spot. House offers
aluminum siding, carpet, built-in range. Priced under
$11,000.00.

•n, 25 acres

and Johnny
de.

a 2-bedroom

reen Plains

REDUCED AND READY for quick sale. A large family is
needed to fill the five bedrooms, big kitchen and full
basement on 17th Street. Needs repair and paint but a
bargain at $15,000.00.

of highway

iituated on a
tchen range

I AM AFRAID it's ordinary but so are most buyers wanting
the most for their money. Whitnell Street home has three
bedrooms, large kitchen with eating area. Today is your
day to look.

in the New
area, flat

WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE to schools, corner of 13th
and Poplar, older home modestly priced, 4 bedrooms, bath,
large kitchen and full basement, excellent lot. Must be seen
to appreciate.

•oom home,
land gravel

COUNTRY LIVING less than 2 miles from town. Brick home
on large lot offers 3 bedrooms, large living room, kitchen
with built-ins and large storage building in back Excellent
investment for under $22,500.00.

o. Has a 11
2
/

ast of Coldads on three

NEW.NEW. NEW - near Lynn Grove, brick with 3 bedrooms
on II2 acre lot Can be moved into immediately.

press Creek.
iiture can be

ARE YOU IN A QUANDRY? Getting QUALMY over looking
for QUALITY and QUANTITY' QUASH it all! We have it at
308 South 11th. Large older home in good condition. Let us
show you today.

iwy. 121-By-

WANT TO OWN YOUR OWN SHOP? We have just the place
for you on the Kirksey-Stella Highway. Large, comfortable
brick home in excellent condition including new carpeting
plus extra large 2 car shop in back. This may be the opportunity you've been looking for to become you own boss.
,Under $30,000.00.

Has a 100' x

n. All have
s. Several to

ME CANTERBURY SCENE can be yours on London Dr.
Quality home in quality neighborhood. Everything necessary
for comfortable living in a 3 bedroom brick. Gold shag
carpet,central heat and air just to mention a few. Call for an
appointment to look this one over today.

led on Hwy.

Us

53-3744

•
••••

•

ONT lot just off
Canton Shores
Bilbrey, Cadiz,
69.
A25C
J.B.M. Ranch,
ew's Mountain, 6
iping center and
r, 1,4 mile off
on good gravel
room house, wall
eater in house.
nd other outLs, 2 springs, and
imately 80 acres
• fence. Wildlife
droves, rabbits,
birds. Lawyers,
hers, and all
a paradise for
500.00. Owner
oving to town.
n' at Ken Morris
dlle,885A24P
with nice house
leasant Grove.
A24C
Y Lake., four
, 2 baths, large
ng area, breakcc, central heat
ack, large patio,
436-5574. A25C

753-1607
7517638

ME
TRULY COLONIAL CHARM - most unique, professionally
these are the comments made about this home.
decorated
Make an appointment to see for yourself. Also this home has
a large lot and the upstairs can be finished to your taste. Lots
,4tedln
of storage just right for a large
Gatesborough
YOU THOUGHT YOU could never have everything - you can
with this home. Drapes, cablevision, fireplace, family room
large), dishwasher, disposal, built-in range and oven, 4
2 baths, patio, gas grill, central
1
bedrooms, 2 car garage, 2/
neighborhood. Priced in the low
great
etc
air,
heat and
40's.
ACREAGE

2 acre in Gatesborough, 4
1
EXECUTIVE'S HOME - Nearly /
bedrooms, 2 living areas, large garage with electric door
opener, central vacuum system, beautifully landscaped many extras including a fireplace. multi-level .patio, turn
firound_drive, VI baths and large convenient kitchen.
Custom made draperies throughout!

Lake. Good

i3-7333

Sales Consultants- Home Phone
Ron Talent
753-4910
753-8958
Balley Hendricks.

HOMES

Southeast of
: pond, fruit

Inc.
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DON'T DRIVE BY THIS ONE....call us to show you the interior of this ranch located in Gatesborough with 3 bedrooms,
den, formal dining room, large living room with fireplace.
Modern kitchen phis breakfast room. Garage with electric
door opener. Drapes and many other conveniences,
$43,500.00.
AINK )1111011111‘411101111111.01110•MIIINK416.

I

CHOICE WATERFRONT LOT IN lakeway, perfectly sloped
to expansive shoreline, nice trees, lovely view A real good
;rice at $7,800.00. Waterfront lots are scarce Call now'
'WtRAVE MANY-NICE BUILDING SITES in and around
Murray. They can be found irtSherwood Forest, Kingswood,
Gatesborough, on Miller Ave., Oakdale, and one in Cherry
Corner, Grove Hieghts.
BUILDING A HOME OR LARGE BUSINESS? We offer the
only choice small acreage between Murray and Almo. Let's
see this one. In three years you will be mighty happy you
bought it.
corner of
A PRIME LOT FOR AN APARTMENT building, on
16th & Olive. This may be it.
-LAKE LOTSIN Pine Bluff, Panorama, and Lakeway Shores.
ANOTHER GREAT HOMESITE ON VAN Cleve Road.
Already has large trees, water, septic tank, garage and home
foundation. 88500.00 buy the package.
INCOME
RESTAURANT- This one is No. 1 - everybody's heard of it,
been there and goes there if you don't mind work and love
opportunities - check this one out.
EXCELLENT RESTAURANT IN PRIME LOCATION.
Owner has one of the best businesses in town, but it is getting
too much for him. Been toying with the idea of owning your
own? This is perfect.
WE CAN OEFER YOU THE BEST group of income
producing business investments anyone has had for quite
some time.
ESTABLISHED FLOWER SHOP with extra large lot.
Closeness to university makes it a perfect location for any
business venture. Let's discuss your future income here.
rented. Good
LARGE APARTMENT COMPLEX completely
located.
centrally
and
Ideally
investment.
income, great
$40,000.00 will get you the deed.
FARMS
BE A COUNTRY GENTLEMAN. On 641 South, approximately 80 acres with house, two tobacco barns, large
tobacco base, all fented and has year round spring.
NEAR LYNN GROVE 40 acres, 30 tendable. Good [n
vestment, low price.
30 ACRES ON HOPPER CEMETERY ROAD near Center
Ridge. Only $8,500.00, completely wooded.

:

:
•

*

WE NEED YOUNG
MEN AS MISSILEMEN
Join the nuclear-apace age.
That's what Air Defense
Missile Operations are all
about. Today's Army will
teach you all you have to
know. Starting at 6307.20 a
month. With promotions
and raises. 30 days paid
vacation. And many excellent benefits.. Call 2474525.

0'

•

'

• Bantam Leagues, ages up to 12 yrs.
• Junior-Seniors Leagues, ages 12 to 22 yrs.
Saturday, August 25, 10-00 AM.

WANTED
BABY-SITTER.
Responsible person to keep 13
month old child in my home,
approximately 15 hours per
week. References necessary and
must have transportation.
Starting end of August. Phone
753-6740.
A23NC

• Murray Woman's Bowling Association
Sunday, August 26, 2:00 P.M

•
• • Monday Night Men's League
(Ky. Lake League)
August 27th, 7:00 P M.

4

a.
j
Dir.Y

911
DIESEL TRUCK driver. Full
•
wk, •
I.
time employment for sober,
dependable, capable diesel
•
August 30th, 7:00 P.M.
driver Good working conditions,
•
reasonable salary, local com- 11
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••b
pany Send complete employment background, salary
AUTOS FOR SALE
required. Interested only in
permanent employee. Write P.O.
OLDSMOBILE-1970 Cutlass
Box, 32-R, Murray,KenSupreme, convertible. White.
tucky
A23C Official pace car. For sale by
owner. Phone 822-3914 after 4:30
WAITRESS AND cook wanted. p.m.
A24C
No phonecalls. Apply in person to
Susie's Cafe, corner of 6th and MONTEGO MX-1972, gold,
A24C
Main.
brown vinyl top. New steel radial
tires, 19,000 actual miles, power
NEED SHORT order cook, 2:30- brakes and steering, automatic,
8:30 p.m. No experience air conditioned. 82,700.00. Phone
required. Phone 753-4421 or 753- 753-2622.
A23P
A23C
4470.
FORD WAGON -1967. Good
TRACTOR TRAILER driver condition, automatic. Will conin
wanted. Must be over 21. Apply
sider any reasonable offer. Phone
person to Mr. D'Angelo, Paschall 753-8512 or 753-3571.
A25C
Truck Lines, 641 South. An equal
A29C
opportunity employer.
FORD TRUCK-1966, two ton,
two speed axle, Midwest bed. In
WANTED WAITRESS at the good condition. Phone 753full
and
shift
Hazel Cafe, day
A23C
2347.
time. Apply at the Hazel Cafe or
A25C
phone 492-9785.
PLYMOUTH GTX-1969 two
Let MFA Security Service Company
door hardtop,
automatic,
help you buy that new car. We have
Alpha
WANTED COOK for
power steering. New tires. Phone
an auto purchase plan that's quick,
Gamma Rho, for five days a 753-9717.
A23C
convenient and tailor-made for you.
week. Phone 753-2943.
A29C

• Thursday's Couple League

Just Looking?

CHEVELLE-1966, six cylinder
WANTED PERSON to do general automatic, two door. Bought new
house cleaning once a week. locally. 40,000 actual miles.
Phone 753-2273 or 753-3759 after Phone 753-2742.
<1A23P
5:00p.m.
A29C
AUTOS FOR SALE
CAMARO-1967, black with red
interior, 327, headers, M-T mags.
Phone 753-3336 after 6:00
ARC
p.m.
?ORD TRUCK-1973, P-100
all V8, straight shift.
custom,
A29C
Phone 753-8045.
MUSTANG-1966, red, V8. See at
305 North 12th Street or phone
A28C
753-4731.

210 E. Main

NOTICE

Phone 753-0489

If You Miss
Your,Paper
Please Phone
Your

Paper Carrier

GET REAM FOR

OHM
2 to 1/2 Off
1
/

First

MUSTANG-1965, V8 automatic,
power steering, and brakes,
8150.00. Phone 436-5880. - A24P

If No Results:
_thong:.

VOLKSWAGEN FASTBACK1966. Extra clean. Good condition, $850.00. Phone 436A24P
5800.

Before 5:00 p.m.
Then

.

RONNIE
ROSS

i,
r
/ow
f/fij44,

MUSTANG-1966, $350.00. Phone
A23C
753-59V.

753-7278
p.m. and
p.m.

The Youth Shop

*

es

753-1916,

504 Main
Behind Peoples Bank
* FALL'MERCHANDISE *

•••••••••••
ADVERTISING
DEADLINES

i

i

Welcome Back
Students!!
New Shipments
of Misses

All display ads, classified
and
display
regular
•
Idisplay, must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day before
publication.
All reader classifieds
ust be submitted by 4*
m. the day beforeI
Vublication.
•••N4***
•
}

k.

Don't read this unless you're
looking for a mobile home with
igh quality and low cost If you
are, then start looking' at
Bill's Mobile Homes
Highway 641 South
in
Murray,
and
3900 Clarks River Road
in Paducah
VA and bank financing
available
Call collect for information
753 7303 Murray
or
443 6150 Paducah

-EFOrWReturn of-

To Be
Given
Away

—CLOTHES CLOSETS

4-

ORE ELECTRIC, electric motor REGISTRATION FOR dance
repair and sale. New Concord classes. Phone Lyndia Cochran
A23C
TFC Dance Studio, 753-4647.
Road, phone 753-8114.

•

:
rrrl

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
••
•
••
•
•
•
•

Friday, August 24, 10 00 AM.

•

•
•••••••••

•••

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••,,,
•
•
Winter Leagues w
•
•
at
•
Corvette Lanes
•
• Friday Morning Ladies League (Dillar or Dollar)
0.

Register
For .
Frey.

:
:

NOTICE

WAITRESS WANTED, full and
part time. Apply in person to
Hungry Bear, 1409 West
A27C
Main.

LOST & FOUND
KENIANA SHORES-100' x 200'0•••••••S
restricted lake view. Lots for V2 Bedroom Brick on 11 LOST BLONDE female police
VOLKSWAGEN-1969. Clean, tip
After 5:30
$25.00 down and $25.00 per month.
cr 3 miles from town, dog, answers to name of Shorty. top shape, 8900.00. Phone 753-5150
acres.
Until 6:30
in
Road,
Also 80' x 200' mobile home lots texcellent condition.
Lost around Baker Cross
A24C
before 4:30 p.m.
for 810.00 down and 10.00 per
Hazel. Wearing two collars with
month. Central water—lake
18 acres on Irvin Cobb Rd.A name Ellie Paschall. Phone 492THREE BEDROOM house at 203 access, all weather streets. Drive *Only $8500 and hasV E1786.
A23NC
Woodlawn with full basement, Northeast on 444 from New
buildings being rented for*
1TC Concord and follow Keniana
$35,000.00.
$30 a month
WOULD THE owner of the whit*
signs to office. Phone 436-5320 or
four door Chevrolet that took my
September 12C *Need 85 acres near
436-2473.
FOR SALE
white female poodle on Ledbetter
00 X 100 ft. lot, located at
A Kirksey? About 35 tillable. Church Road please return and
two
bedroom,
two
OWNER
BY
Baywood Vista (Lot No. 221).
V acres or will divide. Priced* no questions asked. Reward
Priced at $800.00. Phone Phil baths, washer, dryer and dish- :at $250 an acre.
A28C
offered. Phone 474-2780.
Nance between 8:00 a.m. and washer, large living room, dining
from
block
2
1
/
room
den.
and
12:00 noon at 753-9711 or
Good productive farm of 604
between 12:00 and 3:00 p.m. at college, 1 block from Robertson V aces in Graves County,1 LOST—TWO-tone brown purse
Elementary School. Phone 753- *good 3 bedroom frameV Sunday night at Palace Cafe If
435-5361.
A29C *home.
0148.
found please phone Patricia Foy.
Jane Copey
BY OWNER—three bedroom
435-5203 or Perkins Pancake
A24(
brick, concrete drive, single RESIDENTIAL LOT,1314 Poplar *25 acres in south Graves* House 753-0910
carport, air conditioning car- Street, 79'x299'. Phone 753*with good frame home,
Campus Casual
AC
peting throughout. All built-ins, 2306.
:Priced at 814,000.
WANTED
HELP
dishwasher, disposal, paneled
Padel & Saddel
living and dining area, large LAKE LOT on Cypress Bay.
Good investment lot at
OLAN MILLS Studios needs
A25P
utility, washer-dryer hook-ups. Phone 436-5345.
Lakeway Shores at onl
part
several mature ladies to do
Short walking distance to all
8500.00.
time temporary telephone work.
located
lot,
SHADY
LARGE
Street.
Juniors
13th
South
shopping. 508
Apply in person to Mrs. Plessis,
Highway
Grove
Lynn
of
corner
822,000.00. Phone 753-1492. A24C
*Frame home and a new 28+ Regal 8 Inn, Room 49, 9:00 a.m
and Johnny Robertson Road.
Youth Beat
x 40' clean-up or body
A25(
Monday, August 27.
THREE BEDROOM brick house, Phone: 753-5671 days or 753-3430
Hazel. Priced at shopin only.
A23C
Jim N Me
two baths, central heat and air, nights.
.$11,000.
WANTED men or women, full or
big lot, nice size outbuilding for
part time. tight delivery. Phone
High Rise
brick
office_ Or shop. 1613 Belmont THREE BEDROOM
753-73,ask.for Mx.Clark_ A25C
Street.
Sycamore
1618
at
veneer
A24C
Drive.Phone 753-19159.
4110F
Nice family room, Itemise*, two
WANTED HOUSEKEEPER..
.
—..-FOUR BEDROOM house at 516 baths, formal dining room, all
Thursday or Friday. References
Miff
utility
large
kitchen,
in
built-ins,
room,
family
South 11th. Large
IN MAI 1111.,
required. Must have own tranSouthside Shopping Manor
two baths, electric heat, central room, entrance hall, patio and
sportation.
Phone 753-5563 after
air, and large storage house in two car garage. Phone 753-0847
1TC
5:00p.m.
,A23C
September 4C after 5:00p.m.
back.
NICE LANDSCAPED lot with
Three bedroom brick
trees.
house, two baths, central heat
and air. Range, disposal and
dishwasher.Phone 753-8416. A25C

NOTICE

NOTICE

HELP WANTED

Raleigh International

R-D

(Lime Green) Bicycle

Special racing tires, white handle bar tape, black
leather saddle. No questions asked when returned

Spoke & Pedal Bicycle
S. 12th

511
7534388
Any information will be appreciated
HELP %ANTE I)

WANTED FURNITURE for
A25C
Phone 753-6173.
family.
MALE SINGER wanted to stag
with local band Phone 753-9454
PEST CONTROL.
A25NC
aftle5:00 p.ra.
FOR ME best in 'pest contro1
extra spending metier -Earn service and termite control call
while working part time. Set your Superior Exterminating Comown hours. For information pany,753-7206.
phone 753-1470. SeptembeilNC
TFC.
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Young Woman
Dies Suddenly

Sirica To Decide
On Nixon's Tapes
In his news conference
By DONALD M. ROTHBERG
Wednesday, the President reAssociated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - The peated that "we will not agree
tough federal judge who pre- to the Senate committee's desided over the Watergate trial sire to have, for example, its
says he will decide within a chief investigator listen to the
week whether to order Presi- tapes, or the special prose%
dent Nixon to release tape cutor's desire to listen to the
recordings of nine presidential tapes also."
Nixon said he would oppose
conversations.
U.S. District Court Judge "any compromise to the prinJohn J. Sirica, who already had ciple of confidentiality."
Wright argued that "if we go
received 123 pages of written
argument, listened to a two- back only 18 months...no body
hour courtroom debate Wednes- of responsible opinion said that
day between Watergate special the court has the power to
prosecutor 'Archibald Cox and overrule the judgment of the
Charles Alan Wright, President President."
It was Watergate, said
Nixon's lawyer.
He said he would rule by next Wright, that has brought about
Wednesday on Cox's request this change in interpretation of
that he order the President to the Constitution.
KENNETH PASCHALL received the trophy for the Grand
NO ONE INJURED-No one was injured when this accident occurred at about 9:30 this morning.
Wright also contended that to
obey a subpoena demanding the
Jersey cow shown at the Henry County Fair, Paris,
Champion
to
turn
stopped
was
a
car
James Sykes, driver of the truck,said that he was going south on S. 16th and
tapes of conversations abaut hold that Sirica, a district court
August 21. He also won showmanship out of
Tuesday,
Tenn.,
on
left onto Dudley. Sykes, who waS pulling a trailer with the truck, said he took the ditch to avoid hitting
judge, has the power to order
Watergate.
juniors competing for the best showman. Paschall is
seventeen
by
the
truck.
a
fence
hit
truck,
and
to
reported
to
the
damage
was
Minor
the car.
Wright disclosed in his argu- the President to surrender conthe son of Mr. and Mrs. Carves Paschall of Hazel.
(Staff Photo by Davki Hill
ment that he has not heard the fidential documents would set a
precedent for all 400 federal
tapes.
"The President has told me District court judges in the
that in one of the tapes there is country.
"Some would interpret the
national security information so
sensitive that he does not feel precedent narrowly.. others, I
free even to reveal it to me," fea'r, less narrowly," Wright argued.
Wright said.
Cox argued that the Presispace flight. They hope extenBy HOWARD BENEDICT
more cheaply, Johnson said in government to "over-con- dent's "duty to produce eviBy WILLIAM BRADFORD
sive astronaut exercise will
AP Aerospace Writer
Wednesday. But he indicated he trol" and that so many controls dence is a firm legal duty and
Associated Press Writer
keep them in good health, but
SPACE
CENTER,
Houston
finding
the
idea,
after
dropped
are built in that flexibility is involves no judgment on his
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) ready to terminate the misare
clear(API
medical
Given
had
destroyed.
State Parks Commissioner that an earlier attempt
part...
ance for a manned space flight sion if physical problems develEwart Johnson has maintained ended up with cottages costing
"The President has no power,
"We try to emphasize good
endurance record, Skylab 2's op.
that too many controls stifle in- $42,000 each although an aide management," Johnson said in like a king, to withhold eviAfter 28 days, the Skylab 1
astronauts today practiced for
itiative and has,thwarted ef- said they were supposed to agreement, "but we constantly dehce from a court."
a four-hour space walk on Fri- astronauts suffered more body
forts to get low-rent cottages at have cost only $8,000.
run into control. . .they stifle
day and said their trip was like deconditioning than any preA multitude of requirements management
Kentucky's state parks.
initiative.
vious American space crew and
a
vacation.
the
law
forced
He once considered building set out in state
During the outside excursion, all were somewhat weak on reBy PAUL RECER
"We're responsible for runmodular cottages at some price up that high, he said. The
Dr. Owen K. Garriott and Jack turn to earth's gravity. They
AP Aerospace Writer
parks, so they could be rented first such requirement was that ning the parks, but we don't
the plans had to be approved have the authority," he said.
TeL
GALVESTON,
(APt•- R. Lousma will replace an ail- were nearly back to normal
ing .sef of gyroscopes and after -two- days,-but_ required _
by an arehlted, he said,"lunt "IVI:M
astrnhanti
hire ariebo
-6, we
As a new school year begins,then several different state can't buy anything, we can't the parents of children at Heise Jr. has suffered critical change film in telescope cam- about Chine tieelta to
completely.
agencies had to be involved.
build anything without going to Robertson School are urged to burns in the crash of a World eras. Commander Alan L. Bean
In addition to medical and
a will remain inside, ready to
Using usual criteria, he said, another state agency."
plane
during
II
training
War
join the PTA in helping the
scientific experiments today,
help
in
case
of
trouble.
to
that
cost
$42,000
a
cottage
landing
attempt
here.
Murray State University's
Johnson's comments on lower faculty and PTA officers to
Skylab director William C. Bean, Garriott and Lousrna
Heise, 39, was admitted to a
Department of Marketing and build would have to be rented cost cottages were prompted
by make this school year a most
announced Wednes- asked for extra time to run
General Business will offer two for $42 a day. And those cot- a question by Rep. Marrs Allen successful one for the children, Galveston hospital. Doctors Schneider
that
medical specialists through procedures for the secday
to
did
was
referring
tages
he
second
degree
said
he
had
evening courses during the fall
May, D-Pikeville, who asked if said Mrs. Donald Burke, burns over 50 per cent of his analyzed the astronauts' physi- ond space walk of the mission.
conditioning,
even
have
air
not
semester.
the parks should not have more president of the Robertson PTA. body, with patches of third de- cal conditions and gave them a It is scheduled to start about 11
Department Chairman, Dr. he added.
The PTA officers met during
go-ahead to remain in space a.m. EDT Friday.
Johnson commented that $25-a-day cottages instead of the summer months to finalize gree burns on his legs.
William Seale, announced that
$50-aday luxurious ones. May
until at least Aug. 31, the 35th
them
could
build
"you
almost
astronaut
was
The former
GBU
140-Introduction
to
said cheaper cottages would plans for the school calendar. flying a BT13, a World War II day of the planned 59-day misBusiness will be offered at 6:00 at the same cost without going
Four programs scheduled
put them in the reach of mos
basic trainer, when the engine sion.
p.m. on Tuesdays and MKT 360- modular" by the time all statuKentuckians, a goal with which were: Orientation on Sep- quit Wednesday night, officials
That will surpass by a week
met.
requirements
are
tory
(Continued front Page 1
Principles of Marketing will be
on
tember
24;
Open
House
the space flight record of 28 turned over to his lovely, young
Similarly, he said, it would Johnsen indicated he agreed.
said.
taught at 6:00 p.m. on ThurNovember 19; Founders Day
take 18 months to build addiHeise said he attempted to days logged by the Skylab 1 secretary..."
In response to another ques- program in March; and Music
sdays.
crash-land the single-engine crew in June. Skylab 2 will betRegistration for evening tional campsites after the deci- tion, Johnson said he would be Program on May 20.
ter that at 8:01 a.m. EDT Sat"Yesterday is experience.
classes will be on Saturday, sion to do so was made, be- "bitterly opposed" to allowing
Officers are Mrs. Burke, craft on a shoreline but a landTomorrow is hope. Today is
August 25, in the Student Union cause so many agencies have concessions in state parks to president; Mrs. Dwain Taylor, ing gear failed to lower proper- urday.
A determination to continue getting from one to the other as
to be involved.
Ballroom.
sell food and the like, instead of first vice-president; Mrs. J.W. ly and the airplane cartwheelthe flight will be made on a best we can."
Johnson told a legislative rec- having park personnel do that.
and
torn
off
was
wing
ed.
One
vice-president;
William, second
weekly basis.
reational facilities review comthe aircraft burned.
He noted that some parks Mrs. Dick George, secretary;
While the spacemen worked
mission Wednesday that he
Happened to look up into the
Haise said that when he tried
Spann,
treasurer.Mrs.
Buddy
would like those requirements had to be closed in Ohio beto get out of the wreck the can- with the space walk equipment twin Red Oak yesterday and
Selection
of
committee
to be eased through legislation cause of problems they were chairman made by the officers opy jammed. He said he kicked today, Mission Control in- there was a nest in a fork of a
formed them that astronaut branch. Mocking Bird hatching
but he offered no specific rec- having with concessionaires.
(Coatinued trout Page 1
were: Mrs. John Clark, his way free and was able to
Fred W. Heise Jr., who flew on out another nest of little ones.
ommendations. He said he
Asked about the possibility of spiritual; Mrs. Jimmy Fain, walk away.
would increase no more than would like more time to think selling alcoholic beverages in
Apollo 13, had been injured in She held her ground even
he
was
here,
he
got
"When
membership, Mrs. Eddie
five per cent next year.
about that first.
the parks, Johnson said he per- Shroat, room mothers, ; Mrs.
though the mower was making
said a hospital spokes- an airplane crash.
alert,"
"That's the first time I've
"Send him our best and we'll a lot of racket.
One of Johnson's aides com- sonally felt that would be help- Joe H. Spann,
who described Haise's
man,
picture;
Mrs.
seen numbers of that sort, so I mented that there is a tendency ful to business and would be
condition as "critical, but be looking forward to seeing
Larry Mayfield and Mrs. John
don't know about them," Dunhim when we get home in a
controllable if sold in 11
/
2 to 2 Pasco, library; Mrs. Robert stable."
The Bugle Vine has run all the
lop said.
ounce bottles, as it is on air- Billington, health-child
way to the top of the dead Ash
the plane Haise month." Bean said.
Officials
said
haven;
But, he added, they are "iffy
Schneider said before the tree and is blooming.
planes.
Mrs. Dewayne Smith and Mrs. was flying belonged to the Connumbers to me" since it is not
"We can't keep it ( tilcoholic Junior Brelsford, social; Mrs, federate Air Force, an organ- flight that as the 28-day mark
yet known how big a harvest
beverages) out of the (park) James Parks, safety; Mrs. ization of aircraft buffs who approachtni, doctors would
Small Box Terra* caught
there will be in 1974 arid since
system," he asserted, "but as Dick George, telephone: Mrs
exhibit World carefully monitor the astro- our eye the other day out in the
and
collect,
fly
the weather could be a major
it is now we aren't getting any James Lawson, publicity.
War II-type aircraft. It was nauts' conditions and make a back yard. Picked him up and
factor in crop production.
revenue from it."
painted
to resemble a Japanese week-by-week determination on he seemed unafraid. Put him
The Cost of Living Council
whether to continue the jour- back on the ground and he
attack fighter.
torpedo
has declined to predict how
the air- ney.
moved on off to his own wanferrying
was
Haise
much food prices will rise in
Another evaluation will be derings.
plane from Angleton Airport,
ixon ...(Continued from Page 1)
the future.
made next Wednesday.
Food prices have been in- BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS public confidence by answering shine, the President said he southwest of Galveston, to an
The medics are watching
..._
Mole came _up_out of the
city.island
this
in
airport
conference,
at
a
news
questions
creasing at an annual rate of
had no apology for ordering
Firefighters took a breather
closely
for the slow body de- ground near the big Post Oak
Heise
flight,
space
only
his
In
more than 17 per cent so far early today after reporting sub- a move urged by many of his bombing in neutral Cambodia
was the lunar module pilot on conditioning caused by long leaving a big mound of dirt.
'deal-friends.
this year. But Dunlop said that stantial progress in battling Airing
Thbombingway the ill-inted-Apollo i MOOS
during
Eie
Nixon's,
replies
increase could provide in- blazes on Western rangelands
a secret until recently and had
Yellow Jacket lights on our
centives to farmers to produce and forests. But unfavorable minute event outside the West- been covered up by false mili- mission in 1870.
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Miss Carol Ann DuBard of
Memphis, Tenn., died Monday
massive cerebral
a
of
hemorrhage at Methodist
Hospital there.
Her engagement to Leland
Monte MNabb, son of Mrs.
Wade Nelson McNabb and the
late Mr. McNabb of 1336
Friedman Lane, Paducah,
formerly of Murray, was announced with her picture in the
August 8th issue of the Ledger &
Times.
Miss Dubard and Mr. McNabb, assistant district attorney general, Memphis,
Tenn., were to have been
married on November 24. She
was Continuity Director of
WREC-TV in Memphis.
She was the daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. Horton G. DuBard,
8177 Hunters Grove Lane,
Germantown, Tenn.
Funeral services for the
young woman were held
Wednesday at two p.m. at the
Memphis Funeral Home Poplar
Chapel, 5599 Poplar Avenue,
Memphis.

Brown
Succumbs Here
James Andrew (Caddy)
Brown of Hardin succumbed
Tuesday at 5:10 a.m, at the
Convalescent Division of the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The deceased was 80 years of
age and a retired farmer. He
was a member of the HardinBerkley_ Masonic Lodge lio-567
who' will'conduct masonic iitte
at the Filbeck and Cann
Funeral Home, Benton, tonight
(Thursday) at 7:30.
FuneraLservices will be held
Friday at eleven a.m. at the
funeral home chapel with Rev.
James Hale officiating. Burial
will be in the Wadesboro
Cemetery.
Survivors are one sister, Mrs.
O.S. Mabry of Paducah; three
brothers, Pat Brown of Hardin,
W.A. Brown of Paducah, and
Joe Brown of Ohio; several
nieces and nephews.
Friends may call at the
Filbeck and Cann Funeral
Home, Benton.

Preschool To Open
At St. Leo's For
The Fall Term
The 1973-74 school year at St.
Leo's Cooperative Preschool
will open on Wednesday, September 5. Mrs. Sara Hussung
will begin her second year as
preschool teacher.
Half of the three year olds
attending the 9:30 to 11:30 a.m.
sessions will come on Wednesday, September 5, and the
remaining half will corhe on
Friday, September 7.
All parents may remain with
their children for the first
morning session. e
The full class of three year
olds will begin regular three
days' morning sessions on
Monday, September 10.
Four year olds three days
sessions from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
will open with full attendance on
Wednesday, September 5.
An
important
parents'
orientation meeting will be held
at Gleason Hall on Tuesday,
September 4, at 7:30 p.m. Al]
parents are urged to attend, a
spokesman said.
Enrollment for the two
sessions is still in progress with
one opening in the morning and
three openings in the afternoon.
Information and applications
may be obtained froin Mrs.
Jack Baker, phone 753-8732.

Federal State
Market'Report
Mayfield Feeder Pig Sale for
August 23, 1973. Total head 2.58
compared to last week $4.00 to
86.00 higher.
U.S. 1-2 under 25 lbs., $101.00
U.S. 1-2 25-34 lbs., 90.50
U.S. 1-2 35-44 lbs., 90.50
U.S. 1-2 45-54 lbs., 82.50-83.00
U.S. 3 under 25 lbs., 96.00
U.S. 3 25-34 lbs., 91.50
U.S. 3 35-44 lbs., 98.50
U.S. 3 45-54 lbs., 75.00
U.S. 3 55-65 lbs., 75.00
U.S. 4 25-34 lbs., 80.00
U.S. 415-44 lbs., 80.00
FREEPUPPIES
Puupies,sit weeks old, mixed
breed, are free to persons'for
pets. For information call 7530474.
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